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► Pompeo announced sanctions

on pro-Iran Iraqi militia leaders

Thomas Seibert
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First-time. File photo shows Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz at the G-20
summit in Osaka, Japan, in June 2019.
(DPA)

With G20 presidency,
Riyadh hopes to showcase its
economic clout in year ahead
Jareer Elass

Washington

I

n assuming the Group of 20 presidency on December 1, Saudi Arabia has taken centre stage in a
high-profile role that Riyadh says
will demonstrate its hefty economic
clout alongside leading global financial and trading powers.
The Saudi government is relishing
the opportunity to shine in 2020 as it
oversees this elite financial forum.
Under that spotlight, however, Riyadh should expect closer scrutiny
on how its economic transformation
programme Saudi Vision 2030 is faring as the kingdom struggles with high
budget deficits and slow movement on
reducing its oil revenue dependency.
Saudi Arabia distinguishes itself as
the only Arab country among the G20
membership. History will be made
when it hosts the G20 Leaders’ Summit in Riyadh next November — the
first time the annual meeting will convene in an Arab country.
For Saudi Arabia, membership in
the G20 is significant in the prestige
gained from being on the same economic playing field with the likes of
the United States, Russia, China, the
United Kingdom, Japan, Australia,
South Korea and Canada.

Riyadh’s membership in the G20
reflects the key role it plays as a leading oil producer and a pricing force
in the global energy markets. Saudi
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
has stated that Saudi Arabia’s G20
presidency is proof of the kingdom’s
vital role in the global economy.

Next November will be
the first time the annual
G20 meeting will
convene in an Arab
country.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz highlighted the significance of Saudi Arabia’s unique location with Riyadh
assuming the group’s presidency:
“The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is at
the crossroads of three continents —
Asia, Africa and Europe. In hosting
the G20, the kingdom will have an
important role to play by sharing the
perspective of the Middle East and
North Africa region.”
Riyadh has chosen the theme of
“Realising Opportunities of the 21st
Century for All” for its G20 leadership year.
In selecting Saudi Arabia for the
2020 presidency, G20 members
recognised efforts by Riyadh to introduce fiscal reforms to wean is

citizens off the long-entrenched,
cradle-to-grave welfare system and
grow the Saudi private sector as part
of its 3-year-old economic transformation programme.
A statement released in December
2018 by the G20 Troika — Argentina,
Japan and Saudi Arabia — representing the then-outgoing, incoming and
future G20 presidencies: “Saudi Arabia is undergoing major economic
and social transformation guided
by its Vision 2030, which is closely
aligned with core G20 objectives of
achieving macroeconomic stability,
sustainable development, women
empowerment, enhanced human
capital and increased flow of trade
and investment.”
Vision 2030 has progressed slowly,
affected by delays in the limited sale
of state crown jewel Saudi Aramco.
The Saudi Aramco initial public offering (IPO) has been the centrepiece of Vision 2030.
The Saudi government would
greatly welcome a substantial boost
in foreign investment in its economy
to help stimulate growth.
Jareer Elass reports from
Washington on energy issues
for The Arab Weekly.
Full version of this article appears on
www.thearabweekly.com

ensions between the United States and Iran flared as
missiles hit military bases
hosting US troops in Iraq.
Washington said it was considering
the deployment of additional forces
to the Gulf region to defend against
attacks by Iranian forces.
Iraq is quickly developing as a potential flashpoint between the United States and Iran.
US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo announced sanctions on
Iraqi militia leaders Qais al-Khazali,
Laith al-Khazali and Hussein Aziz
al-Lami, who are from pro-Iran paramilitary force Al-Hashed al-Shaabi.
“The Iraqi people want their country back,” he said in a statement December 6.
Two Katyusha rockets hit Balad
Airbase north of Baghdad December 5 without causing damage or
casualties. US officials said they
suspected Iran of being behind the
attack. “We’re waiting for full evidence but if past is prologue then
there’s a good chance that Iran was
behind it,” said David Schenker, US
assistant secretary of state for Near
Eastern Affairs.
The Trump administration said it
is concerned about attacks on bases
where some 5,200 US troops are deployed to help Iraqi forces ensure jihadists do not regroup. The attacks,
targeting either bases or the US Embassy in Baghdad, have averaged
more than one per week the past six
weeks.
“There is a spike in rocket attacks,”
a US official told Agence FrancePresse, adding that, although they
had caused no US casualties and little damage, they were increasingly
worrying.
US President Donald Trump
vowed to respond “strongly” to any
threat from Iran against US interests.
Five rockets hit Ain Assad Airbase
on December 3, four days after US
Vice-President Mike Pence visited
troops there. Security sources said
they believed Kataib Hezbollah, a
powerful Shia faction close to Tehran and blacklisted by Washington,
was responsible.

Senior military sources in Baghdad told a special correspondent for
The Arab Weekly that the missile attacks might have been in retaliation
for US military operations on Iraqi
territory against militias loyal to
Iran. The sources said one of the US
operations, carried out November
26, resulted in casualties among the
pro-Iran group Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq.
More than a dozen rockets hit the
Qayyarah Airbase in northern Iraq
in November, one of the largest attacks in recent months to hit an area
where US troops are based.
Shortly before the attack on Balad, a senior Pentagon official spoke
of signs of “Iranian aggression.”
“We also continue to see indications, and for obvious reasons I
won’t go into the details, that potential Iranian aggression could occur,” John Rood, US under-secretary
of defence for policy, said.
Testifying before the US Congress, Rood said the United States
was “observing Iran’s behaviour
with concern.”
US officials were said to be considering the dispatching of 5,0007,000 troops to the Middle East, although US Defence Secretary Mark
Esper denied that a 14,000-strong
deployment was under examination.
Retired US Army General Joseph
Votel, the former commander of US
Central Command, which deals with
the Iran file, wrote in an analysis
for the Middle East Institute: “I assess that the Iranian threat is a real
one — that they are pursuing both
through use of proxies and through
improved military capability.”
“We must take it seriously. I further assess we need to defend our
interests with military capability
that demonstrates our resolve and
which can hold Iran at risk,” Votel
said.
He warned that “the big challenge
in the Gulf, from my perspective, is
always miscalculation.”
Votel’s warning of “miscalculation” came as Brian Hook, the
United States’ point man on Iran,
accused Tehran of mass murder
during the latest wave of protests
that started November 15.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent.

Lebanese mothers struggle to keep protests non-violent
Samar Kadi

Beirut

W

hile witnessing clashes
between anti-government
protesters and Hezbollah and Amal sympathisers amid mounting sectarian rhetoric
reminiscent of Lebanon’s devastating
civil war, Lebanese mothers took to
the streets, pledging to keep the ghost
of civil strife away.
Standing against sectarian-inspired
violence, the group Mothers for NonViolence rallied in various parts of
Beirut and other cities in Lebanon.

“What happened in the past couple
of weeks sounded the alarm. What
we saw reminded us of the pain and
suffering of the civil war. We just had
to act,” said Tanya Ghorra, a founding
member of Mothers for Non-Violence.
Clashes erupted after supporters
of powerful Shia groups Hezbollah
and the Amal Movement stepped up
intimidation tactics against peaceful
protesters. Trying to protect the status quo, their sympathisers attacked
demonstrators in Beirut, Baalbek and
Tyre.
It is the particularly intense confrontation on a former front line of
the civil war between Beirut’s neighbourhoods of Ain el-Remmaneh and

Chiyah that raised alarms.
“We marched, mothers from all
religious and social backgrounds, to
build human bridges,” Ghorra said.
Similar demonstrations against
sectarian violence took place in other
parts of Beirut and in the northern
city of Tripoli. The movement “had a
contaminating effect spreading from
one place to another,” Ghorra noted.
The action of Lebanese mothers
was reminiscent of that of Chilean
and Argentine mothers who, in the
1980s, were at the vanguard of nonviolent protests. “Anywhere in the
world mothers speak a common language,” Ghorra said.
The families of the missing in war

who are still suffering from the sequels of the civil war (1975-90) were
particularly vocal in the mothers’
march for peace.
“We participated in large numbers
in the marches against the return to
civil strife because we are the best
example of what wars can do to people,” said Wadad Halwani, founder
of the Committee of the Families of
Kidnapped and Disappeared in Lebanon.
The Committee of the Families of
Kidnapped and Disappeared in Lebanon, founded in 1982, has observed
a sit-in since 2005 to learn the fate of
some 17,000 people missing since the
civil war.

The mothers’ movement eases
street tensions, organisers said. The
traditional ruling parties have long
pushed rhetoric of coexistence to
gloss over deep class divides and to
maintain their hold on power.
“Women have proved to be instrumental in containing tensions and
preventing friction in the protests.
They say: ‘We gave you life and we
will stop you from imperilling it,’”
Ghorra said.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.
Full version of this article appears on
www.thearabweekly.com
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Turkey isolated in its Syria policy as
Erdogan fails to secure NATO backing
Thomas Seibert

T

urkey’s policy in Syria is facing uncertainty following a
failed attempt by Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to secure Western backing for
his government’s plans.
Erdogan dropped a veto threat
during the NATO summit in London
and admitted he failed to convince
Turkey’s allies to back its latest incursion into Syria to fight a Kurdish
militia there.
Before the summit, Erdogan
threatened to block a NATO defence
plan for the Baltic countries and Poland if the alliance refused to call the
Syrian-Kurdish People’s Protection
Units (YPG) militia a terrorist group.
However, he later agreed to the
Baltic plan even though a NATO
statement after the summit did not
mention the YPG or its political organisation, the Democratic Union
Party (PYD).
Aykan Erdemir

“Under Erdogan’s rule, Turkey’s
relations with NATO will remain
transactional at best.”
The statement declared that “terrorism in all its forms and manifestations remains a persistent threat to
us all,” a wording that was much less
than what Turkey had wanted.
Aykan Erdemir, a senior fellow
at the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies, a think-tank in Washington, said Erdogan’s decision to
cancel his veto threat did not mean
relations between Turkey and NATO
were back on track.
“The Turkish president’s lastminute U-turn has avoided a bigger
crisis for now but the trajectory of
the relations remains adversarial,”
Erdemir said by e-mail. “Under Erdogan’s rule, Turkey’s relations with
NATO will remain transactional at
best, as he will continue to play a

spoiler role within the alliance to extract concessions from other member states.”
“The NATO summit has provided
yet another proof of Turkey’s ongoing drift from the transatlantic alliance and its values,” Erdemir added.
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu insisted after the summit that Turkey had not given final
approval to the Baltic plan and expected NATO to designate the YPG a
terrorist group.
NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg said alliance members
remained divided about the YPG but
did not discuss the Kurdish group. A
meeting on Syria with Erdogan and
the leaders of France, Germany and
the United Kingdom on the sidelines
of the summit also ended without
concrete results.
That leaves Turkey without support by the West in its fight against
the YPG in an incursion into Syria,
begun two months ago, and isolated
in its plan to send millions of Syrian refugees from Turkey to a “safe
zone” in northern Syria.
Erdogan wants European countries, whose leaders are concerned
about a new wave of Syrian refugees,
to pay billions of dollars for housing and other infrastructure for the
resettlement plan but he did not secure financial promises in London.
Rachel Ellehuus, deputy director
and senior fellow with the Europe
Programme at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington said Erdogan had probably been aware he would not get
NATO to define the YPG as a terrorist
group “but he saw an opportunity to
make the broader point that the alliance is not responding to Turkey’s
legitimate security concerns.”
“Turkey can help improve its relationships with the US, NATO and the
EU by being a cooperative partner on
migration, terrorism and in Syria,”
Ellehuus said by e-mail, adding that
Ankara “should start building consensus” with like-minded allies.
US President Donald Trump was
the only leader in London to applaud
Turkey. “The border and the safe

No backing. French President Emmanuel Macron (C) and German Chancellor Angela Merkel (2nd R) look at
US President Donald Trump (2nd L) and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (R) during a photo shoot
at the NATO summit, December 4. 						
		
(AFP)
zone is working out very well and I
give Turkey a lot of credit for that.
The ceasefire is holding,” Trump said
after meeting with Erdogan.
Trump, however, repeated that
US troops would remain in northern
Syria to guard oil wells there, a position that has angered Turkey. US officials say profits from oil exports from
northern Syria would go to the YPGled Syrian Democratic Forces.
The NATO summit also heightened
tensions between Turkey and EU
heavyweight France. French President Emmanuel Macron said no consensus could be reached with Turkey
on defining terrorism amid the row
over the YPG, which is seen as a terrorist group by Ankara but regarded
as a vital partner in the fight against
the Islamic State (ISIS) by the United
States and other Western powers.
“I don’t see any possible consensus” with Turkey, Macron said after
the NATO summit. “We do not agree

to classify the YPG-PYD as a terrorist
group.”
Macron said Turkey’s forces had
attacked the YPG even though the
Kurdish militia backed the allies
against the Islamic State in Syria. Macron also accused Ankara of working
with “ISIS proxies,” a reference to reports that pro-Turkish rebel groups
that take part in the latest Turkish
incursion in Syria include jihadists.
Erdogan said Turkish troops would
stay in Syria despite the criticism.
Speaking to Turkish journalists in
London, Erdogan said it was “unfortunate to see that some allies
continue their cooperation with terrorist organisations while emphasising the struggle against terrorism at
the same time,” the pro-government
English-language Daily Sabah newspaper reported.
Erdogan said that only one country, which he did not name, had
pledged support for Turkey’s Syria

plans. He said he agreed with the
leaders of France, Germany and the
United Kingdom to meet in Istanbul in February and to have annual
talks.
The rift between Turkey and its
NATO allies over Ankara’s purchase
of the Russian S-400 missile defence
system also remained unsolved at
the summit. Stoltenberg said the
S-400 would not be integrated into
the alliance’s defence systems.
Ellehuus said the problem would
continue to haunt relations between
Turkey and the West.
“I expect tensions to continue so
long as Turkey continues fielding
the S-400,” she wrote. “NATO’s concerns are not just symbolic or political — the S-400 poses a real risk to
NATO military superiority and will
inhibit Turkey’s own ability to integrate into NATO command and control systems and to operate alongside other allies.”

Sarraj-Erdogan deal sparks
anger, wariness across region
The Arab Weekly staff

London

A

deal between Fayez al-Sarraj, head of Libya’s Tripolibased government, and
Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan sparked hostile reactions and expressions of wariness
over increasing tensions in the region.
The Greek Foreign Ministry said
it ordered the expulsion of the
Libyan ambassador in Athens over
implications of the deal on its maritime jurisdiction dispute with Turkey. Greek Foreign Minister Nikos
Dendias said December 6 that the
Libyan envoy was given 72 hours to
leave Greece.
The Erdogan-Sarraj agreement
also sparked concern in Riyadh
where it was seen as leading to more
Turkish military support for Libya’s
Islamist-backed Government of National Accord (GNA).
Gulf affairs experts said the presence of senior Saudi government
officials at a meeting December 2
between Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and Libyan House
of Representatives Speaker Aguila
Saleh signalled the importance that
Riyadh places on developments in
Libya and its concern about Turkish
interference in North Africa.

Coupled with increased Turkish
military and intelligence presence
in Qatar, the Erdogan-Sarraj deal
was probably perceived by Saudi
Arabia as a threat to its national security. For the Saudis, Turkey’s role
in the region is comparable to that
of Iran.
A Libyan diplomatic source,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said the Saleh visit aimed to
obtain Saudi support for a petition,
submitted to the UN secretary-general and the Arab League secretarygeneral, requesting the withdrawal
of both organisations’ recognition
of the GNA in Libya.
The Libyan delegation also
sought support for the formation
of a government of national unity
whose head would be appointed by
the Libyan parliament and supported by the General Command of the
Libyan Army.
Saleh previously urged the Arab
League to withdraw its accreditation of the Sarraj government after
it signed a memorandum of understanding with Turkey on military
cooperation and the demarcation of
Libya’s maritime borders.
Arab League Secretary-General
Ahmed Aboul Gheit called for the
matter to be “submitted to the
league’s council to issue a decision
to withdraw its accreditation to the
Government of National Accord and
the adoption of the only legitimate

body, the House of Representatives
and its derivatives, in addition to
rejecting the said memorandum of
understanding and considering it
null and void.”
The deal comes despite calls from
the Arab League, which includes
Libya, to end cooperation with Turkey in protest of its military offensive against Kurdish forces in Syria.
Details of the Erdogan-Sarraj
agreement, signed November 27 in
Istanbul, have not been released
but media reports suggest it could
extend Turkey’s continental shelf
by around one-third, allowing Ankara to lay claim to recently discovered oil and gas reserves in the
Eastern Mediterranean. That would
cut across claims by Greece, Cyprus
and Egypt.
Turkish media said Ankara would
provide the United Nations with coordinates of its “exclusive economic
zone” in the Eastern Mediterranean
once the relevant law was passed by
its parliament.
Ezzedine Aguil, head of the Libyan Republican Alliance Party, which
is opposed to the GNA, said by telephone that the threat represented
by this agreement “affects Arab national security overall.”
Aguil described the Turkish military support for the GNA-backed
militias as “a serious violation of international law.”
Since April, Field-Marshal Khal-

Ripple effects. Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud (R)
receives Speaker of the Libyan House of Representatives Aguila
Saleh, in Riyadh, December 2.
(DPA)
ifa Haftar’s Libyan National Army
(LNA) has been on an offensive in
Tripoli against militants and other
armed militias allied to the GNA.
Turkey is reported to have supplied the GNA with drones, transport vehicles and other military
equipment. The LNA is said to have
sought support from Russia and regional powers.
Athens said it would seek support
from NATO following the military
deal signed by Turkey and Libya’s
UN-recognised government. “An
alliance cannot remain indifferent
when one of its members openly
violates international law and aims
(to harm) another member,” Greek
Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis
said.
The Turkey-Libya agreement also
raised hackles in Egypt and Cyprus.

Dendias met with Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry on
December 1 in Cairo to discuss the
matter.
The UN Security Council in July
urged countries not to intervene in
the conflict or to take measures that
would exacerbate the conflict. The
council called for full compliance
with the arms embargo but any action over reported sanctions violations is unlikely, Reuters reported.
“The transfers (of military material) to Libya were repeated and
sometimes blatant with scant regard being paid to compliance with
the sanctions measures,” UN experts wrote in a confidential report
expected to be published in December, Reuters reported.
More on page 9
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Nile dam talks end
in Cairo with no deal
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

A

round of talks among
Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan
over Ethiopia’s controversial Nile dam ended with
no deal but the three countries’
water ministers agreed to meet in
Washington and Khartoum for further deliberations and technical
talks.
The negotiations, December 2-3
in Cairo, focused on the filling of the
Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
(GERD) reservoir, a subject hotly
debated between Cairo and Addis
Ababa.
The dam, which Ethiopian officials say is crucial for the country’s
economic development but is seen
by Egyptian officials as a threat to
their country’s water supply, has
been a point of contention among
the three neighbouring countries
for nearly nine years. The parties
pledged to reach a deal by January
15, with US and World Bank mediation, but significant issues remain
unresolved.
“These are difficult negotiations,”
said Abbas al-Sharaky, a water resources professor at Cairo University. “The Ethiopians will not give in
to Egyptian demands easily.”
Ethiopia began constructing the
$4 billion dam in 2011, with the aim
of having it generate electricity by
2020 and be fully operational by
2022. Once completed, it is expected to generate 6,450 megawatts of
electricity per year.
However, in water-poor Egypt,
which relies on the Nile River for
55.5 billion cubic metres of water
every year, there is a concern the
project could exacerbate water
scarcity, including derailing the
country’s agricultural sector and increasing the probability of drought,
experts said.
At the latest negotiations, Egyptian Irrigation Minister Mohamed
Abdel Aty pointed out that the water Cairo uses from the Nile is 21
billion cubic metres below national
need, forcing it to import 34 billion
cubic metres of water annually.

“This is why we need to profoundly discuss the rules of operating the
dam and filling its reservoir,” Abdel
Aty said. “Egypt is keen on reaching
a fair and balanced deal.”
Egypt has failed to bring in more
water for hundreds of years, even
as its population, now 100 million,
grew.
Bracing for tough times, Egypt has
invested billions of dollars on constructing sewage treatment plants
and seawater desalination projects
but it counts the Nile as a central
part of its water supply.
During the recent negotiations,
the countries discussed how to accommodate Egypt’s water needs
and ensure the operation of the High
Dam in Aswan, Egypt’s southernmost province.
Egypt is requesting that Ethiopia
release 40 billion cubic metres of
Blue Nile water from the dam every
year while it fills the GERD reservoir.
“Egypt cannot accept less than
this,” Sharaky said. “Filling the reservoir over a 3-year period proposed
by Ethiopia would mean that Egypt
will lose two-thirds of the amount of
water it receives every year, which
will be devastating to it.”
Ethiopia has been reluctant to accept the condition, especially with
Blue Nile revenue not yet certain.
The Egyptian Ministry of Irrigation said technical talks in Khartoum, scheduled for December
21-22, would aim to reach common
ground between the three countries
on how the dam reservoir would be
filled and operated.
“This comes within Egypt’s desire
to reach a balanced and fair deal,”
the ministry said.
To reach a realistic compromise,
the United States and World Bank
would need to step in and exert
pressure, analysts said.
“I believe there is a will in the United States for easing the negotiations
and pushing for a deal,” said Tarek
Fahmi, a political science professor
at Cairo University. “By all means,
Egypt will not accept the dam to be
a reality on the ground without taking its interests into consideration.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

The military’s man. Azzedine Mihoubi, presidential candidate and secretary-general of the Democratic
National Rally, delivers a speech during an election campaign rally in Algiers, December 4.
(DPA)

Tensions escalate in Algeria
over presidential election
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgeria’s Interior minister
assailed Algerians opposing upcoming presidential elections as “perverts,
homosexuals and traitors” while
army-backed authorities moved
towards a bitter showdown with
a 9-month-old democracy movement that calls the vote an imposture.
“They are fake Algerians, traitors, mercenaries, perverts, homosexuals. We know them one
by one,” Interior Minister Salah
Eddine Dahmoune said December
3 in unprecedented criticism by a
government official of the protests
and their leading figures.
“They are not like us. They
did not belong to us,” added
Dahmoune.
Algeria’s military commander,
General Ahmed Gaid Salah, de
facto ruler of the country since
long-time President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika was ousted April 2, described the December 12 elections
as the continuation of Algeria’s independence war against France’s
colonial rule.
“If November marked the liberation of our dear homeland from a
brutal colonisation of 132 years,
December will have the honour
of completing the construction of
Algeria as state of law,” said Gaid
Salah, referring to the independence struggle that began November 1, 1954.
He urged a massive electoral
turnout to “deliver a slap on the
face of all those who are plotting against Algeria at home and
abroad.”
“That slap will come as strong as
the blows delivered by the Algerians during their successive battles against colonialism during 132
years of resistance and fight,” Gaid
Salah added.
Algeria has been without an
elected president since the overthrow of Bouteflika and authorities
scrapped planned elections twice
because of protests.
Protesters’ hostility cast a pall
over the election campaign with
Algerian analysts saying the vote
would not dampen the momentum
of the protests, which have been
going on for 42 weeks.
The elections are widely seen as
designed to end the protests without recourse to brutal force. Candidates insist that “elections are the
only way to determine the wishes
of the people not the marches in

the streets” and “the next elected
president will satisfy the demands
of the protesters.”
The presidential candidates —
two former prime ministers, two
ministers and a former leader of
the ruling party’s youth wing — are
veteran regime loyalists and remain firm in their support of the
military. They have not had much
success in changing the mood of
the protesters, who marked their
rallies with noisy demonstrations
calling the presidential hopefuls
“traitors of the Hirak (pro-democracy movement).”
Approximately 150 anti-election
campaign protesters have been arrested, some of them sentenced to
18 months in jail.
The EU parliament passed a
resolution backing the protesters’
demands for a political transition,
opposing elections under the current government and condemning
the arrests of protests’ activists.

The Algerian Interior
minister calls
presidential vote’s
opponents “traitors.”
The
resolution’s
approval
prompted anger from Gaid Salah
and other government leaders and
the ire of some Algerians who accused the Europeans of meddling
in Algeria’s internal affairs with
thousands of pro-government supporters taking to the streets to support the elections.
The candidates have been varied
in their approaches to convince
voters of the necessity of the elections as the way to pull the country
out of its “political impasse.”
They warned that the only alternative to the elections would be
“another Black Decade” an allusion to the brutal civil war in the
1990s that followed the annulling
of the first free parliamentary elections, which were won by the Islamists.
The warnings rang hollow
among the protesters, who chanted: “You will not frighten us with
the Black Decade. The misery had
hardened us.”
Even when the candidates
campaigned in towns where
the protests appeared not as
strong, activists trailed them
with noisy gatherings posted
to social media.
Candidate Abdelkader Bengrina,
a former Muslim Brotherhood official who switched sides to be Tourism minister under Bouteflika, was
confronted by protesters in his
hometown Ouargla in southern Al-

geria. They called him “thief and
traitor of the Hirak.”
When he tried to reach out to
voters in the northern city of Bouira, Bengrina was hemmed in by
protesters who heard him claim:
“I’m with the Hirak but the elections are the only alternative.”
Former ruling National Liberation Front chief and ex-Prime
Minister Ali Benflis was jeered
and shouted down by protesters
in Tlemcen in the west, Annaba,
Guelma and Oued Souf in the east.
He called off a rally in Maghnia,
near the border with Morocco.
Algerian media close to the government suggested that Benflis and
former Prime Minister Abdelmadjid Tebboune were the favourites
of the army command to succeed
Bouteflika. However, as the elections drew nearer, pro-government
media speculated that former Information Minister Azzedine Mihoubi, a poet, had become the first
choice of the military.
Mihoubi was the only candidate
who met with ambassadors of
main European countries and Arab
countries, including Germany and
Saudi Arabia.
Tebboune, who was initially
deemed the favoured candidate
of Gaid Salah, saw his campaign
manager stepping down without
explanation and one of his campaign funders jailed on corruption
accusations.
The army command announced
it “had no preference for any candidate” but its concern is to ensure
that protests will not be a deterrent
for voters.
“I have given strict order to the
Algerian People’s National Armed
Forces troops and members of
the security forces to observe the
highest degrees of alertness and
cautiousness to foil any malicious attempt or machination to
undermine the evolving of this
significant event and stop anyone
disrupting this electoral process in
any way, shape or form,” said Gaid
Salah.
Analysts, however, said the protests would continue whatever the
outcome of the vote.
“All indications point to the continuation of the movement with or
without the elections of December
12 to press with the main claim to
rebuild Algeria into a civil state
with the genuine power handover
to civilians after a transition period,” said sociologist Mohamed Ben
Ahmed, who is managing director
of Social Sciences magazine.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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New UN nuclear chief
vows to be ‘firm and
fair’ in Iran dispute
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

I

ran called on the new chief of
the United Nations’ nuclear
watchdog to resist US pressure
on Tehran.
The demand came as the nuclear
deal between Tehran and international powers could be just weeks
away from collapse and Oman is
starting an effort to reduce tensions
in the Gulf region.
Veteran Argentine diplomat Rafael Grossi was sworn on December 2 as director-general of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), the organisation tasked
with making sure that Iran’s nuclear programme stays peaceful
and within the limits of the 2015
nuclear deal. Grossi, 58, succeeds
Yukiya Amano, who died in July at
the age of 72.
Grossi has years of experience in
the field. He held high-level posts
at the agency from 2010-13 that
put him in contact with Iranian officials during negotiations for the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), as the nuclear deal is
formally known. Grossi’s candidacy

was supported by the United States,
which left the JCPOA last year and
lobbies for more pressure on Iran
but the new IAEA chief stressed his
impartiality on the Iran issue.
Without mentioning Iran specifically, Grossi said his approach to inspections would be “firm and fair.”
“An inspector is not a friend,” he
said, adding that he would soon
visit Iran.
Iran responded by reminding Grossi that he must not do
Washington’s bidding.
The Tehran government has
taken several steps that violate provisions of the JCPOA, such as resuming uranium enrichment at its
underground Fordow plant but says
the decisions are easily reversible if
the US returns to the agreement.
Adding to the tensions, the IAEA
said Iran detained one of its nuclear
inspectors and prevented her from
leaving the country. The agency
asked Iran to provide explanations
for the presence of uranium particles at an undeclared site where the
IAEA took samples last spring.
Full version of this article appears
on www.thearabweekly.com
More on page 15

Hezbollah operative
sentenced to 40 years
in prison for plotting
terror in New York
The Arab Weekly staff

London

A

n American of Lebanese
descent, convicted of providing material support
to Hezbollah by seeking
targets in New York for terrorist
attacks, has been sentenced to 40
years in prison.
Ali Kourani, 35, was sentenced
December 3 in US District Court
by Judge Alvin K. Hellerstein after
Kourani was convicted at a May
trial. He could have been sentenced
to life in prison.
US Attorney Geoffrey S. Berman
said in a release that Kourani spent
years conducting surveillance at
federal buildings, airports, including Kennedy International Airport,
and day-care centres after he was
recruited, trained and deployed by
Hezbollah.

He was convicted on eight charges, including conspiracy to use
weapons in a violent crime.
Berman said the lengthy sentence sent a strong message to
Hezbollah, which the United States
considers a terrorist organisation.
“If you are caught planning harm
against this city and its residents,
you will face justice and be held accountable,” he said.
He said Kourani was the first
operative of the group to be convicted and sentenced for his crimes
against the United States.
Authorities said Kourani arrived
in the United States legally in 2003,
earning a bachelor’s degree in biomedical engineering in 2009 and a
master’s degree in business administration in 2013. He became a naturalised American citizen in April
2009 and was issued a US passport.
(With Agence France-Presse,
Reuters)

No through road. Police stand guard in front of the government house in Beirut.

Uncertainty shrouds formation
of a new government in Lebanon
Samar Kadi

Beirut

A

lthough Lebanese President Michel Aoun fixed
a date for long-delayed
mandatory consultations
with parliament blocs to nominate
the next prime minister, ambiguity
shrouds the formation of a government in Lebanon.
Consultations were to formally
begin December 9, the presidency
announced, more than a month
after nationwide anti-government
protests led to Prime Minister Saad
Hariri’s resignation.
Aoun had stopped short of announcing formal talks to agree on
a new lineup as key partners in the
fractious outgoing governing coalition had apparently insisted on
reaching a deal before. However, it
is uncertain whether Samir Khatib,
the latest front-runner to be prime
minister, will receive the nomination.
“Although the consultations are
scheduled, it is still impossible to
predict assertively if a new prime
minister would be nominated,” said
Nabil Bou Monsef, a political analyst
with Lebanon’s leading newspaper
An-Nahar. “The political scene is
still vague. We are stuck in a unique
crisis never experienced before.”
“Regardless of how qualified
Khatib might be, I don’t believe
he has the most suitable profile to
head the government at this very

critical time.”
Khatib, a prominent contractor
and successful businessman with
no experience in politics, is among
names that surfaced since Hariri’s
resignation October 29. Khatib’s
possible nomination triggered
scorn and anger from protesters
who fear he is part of a cosmetic
cabinet change that would still
be dominated by the ruling elite,
which they accuse of corruption
and pushing the country to near
economic collapse.

It is not clear whether
Samir Khatib, the latest
front-runner to be prime
minister, will make it to
nomination.
Protesters demand the wholesale removal of the current political
class and have insisted on an independent government composed of
technocrats.
Pierre Issa, secretary-general of
the National Bloc party, cast doubt
about Khatib’s nomination, which
he said would further provoke the
protesters.
“For the past 50 days, the protesters have been calling for an independent administration to no avail.
There are two options: either they
nominate the suitable person who
can help pull out Lebanon from
the crisis or one who is convenient
to them to continue running the
country but the latter option won’t
work,” said Issa, whose party is ac-

tive in the protests.
Protesters were expected to escalate their action to try to abort
Khatib’s possible nomination, Issa
said, adding: “I believe that another
candidate would be put forward or
the consultations would be postponed.”
“There is only one solution that
will be imposed by the pressing
economic and financial crisis. [That
is] an independent government
of experts who should be capable
to deliver focusing on four issues:
a social security network for the
most impoverished classes, ending
public money waste, stopping corruption and downsizing the inflated public administration.”
Lebanon is passing through its
worst economic and financial crisis
in decades with one of the world’s
highest debt ratios, high unemployment and an expected contraction in the economy in 2020.
Local banks imposed capital control measures unseen before in the
country known for its free-market
economy.
At least three people, including
an unemployed, debt-ridden Lebanese father of two, committed suicide in a week, infuriating protesters who linked the deaths to the
worsening financial situation.
Prices of basic goods, such as
olive oil and cheese, have been increasing and the Lebanese pound,
officially traded at about 1,500
pounds to the dollar, passed 2,000
pounds to the dollar on the black
market.

Still without new government,
Tunisia grapples with social unrest
The Arab Weekly staff

Tunis

U
Strong message. US Attorney for the Southern District of New
York Geoffrey Berman speaks during a news conference, last
October.
(AFP)

(AP)

nrest rocked Tunisia’s southwestern city of Jelma in
recent weeks as protesters
clashed with security forces
following the death of an unemployed
man who had set himself on fire.
Even as Tunisian President Kais
Saied increased moves aimed at showing empathy with the unemployed and
as Tunisian Prime Minister-Designate
Habib Jemli struggled to pull together
a new coalition government, expressions of social desperation seemed to
leave little margin of manoeuvre for
the country’s new leaders.
Since the 2011 uprising that intro-

duced democratic rule in Tunisia, social unrest has not subsided as most
economic indicators have weakened.
Economists said a strong government with a clear economic vision is
essential to stabilise state finances and
address public frustrations that threaten trust in the young democracy’s
politics.
Economic growth, averaging 4.7%
in the decade prior to 2010, has averaged 1.8% since then, World Bank
figures show. The current pace of
economic growth is unlikely to create
enough jobs or provide the state with
enough revenues to address chronic
imbalances. The unemployment rate,
12% before 2011, is 15% nationally but
far worse in Tunisia’s impoverished
interior, where it exceeds 30% in some
cities.

Work stoppages have not helped
as in the state phosphates company
which used to contribute 10% of Tunisian exports before 2011 but only
4% now. It is in a poor region and
the post-revolution government increased its workforce by 21,000 people to 30,000.
Tunisia is halfway through a $2.8
billion International Monetary Fund
(IMF) loan programme, which began
in 2016. The IMF required the government to rein in spending, especially
on subsidies and public sector wages,
which doubled since 2010. But spending cuts are unpopular and fuel further
unrest.
(With Reuters)
More on page 9
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Conflicting agendas, lack
of clear timetable logjam
Syria’s constitutional talks
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

T

he Syrian constitutional
talks are going nowhere.
Despite international optimism at their commencement October 30, the process is
stuck in gridlock. The second round
of negotiations ended abruptly
with no agreement on a work agenda or on a date for the third round.
The 150-member constitutional
committee is divided into three
groups: 50 each for the government, opposition and civil society
members.
During the first round, they
agreed on a 45-member drafting
committee, which is to present its
work to the 150 delegates for approval, which needs a 75% majority.
On the drafting committee, 15 members each stand for the government,
opposition and civil society.
The government delegation has
been referring to the opposition as
the “Turkish regime delegation”
and asked UN Special Envoy Geir
Pedersen to stop referring to the
government representatives as a
“government delegation.”
They want to be addressed as an
independent delegation with progovernment views. Technically, this
is important for what comes after

the constitution is written. It gives
the Syrian government the ability
to wiggle out of any commitment to
the final text if it’s not to its liking,
claiming that the representatives
are independent and not government-appointed. The decisions of
the negotiators are non-binding.
There was also a request by the
government delegates to outline
“national principles” that it wanted
the opposition and civil society to
abide by before starting talks on
the constitution. These included a
pledge to combat terrorism, lift US
and EU sanctions, uphold unity of
Syrian territories, shun separatism
and condemn Turkish aggression in
north-eastern Syria.

Russia would like to
move the talks from
Geneva to Sochi.
Damascus does not mind.
The opposition refused, saying
such commitments are preconditions for the talks and all sides had
agreed to go to Geneva with no preconditions.
Until that is settled, no progress
can be made on the drafting committee. Additionally, the opposition
claims that videos were leaked from
the first round by government delegates, infringing on secrecy commitments that all sides agreed to

uphold before talks started.
The United Nations said it has
already walked an extra mile to
start the process. The United Nations secured a pledge from Syrian authorities to refrain from
harassing opposition members
travelling to the talks from Damascus and for the lifting of all arrest
warrants in effect.
The United Nations also agreed to
set no timetable for the talks, meaning they can drag into 2021, which is
when Syrian presidential elections
are scheduled.
UN officials also made sure that
the process was exclusively Syrian,
with only one foreigner — Pedersen
— in the room. No foreign stakeholders were invited to the talks in
Geneva.
That might be the reason the talks
stalled. The Russians have been trying to move the talks from the UNmandate process in Switzerland to
the Russian one in Sochi or Kazakhstan. The Geneva process, they say,
is the brainchild of former US Secretary of State John Kerry, while Sochi
and Astana are sponsored by Russian President Vladimir Putin.
“The optimism has eroded after
the second round,” said Ibrahim
Hamidi, a Syrian who is senior diplomatic editor at Asharq Al-Awsat
newspaper. “There is a feeling in
Western diplomatic circles that an
attempt is under way to transfer the

Suspended. Members of the Syria constitution-writing committee
attend a ceremony to mark the committee’s opening meeting, in
Geneva, October 30.
(AFP)
process away from Geneva to the
three guarantors of Astana, being
Russia, Turkey and Iran.”
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister
Mikhail Bogdanov has hinted he
would like to invite the co-chairmen
of the government and opposition
delegates to attend the next round
of Astana talks, scheduled for December 10-11.
That would be music to the ears of
Turkey and Iran, which feel left out
by the Geneva process. The three
countries wanted the talks to begin
with the Sochi conference in January 2018, but the United States and
the Europeans would not allow it,
insisting that Geneva was the only
process that they would recognise
and adhere to, based on UN Security
Council Resolution 2254.
At their latest meeting in Istanbul,
Iranian, Russian and Turkish officials hammered out military details
for north-eastern Syria, as US troops

withdrew from territory east of the
Euphrates River, and would like to
take their coordination to a political
level as well, free of US interference.
Syrian officials would undoubtedly not mind a Russian-led process
because they accuse the United Nations of favouritism towards the opposition but, even if that is settled,
the two sides have a long way to go
because they have not agreed on
whether they will be amending the
present charter, written in 2012, or
develop a new constitution.
The government delegation insists that the president’s powers
and term in office should remain untouched while the opposition wants
to reduce presidential authority and
the 7-year term that was inserted
into the Syrian charter in 1973.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of “Under the
Black Flag” (IB Tauris, 2015).

In first visit to Morocco, Pompeo
In swipe at Netanyahu,
discusses Iran threat, security cooperation US House endorses
two-state solution
Saad Guerraoui

Rabat

The Arab Weekly staff

S Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo met with top Moroccan officials to discuss
regional issues and economic and counterterrorism cooperation during his first trip to the
North African country.
Pompeo is the highest-ranking
US official to travel to Morocco
since the election of US President
Donald Trump in 2016.
Pompeo met with Moroccan
Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita
on December 5 to talk about the
“threat” posed by Iran’s attempts to
“broaden its regional influence” as
well as the conflict in Libya and unrest across the Sahel region, Bourita
said in a statement.
Pompeo hailed the partnership
between Washington and Rabat.
“A pleasure meeting Morocco’s
Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita
again today to reaffirm the importance of our enduring partnership,
which is expanding economic opportunity and increasing security
for both our countries,” Pompeo
posted on Twitter.
Bourita said the meetings with
Pompeo were an opportunity to examine ways to strengthening cooperation between the two countries
regarding regional stability, particularly in the fight against terrorist
groups and jihadist organisations.
Washington considers Morocco an important ally in the battle
against terrorism and designated it
as a major non-NATO ally in 2004.
Bourita said the two diplomats
discussed mechanisms to enable
Libya to achieve lasting peace and
security as part of a political solution between the Libyan parties as
reached in the Skhirat Agreement.
In 2017, Libyan National Army
Field-Marshal Khalifa Haftar announced the end of the Libyan Political Agreement, signed in Skhirat,
Morocco, in 2015, saying he did not
recognise decisions issued by the
political bodies linked to it.

T

U

First visit. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo (L) meets with
Moroccan Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita in Rabat, December 5.

(AFP)

Bourita and Pompeo spoke of the
threat posed by Iran and its allies
and efforts to counter Tehran’s attempts to broaden its influence in
North and West Africa.
Morocco cut ties with Iran in May
2018 after accusing it of using its
Lebanese militia ally Hezbollah to
deliver weapons to the Polisario
Front.
Bourita and Pompeo affirmed the
common vision shared by Morocco
and the United States concerning
the Sahel, a strategic region requiring joint coordination at several
levels.
“Morocco considers that unilateral approaches have proved ineffective and calls for a global and
collective approach based on coordination between the countries of
the Arab Maghreb Union, the Sahel
countries (CEN-SAD) and West Africa (ECOWAS),” said the statement.
Pompeo’s itinerary initially included a meeting with Moroccan King Mohammed VI but that
changed when Pompeo’s stay in
Lisbon was extended to include a
meeting with Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu.
Pompeo met with Morocco’s police and domestic intelligence chief

Abdellatif Hammouchi in Temara
to discuss counterterrorism efforts.
The meeting was useful “to reaffirm
the importance of our counterterrorism and law enforcement cooperation. We value our partnership
with Morocco in the fight against
terrorism and working together
to advance peace and security,”
Pompeo wrote on Twitter.
Morocco and the United States
have regular joint military exercises
as part of the security cooperation
between the two nations.
In November, US Army Africa
Commanding General Major-General Roger Cloutier met with Moroccan Commander of the Southern Zone Major General Belkheir El
Farouk in Agadir regarding preparations for the Moroccan-American
military exercise “African Lion,” set
for next March and April.
The State Department recently
approved the sale of 36 Apache AH64E attack helicopters for $4.25 billion to Morocco, which it called an
“essential partner” in Washington’s
broader diplomatic strategy.
Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.

he US House of Representatives supported a two-state
solution between Israelis and
Palestinians with a warning
to Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu as he mulls annexing the
West Bank.
Passed December 6 on a 226-188
largely party line vote, the non-binding resolution was also another congressional admonition at US President Donald Trump, who has stood
squarely behind Netanyahu.
In its first resolution on a West
Bank annexation, the House said a
two-state solution “can both ensure
the state of Israel’s survival as a Jewish and democratic state and fulfil the
legitimate aspirations of the Palestinian people for a state of their own.”
The United States should “discourage steps by either side that
would put a peaceful end to the
conflict further out of reach,” the
resolution said.
Such steps include “unilateral
annexation of territory or efforts
to achieve Palestinian statehood
status outside the framework of
negotiations with Israel,” it said.
US Representative Eliot Engel,
chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, made
clear that the resolution did
not impose conditions on
the more than $3 billion in
US military aid that goes to
Israel each year.
However, he said, in a
choice turn of phrase,
US security was being
“trumped by decisions
about our own political
interests.”
“Those of us that are
strong supporters of
Israel understand that
Israel is best served by
a two-state solution,
that a two-state solution
is good not only for Palestinians but also good for

Jews,” Engel said on the House floor.
Netanyahu, who is clinging to
power after two inconclusive elections and a criminal indictment, has
vowed to annex much of the West
Bank, a move that would doom prospects for a Palestinian state.
The Trump administration, whose
evangelical Christian base staunchly
backs Israel, has not condemned annexation and rallied behind Netanyahu.

The United States should
“discourage steps by either
side that would put a
peaceful end to the conflict
further out of reach,” the
resolution said.
In a step that could ease the way
for annexation, US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo said in November that
the United States no longer shared
the widely held international position that Israeli settlements in the
West Bank are illegal.
Five Republicans voted for
the resolution and four Democrats opposed it.
(With Agence
FrancePresse)
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The cost of
protest in Iran

T

he unrest in Iran is revealing stark
realities about the clerical regime’s
policies. It is revealing its willingness
to ruthlessly quash any form of protest
or expression of dissent.
Nobody knows the exact number of
demonstrators slain, injured or arrested since
protests erupted November 15 over petrol price
hikes. Amnesty International said at least 208
people have been killed. The United States said
Iran’s crackdown may have caused the death of
more than 1,000 people. An Iranian legislator
estimated the number of demonstrators arrested
at more than 7,000.
Since connections to the internet were
restored, the world at large has a clearer picture
of the scope of the bloody crackdown.
“We’ve seen over 200 people killed in a very
swift time, in under a week,” said Mansoureh
Mills, an Iran researcher at Amnesty International. “It’s something pretty unprecedented in
the history of the human rights violations in the
Islamic Republic.”
Iranian state television acknowledged security
forces killed “rioters.” Leila Vaseghi, the governor of a Tehran suburb, admitted: “I had told (the
police): ‘Shoot at anybody who crosses the gate
of the governor’s office.’”
Iranian authorities described the protesters as
“rioters” and “thugs” manipulated from abroad
but even Iranian President Hassan Rohani
acknowledged some of those detained were not
guilty of any crime.
Tehran’s approach to quelling protest is bound
to be increasingly bloody and fruitless as it
tackles expressions of anger but does not
consider the roots of despair.
US sanctions have clearly started to bite. Other
factors are also at play. Poverty, unemployment
and the rising cost of living are reflections of
Iran’s wasteful spending on the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps and proxy military outfits
as well as of the country’s onerous adventurism
abroad.
Reconsidering its expansionist and bellicose
policies could be a more realistic way to go than
arrogant defiance of its neighbours and the
world.

The plight of
refugees in winter

R

ather than welcoming the thousands
of refugees in need this winter,
Europeans — during their most sacred
holiday time of the year — are forcing
them to suffer “hell on Earth” conditions in frigid, destitute camps that
are “not a place for human beings,” rights
activists say.
Sadly, as horrific as the circumstances are for
thousands of displaced families, this is nothing
new.
In 2015, as temperatures fell to deadly levels,
more than 500,000 refugees, mostly from Syria
and Iraq, attempted to enter Europe in a desperate struggle to flee war and bloodshed. Almost
3,000 died trying.
In the face of this humanitarian crisis, out-oftouch European leaders blamed bureaucratic red
tape but often xenophobia in their domestic
politics muddled their will to do the right thing.
One makeshift camp in north-western Bosnia,
where hundreds are battling the elements,
“should be closed as we speak,” said Dunja
Mijatovic, the Council of Europe commissioner
for human rights. The poisonous site is on a
former landfill and near a minefield from the
1992-95 war.
Moria Camp, along the Greek shoreline of
Lesvos, has been overwhelmed with asylum
seekers. Meant to care for a maximum of 3,000
refugees, its facilities were over capacity last
summer and the camp now has more than 13,000
people.
An aid worker described conditions there as
“hell on Earth.” It is part of a grim trend for the
Greek islands, where the number of refugees
soared to 47,000, up from 32,500 last year.
“People are going to die. It’s going to happen.
You have 10,000 people in tents,” the aid worker
said, referring to a facility where bed bugs, lice,
scabies and other vermin thrive.
Under Greece’s agreement with Turkey,
refugees are to be kept on the islands until their
asylum claims are processed. Waiting times are
up to two years in what has been described by
one NGO as a “policy-made humanitarian crisis.”
In stark contrast, the United Nations vowed to
give Syrian refugees in the Kurdistan region a
“warm and safe” winter in camps with electricity, water, medical care and even psychological
support. Such an attempt to save lives is a
testament to how a crisis should be addressed.
If only others could follow the United Nations’
lead but, once again, authorities who could make
a life-saving difference in Greece, along the
Bosnia-Croatia border and elsewhere failed to
put plans in place to minimise human suffering
as if they were again caught unaware that winter
was coming.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

Iranian myths that the Iraqis dispelled

I

Khairallah Khairallah
Iraq will cease to be the biggest prize Iran received
from the US-led war in 2003.
mension of the burning of Iranian
illusions that dragged Iraq into the
8-year war and that has been feeding Iranian threats to the Arabian
Gulf countries, especially Saudi
Arabia.
During the 1980s, those threats
turned the Muslim pilgrimage to
Mecca into a political event by
fomenting demonstrations with
slogans that have nothing to do
with religion.
What is happening in Iraq is just
as important as what is happening
inside Iran itself. What is happening in Iraq is the most prominent
evidence of the failure and fall of
the Iranian project. That project
regained its vitality following the
US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003 and
Iran was a partner in that war. The
Iraqi people, however, began erasing the consequences of that war
more than a year ago.
After all these years, it simply
turned out for Iran that its project
to control Iraq was not going to be
a picnic. This was because of several reasons, primarily that Arabs are
Arab and Persians are Persian and
that a sectarian connection was far
from being sufficient to bring down
geopolitical borders between two
countries in which everything else
separates them.
Above all, it turned out for Iran
that Iraq was not willing to live
in the shadow of a regime that
allowed Iran to have the last say
on who becomes prime minister in
Iraq and who doesn’t.
The burning of the Iranian Consulate in Najaf revealed the reality
of Iran. The Iraqis have undone the
aura of prominence that Tehran
gave itself. Iran’s expansionist project is not a viable one and it first
fell in Iran itself, where the popular

revolution continues.
Iran has nothing more to export
than sectarian militias but what
the Iraqis reject above all is those
militias and Iran’s pursuit of a
subordinate regime in Iraq where
the Popular Mobilisation Forces are
acting as a branch of Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps, which
is the backbone of the regime of the
Islamic Republic of Iran.
Iran’s expansionist project started anew from Iraq in 2003 and it is
from Iraq that it started to decline.
There is no doubt that sanctions
imposed by the Trump administration led to unprecedented pressure
on Iran and its ability to expand its
influence. Pretty soon, Tehran’s
boast that it controls four Arab
capitals — Baghdad, Damascus,
Beirut and Sana’a — will be a thing
of the past.
In Lebanon, there is a rebellion
against the “Hezbollah era,” which
means a rebellion against Iranian
influence. By comparison, what is
going on in Lebanon pales next to
what is happening in Iraq.
The Iranian regime is under
the impression that it quelled the
popular revolution in Iran and
that the situation has returned to
normal following the most severe
repression that the Iranians had
undergone to date. It is a false impression. The poor Iranians did not
defy the oppressive regime just to
go back to their homes as if nothing
had happened.
Besides, this regime has nothing to offer them to remedy the
economic crisis, except, perhaps,
accepting to seriously negotiate
with the United States. This time,
however, the negotiations will go
beyond Iran’s nuclear programme
and include its behaviour in the
region.
The region will not be the same
following the events in Iraq. Iraq
will cease to be the biggest prize
Iran received from the US-led
war in 2003. When economic
facts and figures speak, all other
languages become mute, including
the language of the hollow slogans
on Jerusalem and the Palestinian
territories. It is, after all, a fact that
Israel annexed Jerusalem and Iran
did not lift a finger to prevent it.
Events in Iraq raise very simple
questions: Is Iran a normal country?
Can it reconcile itself with its people before thinking of grabbing Iraq,
Syria, Lebanon and Yemen?

New realities. The burned Iranian consulate in the southern
Iraqi holy city of Najaf, November 28.
(AFP)

Khairallah Khairallah is a Lebanese
writer.

t’s been 13 years since the fall
of Saddam Hussein and Iran
has yet to win the loyalty of
the Iraqi people, especially
the Arab Shias whose majority
resisted and continue to resist
with their bare chests Iranian influence in Iraq.
Since the establishment of the
Islamic Republic in 1979, Iran has
wanted to export its revolution
to Iraq. Iraq was Iranian Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini’s first target, giving
rise to the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war,
which, despite its absurdity and
heavy losses, prevented the collapse of the “borderline between
two civilisations,” to quote former
French President Francois Mitterrand, who supported Iraq militarily
in that war.
For centuries, the Iraqi-Iranian
border has been a symbol of the
existing balance in the region, a
balance that collapsed after 2003
by the United States’ will.
Iran’s failure to control Iraq militarily from 1980-88 did not stop
it from continuing to try to do so
using a strategy derived from the
theory that the sectarian affiliation
is stronger than and supersedes the
nationalistic bond. Khomeini and
his successor, Ali Khamenei, were
firm believers in this theory and
convinced that the sectarian link
alone would be enough to turn Iraq
into an Iranian protectorate. The
post-1979 religious establishment
in Iran did not want to accept that
the first Shia reference for Iraqi
Shias was in Najaf and not in Qom.
This explanation seems to
underlie the burning of the Iranian
Consulate in Najaf. The concrete
dimension of setting fire to the
consulate matches the symbolic di-
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Tehran’s grand strategy is unravelling

I

ran is facing mounting
political challenges with
protests in its major cities
against rising inflation and a
dire economy.
Iran’s economy has been
under immense pressure since
crushing sanctions imposed
by the United States drove the
country’s oil exports — the government’s main source of income
— down to less than one-fifth of
what they were two years ago.
The unrest was so bad that
Tehran shut down the internet,
at an estimated cost of $1.5 billion, to limit the scale and effects
of protests and violence. The
protests are smaller than ones
that broke out in 2009 following
presidential elections but much
larger than demonstrations two
years ago.
Ironically, the demonstrations
surfaced after the government
reduced subsidies on fuel so
funds could be freed up for more
targeted economic assistance to
low-income households.
Petrol will cost 50% more at
15,000 rials per litre and the
monthly quota has been reduced
to 60 litres, after which consumers will have to pay 30,000 rials
per litre. Iran’s gas prices are still
among the cheapest in the world
but the price jump exacerbated
anger over the country’s dire
economic situation as it remains
isolated on the international
stage.
A founding member of OPEC,
Iran has the world’s fourthlargest crude oil reserves. In
November, President Hassan
Rohani announced the discovery
of its second-largest oil field, with
an estimated 53 billion barrels of
crude.

Sabahat Khan
If protests do not subside in Iran and possibly elsewhere in the weeks ahead,
the risk of a US-Iran confrontation will grow.
Iran’s vast oil reserves and
natural resources should equate
to greater wealth but its per
capita GDP product is about
$6,000, comparable to Namibia’s
and Jamaica’s. Iranians have seen
the value of their savings collapse as the rial depreciated from
32,000 to $1 in 2015 to 126,000 to
$1 today.
Economic struggles have
not only affected Iran at home.
Protests against poor governance
and corruption have broken out
in Iraq and Lebanon, where Iran’s
regional influence is strongest.
The most intense fury has been
directed to Iran’s proxy militias
and allies in which it has invested
untold political and financial
resources.
The Lebanese Hezbollah
attempts to portray itself as a
champion of the poor and a
protector against Israel but today
it is described as a state within
a state that has paralysed the
government in Beirut. Lebanese
protesters called for an overhaul
of the entire political establishment, including Hezbollah, to
rescue the country from financial
collapse.
In Iraq, which has been mired
in protests for more than two
months, an Iranian consulate and
offices of Iraqi parties and militias affiliated with Iran have been
attacked and burned. Resistance
to Tehran’s outsized influence in
Iraq is gaining momentum. The
Popular Mobilisation Forces, in
particular, have faced backlash
after working with Iran’s al-Quds
Force to quell demonstrations.
In both Iraq and Lebanon,
there could be prolonged crises,
Saad Hariri resigned as Lebanon’s
prime minister and Adel Abdul-

Smokescreen. Iranian pro-government
demonstrators burn makeshift US flags
in Tehran.
(AFP)
Mahdi tendered his resignation as Iraq’s prime minister.
Meanwhile, Iran’s allies have lost
support with their traditional
Shia base.
Protesters in Lebanon, Iraq and
Iran have no specific agenda but
they are pushing back against the
political paradigm and economic
status quo. While it is unlikely
that these political systems, including in Iran, will be uprooted
entirely, Tehran is concerned
because it has limited capacity to
bring short-term economic relief.

Russia has already stolen the
show in Syria and emerging political vacuums in Iraq and Lebanon
could pave the way for other regional powers to counterbalance
Iran there as well.
There is an anticipation that
Iranian authorities could use the
current instability to consolidate
power but those options do not
remedy the causes of discontent
and bring with them an altogether
different set of risks.
For many years, Iran has appeared to have an impregnable
defence with its resistance
economy, asymmetric military capabilities and regionally dispersed
proxies but that image has been
shattered because the underlying
economics has effectively failed.
If protests do not subside in
Iran and possibly elsewhere, the
risk of a US-Iran confrontation
will grow. US officials recently
said that Iran has been transferring short-range ballistic missiles
into Iraq that could be used by militias it backs against US interests.
France has declared it is reviewing the possibility of triggering
a mechanism within the slowly
collapsing Iranian nuclear accord
that could pave the way for UN
sanctions against Iran.
Iran has suspended its commitments to the nuclear accord
in phases as a response to the US
withdrawal from the agreement
but that invariably pits it against
Europe, which wants to somehow
preserve the deal but more importantly does not want to see a
nuclear-armed Iran.
Sabahat Khan maintains a
cross-disciplinary focus in
international security, defence
policy and strategic issues.
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can only go as far as using an
iron hand in a velvet glove by
mentioning Ankara’s murky
relationships with jihadists; yet
he knows Russia is a power to
be handled with utmost care.
Erdogan couldn’t care less
about Turkey’s membership
with NATO. It will remain a
love-hate relationship, which
Moscow will support and enjoy
watching. NATO can neither
expel Turkey from the alliance
nor penalise it — the first is not
possible and the second would
be met by a Turkish veto.
Now, the realisation is becoming expressed more openly
and publicly that, in the words
of retired US Army General Joseph Votel, former commander
of CENTCOM: “The issue is Turkey… a reliable ally anymore?”
Since Erdogan will insist on
his acrimonious approach to exert his own will on NATO, challenging its values obstinately,
what one could expect is alienation, if not a freeze of Turkey
from key sensitive meetings
within NATO. Turkey will be
treated as a black sheep, unless it makes a U-turn from its
military cooperation with Russia, stops threatening Greece,
abides by the coalition rules set
on fighting the Islamic State in
the Middle East and ceases with
its demands on having the YPG
designated internationally as a
terrorist group.
These rifts are exactly what
Erdogan needs to keep alive.
The London summit offered
Erdogan exactly what he ex-
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Erdogan arguably will go out of his way to see Trump win a second term.
the back burner.
That postponement finds
both NATO and Erdogan on the
common ground of winning
time. For the former, all allies —
except France — need it.
US President Donald Trump
is subjected to impeachment.
Great Britain is in Brexit turmoil. Germany is, as it prepares
for its post-Merkel era, heading
towards possible political instability. Under such uncertainty,
the others — especially along
the southern flank of the alliance, under intense pressure of
the refugee crisis — all but had
to agree to “wait and see” a bit
longer.
For Erdogan, all the foreign
policy issues are based on winning time as part of his tactical
game. Aware of the weaknesses
the global disarray reflects on
Turkey’s Western allies, his constantly threatening approach
keeps him afloat at home, with
his popularity intact, as it corners his opponents in a state of
paralysis.
“Picking public quarrels
with Western powers is now
the staple of Turkish foreign
policy,” wrote Dimitar Bechev in
an analysis for Ahval News. “Erdogan believes he can have his
cake and eat it, benefiting from
the alliance’s collective defence
guarantee while cosying up to
Putin. Who can blame him? He
is certainly getting away with it
so far.”
In Trump, Erdogan continues
to find his best defender. French
President Emmanuel Macron

Publisher
and Group Executive Editor
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Erdogan uses NATO rifts to buy time
n terms of Turkey’s relations with NATO, what the
London summit meant
can be summarised as all
contentious issues taken to
the table by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
the forces of shadow coalition
in power in Ankara have been
swept under the carpet.
“At a minimum, the meeting underscored the malaise
in transatlantic relations and
has hopefully prompted real
thinking about how to ensure
that turmoil in the political side
of NATO doesn’t undermine
the military one,” wrote Jim
Townsend and Andrea KendallTaylor in Foreign Policy.
This may be true but nothing
will hide the reality that the
political crisis developing may
easily and unexpectedly turn
into a military one. The NATO
summit avoided handling the
tensions between Turkey and
Greece and Cyprus.
Erdogan’s threats to block the
defence plan for the Baltics and
Poland unless all NATO allies
designate Kurdish People’s
Protection Units (YPG) as terrorist were averted and Ankara,
at least on the surface, seems
content with the wording in the
summit statement: “Terrorism
in all its forms and manifestations remains a persistent threat
to us all.”
The purchase of Russian
S-400 missile defence systems
and recent tests of the systems
on Turkish soil using F-35
fighter jets seem to be left on
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pected — more time.
Yet, what is his endgame by
gaining time?
As he calculates to remain in
power at home, Erdogan knows
that crises and conflicts invented
and fine-tuned by him serve him
well to cement the legitimacy, by
way of making the major powers
dependent on his iron rule.
Tension is his lifeline.
He is afraid of resolved challenges and therefore does his
utmost to turn the components
of the crisis into a bundle, bringing various international actors
against each other. In a second
dimension, he unleashes new
chapters, widening the crisis, as
the recent protocol with Libya
shows.
What next?
In the course of one year, two
major developments will shape
Erdogan’s pattern of behaviour.
Erdogan is certainly awaiting the
outcome of the British elections.
Without a doubt, a no-deal
Brexit would offer him an opportunity to expand economic
relations with London. Second,
Erdogan arguably will go out
of his way to see Trump win a
second term.
If those scenarios happen,
there will certainly be a new era
in which Erdogan, emboldened
even further, will see his future
secured for a very long time.
This is the core of his calculation.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and regular columnist
for The Arab Weekly.
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News & Analysis

Cautious optimism precedes GCC summit
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

head of the 40th Gulf Cooperation Council summit
December 10 in Saudi Arabia, speculation in official
circles and the international media
about reconciliation with Qatar has
picked up, particularly with Qatari
Foreign Minister Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman al-Thani saying talks
with Riyadh were progressing.
“In recent weeks we have moved
from a stalemate to some progress.
There are some talks that have taken place between us and, specifically, Saudi Arabia,” Thani said at
the Mediterranean Dialogue Forum
in Rome. “We hope these talks will
lead to a progress where we can see
an end to the crisis.”
Qatari media reported that Saudi
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
invited Qatari Emir Sheikh Tamim
bin Hamad al-Thani to attend the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
summit in Riyadh.
Though Qatari media did not
indicate whether Sheikh Tamim
would attend the meetings, its reporting marked a significant departure from last year when they were
quick to suggest that he would not.
The summit and invitation to
Sheikh Tamim have been viewed
with optimism, particularly from
Kuwaiti officials who have been
working to resolve the dispute between Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt
— countries that severed ties with
Qatar in June 2017.
The Arab countries boycotting
Qatar issued a list of demands for
Doha to comply with, including
dropping its support for the Muslim
Brotherhood movement and curtailing its ties with Iran, rejected by
the Qataris as transgressing on their
country’s sovereignty.
However, Kuwaiti officials suggest there may be an end to the dispute.
“Some steps towards resolving
the conflict were achieved,” said
Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sabah alKhalid al-Sabah, adding that “the
Riyadh summit will be a good
phase.”
Kuwaiti Deputy Foreign Minister
Khalid Al Jarallah told Kuwaiti media: “There are indications that the
chapter of disagreement between
brothers will be closed.”

Seeing eye to eye. Abu Dhabi Crown Prince and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces Mohammed bin Zayed
al-Nahyan (R) and Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz in Abu Dhabi, November 27. 			
The Wall Street Journal reported
there is more happening behind the
scenes than Gulf officials have let
on.
The Journal said Qatari Foreign
Minister Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani made an unannounced trip to Riyadh in October
to meet with top Saudi officials. He
said Qatar was “willing to sever its
ties with the Muslim Brotherhood,”
one of the chief demands of the
Arab Quartet.
Preceding that visit were several rounds of intense diplomacy,
mostly mediated by Kuwait, with
some of the meetings taking place
on the sidelines of the G20 meeting
in Japan last summer, reported the
Journal.
Arab officials view the proposal

by Doha to sever ties with the Muslim Brotherhood as the most promising opportunity to end the dispute. However, a lot of scepticism
remains.
“Saudi Arabia is considering Qatar’s proposal but so far it is not clear
whether the parties can agree,” an
Arab official told the Journal.
Additionally, there is the question of whether the United Arab
Emirates sees the Qatari pledge
as a genuine starting point to reestablish relations. The Journal report said Abu Dhabi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan
remained “sceptical.”
Recent comments from UAE officials projected optimism concerning the GCC summit. UAE Minister
of State for Foreign Affairs Anwar

Gargash said the Emirates looks
forward to the summit.
“We look forward to the Riyadh
summit with optimism and hope,”
Gargash said on Twitter. “It is the
summit that derives its importance
from the weight and strategic importance of the region and its venue.”
“We have a firm belief in the
Gulf and Arab role of the sisterly
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. So is
our commitment to the success of
the march of the Gulf Cooperation
Council at the time of disintegration and anxiety,” he added.
Gargash expressed the United
Arab Emirates’ commitment to Gulf
cooperation in dealing with imperative issues in the region. “The
UAE’s commitment to the Gulf

(DPA)

institutional bloc is rooted in the
depth of its keenness on the stability and prosperity of the region,” he
tweeted.
The depth of Saudi-UAE relations
needs to be considered by Doha,
observers said.
Recently, Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
met with Sheikh Mohammed in
Abu Dhabi for the second meeting
of the Saudi-Emirati Coordination
Council, with Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed stressing that SaudiUAE relations were based on cooperation and consensus in views on
all bilateral and regional issues.
Mohammed Alkhereiji
is the Gulf section editor
of The Arab Weekly.

Viewpoint

Yemen war still on radar of US Congress

D

Gregory
Aftandilian

espite the political buzz
in Washington over the
possible impeachment
of US President Donald
Trump, a story that
dominates the headlines, attention to the Yemen war has
not fallen off the radar screen of the
US Congress.
That is because several influential
members of Congress have attached
or are signalling they will support
an amendment on the Yemen war to
the fiscal year 2020 National Defence
Authorisation Act.
This act covers everything from
military procurement and base
construction to pay and health-care
benefits. Because it is considered a

A bitter fight between
proponents and
opponents regarding
the Yemen legislative
initiative is likely in
the US Congress.

bill vital to the national security of
the country, critics of US involvement in the Yemen war see it as the
best vehicle to attach amendments
that would prohibit an American role
in the conflict.
Earlier this year, a bipartisan
group in Congress passed legislation
that would invoke the War Powers
Resolution concerning the Yemen
war. That move would, in effect, end
US military support for the Saudiled effort against the Iran-backed
Houthi rebels out of concern that the
conflict has led to a grave humanitarian disaster and a heavy toll on
civilians.
Given the partisanship prevalent
in Congress, that vote was indeed
historic, even more so because it
was the first time the War Powers
Resolution, which came into being
in the waning years of the Vietnam
War, was invoked by Congress.
Although Trump vetoed the legislation, with Congress not having
the necessary two-thirds votes to
override his veto, it sent a signal to
the White House that there is strong
opposition to US assistance to the
Saudi-led campaign.
Not giving up, several US House
of Representative members
attached an amendment (passing on
a 240-185 vote) to the House version

of the defence act passed last summer that “prohibits support to and
participation in the Saudi-led coalition’s military operations against the
Houthis in Yemen.”
Although such language is not in
the US Senate version of the defence
act that also passed in the summer,
several influential senators, including Bernie Sanders of Vermont, an
independent seeking the Democratic
Party nomination for president, and
Mike Lee, a Republican from Utah,
are in favour of the House language
on Yemen.
They and other senators wrote
a letter to their colleagues stating
that the inclusion of the Yemen
amendment in the final bill would
ensure that US service personnel
“are not involved in a war which has
never been authorised by Congress
and continues to undermine rather
than advance US national security
interests.”
The House and Senate bills are
headed for conference, meaning that
select members from each body go
into closed-door negotiations to iron
out differences and come up with a
compromise bill that can be passed
by both chambers. However, the
champions of the Yemen provision
are adamant about not giving in to
their opponents.

Representative Ro Khanna, a
Democrat from California and an
outspoken critic of the Yemen war,
said the Yemen provision is a “red
line for House Democrats… The
Republicans are going to push back
and we are going to hold firm.”
The Yemen issue is not the only
difference between the House and
Senate versions of the defence act
and it remains to be seen whether
the House Democratic leaders are
willing to fall on their sword to
keep the Yemen language in the
compromise bill. Undoubtedly, the
leadership is weighing the political
costs, such as whether Trump will
use drawn-out negotiations and
“intransigence” by Democrats to
paint them as “not caring about the
defence of the United States” going
into an election year.
Peace groups and humanitarian
associations are lobbying members
of Congress not to drop the House
version on ending US military
involvement in the Yemen war. They
are hoping that the coalition that
came together this year to support
the War Powers Resolution will reemerge on the defence act but the
outcome is uncertain.
The Trump administration,
perhaps because of opposition
in Congress, has been engaged in

negotiations with the Houthis since
at least early September to end the
Yemen war, the Wall Street Journal
reported. US Assistant Secretary
of State David Schenker said the
United States has been talking “to
the extent possible with the Houthis
to try to find a mutually acceptable
negotiated solution to the conflict.”
The US negotiating team is reportedly led by US Ambassador to Yemen
Christopher Henzel. Whether the
effort will succeed is also uncertain.
The Houthis are reportedly divided
on whether to seek a compromise solution as are the Saudis, who support
Yemen’s internationally recognised
government. Reportedly, Washington is using Oman as the venue for
such talks, which was used during
the Obama administration.
If a breakthrough does occur in
the next few weeks, that would take
the wind out of the sails of the effort
to include the Yemen provision in
the final version of the defence act.
If it does not occur, then a bitter
fight between proponents and opponents of the provision is likely.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer in
the Pardee School of Global Studies
at Boston University and a former
US State Department Middle East
analyst.
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With Turkish deal,
Sarraj stirs up
hornets’ nest and
his government
has a lot to lose
Michel Cousins

Tunis

T

he fallout from the military
and maritime boundaries
deal made with Turkey by
Fayez al-Sarraj, head of the
Tripoli-based Government of National Accord, has stirred up a hornets’ nest.
With its recognition by the Government of National Accord (GNA)
of Turkey’s controversial claim to a
large part of the Eastern Mediterranean, the GNA has infuriated Greece
and Cyprus.
The Cypriot government described it as a “grave violation of
international law.” The Greek government announced December 6
the expulsion of the Libyan envoy to
Athens over failure to supply it with
enough information on maritime jurisdiction implications of the deal.
Egypt sees the exclusive economic zones agreed to with Cyprus and
Greece, as well as with Israel and
Lebanon, as threatened and condemned the agreement as illegal.
More dangerously for the GNA, it
faces the risk of reprisals from the
European Union. It also opened the
door for the Arab League to vote to
withdraw recognition of the Sarraj
government.
The move is serious. Following
the condemnations of the Turkish
maritime deal by the House of Representatives (HoR), its president, Aguila Saleh, wrote to Arab League Secretary-General Ahmed Aboul Gheit
and UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres calling for both organisations to end recognition of the GNA.

The Greek government
announced December 6
the expulsion of the
Libyan envoy to Athens.
The move is said to have the support of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and several other Arab countries.
Saleh’s letters were written just
after he met with Saudi King Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and were said
to have been approved by the king.
Sarraj is fighting to save the GNA’s
legitimacy in the eyes of the Arab
League. There have been phone calls
from Libyan Foreign Minister Mohamed Siala to his counterparts in
Algeria, Jordan, Kuwait, Mauritania,
Morocco, Oman and Tunisia to gather support but the GNA’s standing in
the Arab League is at rock bottom.
It took a battering in October
when Libya was the only country to
object to the Arab League’s condemnation of Turkey’s intervention in
northern Syria as an invasion. Qatar
and Somalia, Turkey’s other close
allies in the Arab world, less forcefully expressed reservations.
Standing fully side by side with
Ankara, the GNA refused the Arab
League’s demand to reduce diplomatic relations with Turkey.
Other than Qatar and Somalia and
to a lesser extent Algeria and Tunisia, the GNA has no real friends in
the Arab League.
Sudan and Morocco are said to
have joined the anti-GNA alliance.
It is thought the only reason enough
members might decide to hold off
delegitimising the GNA was that
without the HoR first coming up
with an alternative government, it
would create an even bigger power
vacuum and greater chaos in Libya.
Were the Arab League to delegitimise the GNA, this could lead

to similar action in the UN Security
Council.
There is precedent. In March 2011,
three weeks after the Libyan revolution started, the Arab League called
on the Security Council to impose a
no-fly zone over Libya to protect civilians from air attack by forces loyal
to Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi,
saying his regime had lost sovereignty.
With Russia and China unwilling to back Qaddafi because of Arab
support for the ban and therefore
abstaining, the Security Council
agreed.
The argument that the GNA has
lost sovereignty would be a powerful one in the Security Council, even
though some members might argue
that delegitimisation of the GNA
ahead of an agreement on an alternative government would cause
greater division and instability in
Libya.
Nonetheless, as one European
ambassador to Libya noted, the
Security Council is rapidly turning
against the GNA, with the Turkish
deal a possible final straw.
The agreement has left many GNA
supporters asking why Sarraj agreed
to it. “It was crazy. It’s made him
new enemies,” one Tripoli official
said. “Did he not realise the damage
it would do?” asked a GNA sympathiser.
Turkey insisting on the maritime
boundaries agreement as the price
for military support for the GNA was
not good enough, he said, adding
that Sarraj should have realised that
the consequences could be existential for the GNA.
Those consequences have expanded the Libya crisis in other
ways.
In September, the battle between
the GNA and the LNA was regarded
by many as in large part a proxy
war between Turkey and Qatar on
the one side and Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Russia on the other. It now
seems to also be turning into a proxy
war between Turkey and Greece
with the former backing the GNA
and the various authorities in eastern Libya building up links with the
latter.
A Greek company is to build a
power station in Tobruk. Another
has been awarded the contract for
the master plan for the reconstruction of Benghazi. Possible contacts
are being discussed with others.
Ignoring EU opposition to dealing with non-GNA bodies in Libya,
a delegation led by the head of the
eastern-based parallel Central Bank
of Libya was in talks in Athens in
October attended by Greek Foreign
Ministry officials. It is reported that
Saleh has been invited for talks in
Greece, although technically he is
on an EU sanctions list.
Libya has a history of being a place
where other countries pursue their
conflicts. Seventy-seven years ago,
it was the Italians, Germans and
British in World War II. Now there
are at least six foreign players, with a
large handful of others playing supporting roles.
The belief held by many Libyans
that the country’s problems have
been made inestimably worse by
foreign interference is likely to be
strengthened by the boundaries
deal, seen even in pro-GNA circles
as serving only Turkish interests.
It is unlikely to help boost sympathy for Turkey among Libyans on
either side of the divide.
Michel Cousins is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly on Libyan issues.

Socio-economics first. Tunisian Prime Minister-designate Habib Jemli at his office in Tunis.
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Demands of restive
population to challenge
Tunisia’s next government
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisian Prime Ministerdesignate Habib Jemli
is expected to soon announce a new coalition
government but he faces an uphill
battle to address the frustrations
of an increasingly restive population and halt one of the country’s
worst economic downturns.
“(Tunisia’s) economic situation
will be so difficult in 2020 and 2021
that the government must be careful not to waste valuable time,”
said Tony Verheijen, the World
Bank’s representative in Tunis.
Economists painted a grim picture, one that has deteriorated
since 2011 while the Islamist Ennahda Movement ruled as part of
coalition governments.
Jemli, 61, an agriculture expert
by training, was a junior minister
in an Ennahda-led coalition government in 2012-13. He was designated to lead the government
after Ennahda finished first in
parliamentary elections, securing
52 seats in the 217-member parliament.
Jemli, criticised by some as “unqualified” to lead amid the deepening crisis, will face a tough test
to cobble together a government
that can tackle Tunisia’s challenges.
“As for the competence, I estimate that the country is saturated
with economic competences more
recognised than Habib Jemli,” said
Zied Laadhari, who resigned as
deputy chief of Ennahda and as a
government minister in protest of
Jemli’s nomination.
“The choice of Jemli to lead the
next government was not sound
based on considerations of political independence and competence.”
“I feel we are repeating the same
mistakes of the past when I believe
the next government could be the
government of the last chance for
the country,” he added.
A poll by Emrhod Consulting, released December 4, indicated that
89.6% of Tunisian respondents

said they were disillusioned about
their economic situation.
“If this crisis is not overcome as
soon as possible by an awareness
of the country’s political and economic elites, the Tunisian democratic experience will fail,” said
Global Prospect Intelligence Director Mehdi Taje.
“In fact, the political crisis combined with an unprecedented
economic and social crisis in the
history of Tunisia is exacerbating
social tensions in the context of a
sharp purchasing power decline,
worsening poverty and massive
unemployment.”
Tunisia’s economy has become
so fragile that it is struggling even
to absorb the soft loans it received
from the World Bank.

Prime Ministerdesignate Habib Jemli
struggles to cobble
together a cohesive
cabinet that can tackle
Tunisia’s challenges
head-on.
“We put at the disposal of the
government $4.6 billion since 2011.
It is exceptional because we considered Tunisia and its successful
democratic transformation as an
asset for the Middle East and North
Africa region,” said Verheijen. “We
are well aware that the success of
a democratic political transition
needs, as well, success in the economic transition.”
Tunisia, however, has been unable to translate the aid into development projects and has resorted
to further borrowing.
Before 2011, Tunisia’s government
used most borrowing to increase its
capital account potential and invest
in infrastructure and local development, helping it reach an average
annual GDP growth of 5%.
After 2011, borrowing went
largely to fund government salaries and subsidies and Tunisia’s
debt as a proportion of its GDP
widened from 35% in 2010 to an
estimated 80% this year. It is projected to reach 89% next year, official figures indicate.
“The indebtedness stems from

our deficit,” said Taoufik Rajhi,
the minister in charge of major reforms. “Our spending goes mainly
to pay public service salaries and
subsidies, such as electricity, gas,
petroleum products, water, sugar,
coffee, music festivals and television programmes.”
Experts said the next government must develop a programme
to quickly alleviate poverty and
social emergencies to give hope to
the most fragile segments of the
population who have started taking to the streets to vent their frustration.
The government’s other priorities are returning Tunisia’s phosphates production to pre-2011
levels, addressing money-losing
state companies to cut the budget
deficit, improving public services
and bolstering the value of the dinar to ward off inflation and curb
the widening trade deficit, experts
said.
The state-owned Gafsa Phosphates Company contributed 10%
of Tunisia’s total sales abroad before 2011. That has since dropped
to 4%. The company, located in
the poor, restive Gafsa region, increased its workforce from 21,000
to 30,000 in response to protests
over unemployment.
Tunisia’s latest figures state that
phosphates output was 900,000
tonnes in the first quarter of this
year, versus 400,000 tonnes during the same period of 2018. This
is compared with an average of 2
million tonnes per quarter before
2011.
“Half of the 119 state-owned
companies, including water and
power utilities and transport concerns, are threatened with demise
and extinction if there are no rescue programmes for them before
the end of 2020,” said Faisal Derbal, the government’s top economic adviser.
The government needs to reach
an agreement with the powerful
Tunisian General Labour Union,
whose leaders are at loggerheads
with Ennahda and its more radical
Islamist ally El Karama Coalition.
Senior officials of the coalition
have alleged the union leadership
“is riddled with corruption.”
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Regime targets
medics in ‘brutal’
anti-terror effort,
report charges
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

D

r Ahmad, a surgeon from
the Syrian city of Hama,
was operating on a patient with a leg wound on
October 27, 2011, when agents of
Syria’s Air Force Intelligence burst
in.
“They took me along with a lab
technician,” the doctor told researchers. “Of course, they also
took the patient. I was surprised
to learn later that he was still alive.
The way they pulled him off the
respirator, I thought he wouldn’t
last 10 minutes in their custody.”

Physicians for Human
Rights said Syrian
government forces and
their allies were
targeting doctors, nurses
and hospitals.
The Syrian agents told Ahmad
during interrogation that the patient was suspected of being a “terrorist.” That suspicion led them
to arrest Ahmad as well. “My only
crime was that I was a doctor,” he
said, speaking after being held in
detention for more than a year.
Ahmad’s testimony forms part
of a report released December 4
by Physicians for Human Rights,
a US-based NGO, that said Syrian
government forces and their allies
targeted doctors, nurses and hospitals in a “brutally effective strategy” to force civilians in rebel-held
areas into submission.

“Since the beginning of the conflict, Physicians for Human Rights
(PHR) has documented 583 attacks
on health facilities; the Syrian government and its allies have been
responsible for carrying out more
than 90% of these attacks,” the report said.
“This study’s findings indicate
that the government of Syria has
targeted health workers for arbitrary arrest, detention and torture
for the ostensible ‘crime’ of honouring their professional codes of
ethics, which require them to provide care to the sick and wounded
without discrimination.”
The 48-page report is based on
interviews with 21 Syrian doctors,
nurses, pharmacists and other
health workers detained by Syrian
government forces from 2011-17.
The names of Ahmad and the other
interviewees were changed by PHR
to protect their identity.
Rayan Koteiche, a PHR researcher on the Middle East and a co-author of the study, said the targeting
of health workers and health facilities in the Syrian conflict was more
ruthless than anywhere else in the
world.
“Unfortunately, this is a brutally effective strategy,” Koteiche
said by e-mail. “When you kill a
health worker, you harm her patients. When you bomb a hospital,
the damage extends far beyond
the walls of the facility. The Syrian government and its allies have
intentionally destroyed the health
system in areas where real or perceived opponents of the government live.
“In PHR’s near-35 years of researching attacks on health care in

Targeted destruction. A wounded Syrian man receives medical care in the northern city of Aleppo,
last November.
									
(AFP)
conflict, what the Syrian government has done is without precedent.”
Syria’s government, which has
been battling rebel forces since
2011, says it is merely fighting terrorists and their networks. With
the help of Russia’s military, government troops have recaptured
most regions formerly held by the
rebels. The war has killed hundreds of thousands of people and
has driven millions from their
homes.
Koteiche said the Syrian government’s argument that it is defending the country against terrorism
was not credible.
“It has justified its campaign of
mass incarceration by labelling
every act perceived to counter its
interests as ‘terrorism’ and this
is what the report gets at: the politicisation and criminalisation of
health care,” Koteiche wrote.
The PHR report supports observations made by other NGOs. The
US-based Union of Medical Care
and Relief Organisations recently
said two hospitals in the last Syrian

rebel stronghold Idlib had been attacked within a week.
The PHR report states that doctors and nurses were routinely
tortured in detention to extract
confessions of alleged terrorist activities and to gather information
about other health workers or institutions.
“Interviewees reported that Syrian security forces regularly beat,
humiliated and subjected them
to stress positions. In some cases,
they were burned, shocked with
electricity and sexually assaulted,”
the report said.
One doctor, identified as Dr Ibrahim, told PHR researchers that
prison guards forced him to hold
live electrical wires while the current was on. “Every cell of my body
writhed from the pain,” the doctor
said. “You feel like you can’t stop
shrieking. The shocks bounced me
around the room. Even after it was
over, the pain persisted as if I was
still being electrocuted.”
Tareq, a health activities coordinator from Aleppo, was quoted
as saying that “losing conscious-

ness was a blessing because it was
a break from all the physical and
psychological torture.”
Koteiche said PHR called on “all
parties to the conflict, particularly
the Syrian government and affiliated forces, to immediately and unconditionally release all arbitrarily
or unlawfully detained individuals
and allow unconditional access to
detention sites in the country.”
PHR also wants other governments to use the principle of universal jurisdiction “to investigate
and prosecute Syrian military
and civilian officials responsible
for committing war crimes and
crimes against humanity in Syria,”
Koteiche said.
Sweden, Germany and other
countries have prosecuted Syrian officials for suspected crimes
committed in the Syrian conflict.
Koteiche welcomed those efforts
and said more should be done.
“Further use of universal jurisdiction and eventual prosecutions
will send a strong signal to war
criminals, in Syria and beyond,”
Koteiche said.

Fallout on Syria from Lebanon’s crisis is not just economic
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

T

he Syrian pound hit a record
low while protests in neighbouring Lebanon pressured
Beirut’s banking system and
choked one of Syria’s few financial
gateways to the world.
Lebanon’s open-market economy and banking system have long
served as vital financial conduits
between Syria and the world. However, since protests erupted across
Lebanon in mid-October, controls
have been imposed on Lebanon’s
historically robust banking sector, limiting currency withdrawals
and restricting financial transfers
abroad.
The fallout is bound not to be just
economic. Few dispute that Syria’s
and Lebanon’s fates are tightly
bound. Thousands of Syria’s refugees are in makeshift camps along
the Lebanese-Syrian border, reliant
on international aid, much of it dispersed through the Lebanese government.
That makes the protests of acute
political interest to policymakers in
Damascus, who are trying to re-establish stable governance after years
of civil war. However, further to the
political ties between the two countries are economic ones, which predate Syria’s civil war, that decimated
Syria’s economy. As such, businesses, wealthy families and Syria’s diaspora have relied on Lebanon’s
banking sector and its high rates for
financial security or to transfer money from abroad to relatives in Syria.

As unrest has overtaken Lebanon,
dollar transfers to Syria have dwindled to next to nothing, Reuters
reported. “These deposits are now
trapped. You can imagine the aftershocks from this which is beginning
to surface in the Syrian economy,”
a senior Lebanese banker who handles accounts of wealthy Syrians
told Reuters on condition of anonymity.
As the supply of dollars has
shrunk, Syria’s pound, pegged at 47
to the dollar prior to 2011, was trading at a record low of 1,000.
One middle-aged Syrian in Damascus told VOA News he couldn’t
understand what was happening.
“The supermarket, the vegetable

man and the taxi drivers tell us that
prices are rising because the dollar
is rising. It makes no sense, though,
he says, because we’re in Syria and
we’re paid in Syrian pounds. Who
cares what the dollar is worth?” he
asked.
Lebanon’s banking sector and its
role in ensuring the supply of hard
currency to Syria is becoming apparent.
“Lebanon’s banking sector is one
of the few remaining viable ways for
Syrians to get access to dollars and
to trade with the wider world,” said
Ryan Bohl, Middle East and North
Africa analyst with risk consultancy
Stratfor.
“Although the Jordanian border

has reopened and Syria now controls
some Iraqi border posts again, trade
between those countries hasn’t rebounded back to pre-war levels and
they don’t have major financial sectors either. So this is a key financial
route for Damascus to maintain access to capital.”
Given the opaque nature of Lebanon’s banking sector, no one can be
certain about precisely who in Syria
may be benefiting from its loose controls.
“Nobody really knows if Syria’s
government or its top leaders have
money in Lebanon,” Bohl said. “They
probably do, at least on a personal
level, in part because it’s a safe place
to park their money but in the sense

Neighbourly
connections.
A Syrian
refugee waits
in Beirut to
board a bus
to Syria,
December 3.

(AP)

of Syria’s Central Bank and its very
small reserves (which are propped
up by Iranian credit lines and Russian aid), there’s less direct exposure
to Lebanon’s financial sector.”
While the extent of Damascus’s
financial commitments in Lebanon’s
banking sector is unclear, there is a
network of Syrian businesspeople
who rely on the sector to import
goods to Lebanon, which can be
transported or smuggled to Syria.
“Syrian businesspersons are also
using this sector to avoid sanctions
impact and to be more flexible in
trading with Western companies,”
said Zaki Mehchy, a fellow with
Chatham House, a think-tank in London.
“It is worth mentioning that many
Syrian businesspersons have made
fortunes from violence and conflictrelated activities such as smuggling,
kidnapping, arms dealing and human trafficking and, unfortunately,
they are using the Lebanese banking
sector to clear their money through
projects inside Lebanon or transactions with foreign companies.”
After more than a month of unrest,
the future of Lebanon’s declining
economic fortunes, which sparked
the current protests, is uncertain.
Dramatic slashes to the central
bank’s interest rates, a factor that
had made the sector so attractive to
Syrian investors in the first place,
has been like “bringing a bucket to a
wildfire,” Farouk Soussa, an economist at Goldman Sachs, told the Financial Times. “It’s helping but at
the margins.”
Simon Speakman Cordall is a
freelance writer.
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Lebanon at new crossroads but deadlock likely to endure
Rami Rayess

L

ebanon is at a crossroads one more time.
It took Lebanese
President Michel Aoun
more than a month to
call for the mandatory
parliamentary consultations to
nominate a new prime ministerdesignate.
Since the Lebanese people took
to the streets October 17 demanding drastic changes and calling
for the downfall of the system,
Hezbollah has been wary of the
popular movement.
Hezbollah Secretary-General
Hassan Nasrallah made four
televised speeches to address the
demonstrators, warning against
targeting Aoun and calling on
Lebanese Prime Minister Saad
Hariri’s cabinet not to resign. He
hoped tensions would be reduced
through implementing an economic reform plan the cabinet
approved in its final session before
Hariri resigned.
Hezbollah has sent its thugs
several times to downtown Beirut
to frighten demonstrators who
showed resilience. Though Hezbollah officially denied its responsibility for the thugs’ behaviour,
it had been so obvious to the
demonstrators.
Considering developments in
Iraq and the popular discontent
from Tehran’s interference, Hez-

Hezbollah has sent
its thugs several
times to downtown
Beirut.

Making voices heard. Lebanese anti-government protesters scuffle with riot police on the eastern end
of the Ring Bridge in Beirut, December 4. 		
(AFP)
bollah claimed Lebanon’s demonstrations were pushed for by
foreign embassies that provided
aid for the protesters. The traditional accusation of treason was
ready for dispatch but failed to be
convincing.

After Hariri’s resignation and
in response to popular requests
to install a new cabinet including
non-political professionals capable of steering Lebanon’s economy
out of its severe crisis, Hezbollah
made it clear that it totally refused

a technocrat cabinet, preferring a
techno-political cabinet, thus preserving its presence, along with its
allies, in the council of ministers.
For the protesters, this practically means a re-instalment of the
ousted government. It also means

the inability to hold accountable
any officials of the last period. It
would lead to disregarding the
demand of early parliamentary
elections (the current parliamentterm expires in 2022).
Popular protests squeezed all
the political parties and shuffled all local cards. Hezbollah, a
staunch opponent of Hariri, led
efforts to convince him to return
as prime minister, fearing that
a Hezbollah-supported cabinet
would result in the country being
put under foreign sanctions.
Three Sunni candidates have
been proposed and then abandoned. It was Hariri’s message
to the political community that
he was the indispensable Sunni
strong man who cannot be easily
replaced or substituted by an alternative puppet candidate. This is a
new signal, though indirect, from
Hariri saying, “Come talk to me.”
A consultant engineer, Samir el
Khatib, who has not held prior public post, was nominated as prime
minister. He visited Aoun behind
the scenes for an interview-like
meeting. He also earned the support of Hezbollah and its allies but
whether he will become Lebanon’s
prime minister is unknown.
Khatib was ferociously attacked
by three prominent former prime
ministers, who considered the
interview with Aoun humiliating.
Considering those complications, two scenarios seem possible: either Hariri would be
designated prime minister and
would have a hard time creating
a cabinet or Hariri would grant
support for Khatib and the new
cabinet would be refused by the
streets.
In either case, the deadlock will
continue.
Rami Rayess is a Lebanese writer.
Follow him on Twitter:
@RamiRayess.

Hezbollah is seeking foreign help to protect its power
Ali al-Amin

M

ore than six weeks
since the start
of the Lebanese
uprising, the entrenched power in
control of Lebanon
seems to have only one option left
to reproduce itself — seek foreign
help and bring in influential regional and international powers.
The option does not exist to appeal to the Lebanese people, who
have been exposing the corruption
and fragility of the authority in the
country by insisting on an independent interim government to
prepare for an early parliamentary
election.
The power referred to is represented by the triangle headed
by Hezbollah Secretary-General
Hassan Nasrallah with Lebanese
President Michel Aoun and parliament Speaker Nabih Berri holding
the base angles.
The absence of former Prime
Minister Saad Hariri from the
power triangle does not exonerate
him from having been part of it.
However, that Hariri, along with
Druze leader Walid Jumblatt and
Christian leader Samir Geagea, are
out of the decision-making equation, which remains firmly in the

Hezbollah is betting
on a foreign Santa
Claus bringing
support to
Lebanon.

hands of the power trio mentioned
above, if not in the hands of Nasrallah alone.
The strength of the uprising lies
in various factors. It is genuinely
Lebanese with an unprecedented
demographic and geographical
spread. It has enough vitality to
create new forms of resistance to
the authorities.
Perhaps its biggest strength is
that it is facing an authority with
a formidable record of failure and
corruption, intrinsically incapable
of responding to the demands of
the people, not just at the level of
political and democratic reforms
but also at the basic level of the
economic and living conditions
crisis.
The vile quota system — or shall
we be more accurate and call it the
corruption system — is what forms
the power base of the authority and
its cronies in Lebanon and what
drove it to the current impasse. Any
serious attempt to deal with this
impasse presupposes dismantling
the sources of corruption. The power system itself must be dismantled and the rules of the political
game changed to allow Lebanon to
emerge from its deep crisis.
Ironically, Hezbollah has always
been fighting its opponents in the
process of controlling power in
Lebanon by accusing them of being
foreign agents and assets, even
though it is itself the unequivocal
arm of Iran in Lebanon and Nasrallah has unequivocally declared
his allegiance to Iranian Supreme
Leader Ali Khamenei, whom he
unabashedly called “the Hussein of
his time.”
Hezbollah is looking for an external saviour instead of confronting
corruption head-on and proceeding
with required reforms to stop it and
waste in the state. It solicits external help because it understands

that stopping corruption and
waste means the end of its power
and spells the end of the equation it uses to extract power from
its political allies and partners:
unquestionable loyalty to Hezbollah in exchange for protection and
a free hand to loot the country’s
resources.
Begging help from abroad is the
reality of Hezbollah’s position. It is
betting that someone will come to
Lebanon bearing gifts of financial
and economic support, like a Santa
Claus on Christmas Day bearing
gifts for children. Hezbollah refuses
to acknowledge there is a real Lebanese uprising that will not accept
anything less than changing the
rules of power and governance in
Lebanon and that the Lebanese are
convinced that a return to a situation like the one before October 17
is no longer possible.
It can’t understand that foreign
powers, especially Washington and
Paris, which had gone through the

trouble of organising the CEDRE
Conference to support Lebanon,
are not in a position to give financial support to an authority that has
lost the confidence of the people in
terms of integrity and merit.
Hezbollah must understand that
the desired change cannot be a
formal or surface one, as it is trying
to suggest by giving it another label
or by forming a techno-political
government that everybody knows
would be a reproduction of the
current government and of the
rejected rules of the game.
All of this reflects the confusion
of the authority in place and its inability to go along with the change
expressed by the popular uprising.
The people want to break the vicious cycle of the crisis represented
by the authority, a crisis reflected in
the divergence imposed by the system of interests between Hezbollah
and Aoun. He is afraid that bringing
back Hariri as prime minister, as
Hezbollah insists, carries the risk of

Unsettled narrative. Lebanese Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah
speaks to supporters through a giant screen in the capital Beirut’s
southern suburb.					
(AFP)

weakening himself, especially since
Hariri insists on excluding Aoun’s
son-in-law and apparent heir, Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil.
This is why Aoun’s cronies are
clearly talking about the need to
form a government without Hariri.
The president and his camp stand
to lose the most in this battle. The
uncertain situation can cost them
many Christian votes because it
makes them look like vassals to
Hezbollah.
On the other hand, Hezbollah
wants to maintain its relationship
and alliance with Aoun because of
the Christian support he provides,
even if this support is waning. Hezbollah has consumed all the energy
it could harvest from its alliance
with Aoun and his son-in-law and
realises that cannot provide it with
any foreign service, for, in the eyes
of the Lebanese and of the international community, they have
become more Catholic than the
pope in their support of Hezbollah.
Obviously, Hezbollah needs people
whom the international community can listen to.
The foregoing represents the
confusion that is reigning in Lebanon because it stems from Hezbollah’s bet that external equations
and regional and international
understandings can restore power
in its own hands.
Hezbollah does not realise that
Lebanon has started a new phase
at all levels and that betting on
foreign powers to save it from its
crises is unproductive. The change
in the rules of the game run by
Hezbollah and the transition to
new rules is inevitable. Rather than
serve the mentality of the ministate within the state, the new
rules must be based on the rule of
law and justice.
Ali al-Amin is a Lebanese writer.
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Abdul-Mahdi’s
atypical resignation

T

Unabated wrath. Anti-government protesters gather in Tahrir Square during protests in Baghdad. (AP)

For Iraqi protesters,
PM’s resignation is
‘a drop in the ocean’
Azhar Al-Rubaie

Basra

F

or Iraqi protesters, the resignation of Prime Minister
Adel Abdul-Mahdi is just
the first in a long list of demands. That’s why they continue
to take to the streets.
More than 420 people, mainly
demonstrators, have been killed
since anti-government protests began October 1. More than 15,000
have been injured.
The public outrage at scenes of
bloodshed and the number of fatalities among predominantly peaceful
protesters within just two months
prompted top Shia cleric Ayatollah
Ali al-Sistani to suggest November
29 that the prime minister should
step down.
Responding to Sistani’s call on
the same day, Abdul-Mahdi announced that he would submit his
resignation. Parliament accepted it
December 1 but Abdul-Mahdi is to
remain, caretaker prime minister,
until a new government is formed.
“His [Abdul-Mahdi’s] resignation is not our main goal. His resignation will not end the corruption.
It is just a drop in the ocean among
all what we seek. I hope all other
politicians do what Abdul-Mahdi
did,” said Faris Harram, a resident
in Najaf.
“We will keep protesting against
any country that plans to destroy
our homeland, including Iran. The
protesters’ torching of the Iranian
consulate for a third time was a
message to show their objection to
Iranian presence.”
Sinan Salaheddin Mahmoud, a
journalist, said protesters refused
to go home because they feel their

aspirations have not been met.
“Iraqis know that Abdul-Mahdi
does not represent all the political class and they are demanding a change to the whole system,
not just the prime minister,” said
Mahmoud. “The alternative person who will replace Abdul-Mahdi
might be from the same class of
current politicians. The new prime
minister might be suggested by
[the] same ruling parties.”
Mahmoud said the killing of
hundreds of protesters by security
forces was the reason behind Abdul-Mahdi’s resignation. Protesters
are calling for the prime minister to
be held accountable for the deaths.
“We demand a trial for AbdulMahdi because he [is] accused of
being responsible for the killing of
the protesters,” said Hussam Mohammed, a resident in Basra. “Abdul-Mahdi’s resignation came late,
after the bloodshed across Iraq.”

More than 420 people,
mainly demonstrators,
have been killed since
anti-government
protests began October 1.
Mohammed said Abdul-Mahdi’s
resignation on its own will not
solve Iraq’s problems. “The next
prime minister must come from a
secular background and must work
for the interest of Iraq, not for other
countries — and especially not for
Iran,” he said.
One of the key demands of protesters is electoral reform.
“We demand changing the electoral law and replacing the current
electoral commission with a more
independent body. We call for cancelling the parliamentarians’ retirement law and want early elections,”

said Ali Al-Salami, an activist in
Basra.
“The new government that we
want should be far away from muhasasa (the current Iraqi political
system) and not based on sectarianism,” he added.
Hamzeh Hadad, a political analyst in Baghdad, warned that forming a new government does not
guarantee an end to demonstrations.
“There is a strong possibility
that there will be a new wave of
protests if forming a new government stalls, like we have seen in the
past, or if the new government is
similar to previous governments,”
said Hadad.
Hadad said it would be difficult
to have a new government that
is reflective of the protesters’ demands if the demonstrators themselves don’t have a clear leadership
that can submit their unified demands to parliament.
Sarkawt Shamsulddin, a member of the Future bloc in the Iraqi
parliament, warned against leaving
a political vacuum in the country.
“I do not think Adel Abdul-Mahdi’s resignation is enough but it
was the beginning for protesters,”
said Shamsulddin. “The electoral
reforms will need to be passed
soon and possibly call for snap
elections by the end of next year.
“Those who were behind Abdul-Mahdi’s resignation were
not ready to provide an alternative and leaving the PM position vacant may lead to more
bloodshed if we do not fill it
quickly.”
Azhar Al-Rubaie is a freelance
journalist based in Iraq. His
writing focuses on politics,
health, society, wars and

James Snell

he events surrounding the resignation of
Iraqi Prime Minister
Adel Abdul-Mahdi were
atypical. His country
witnessed uncommon
protests against not only the dysfunction of Iraq’s government and
political life but also the stake Iran
has in the running of the neighbouring nation.
Iran’s consulates were burned and
its influence denounced, even in
holy Shia cities such as Karbala and
Najaf. Iraq’s government responded
with extreme violence, which
caused the death of an alarming
number of protesters.
Although the methods used to kill
many of those who demonstrated
were reminiscent of the forces of
an autocracy suppressing popular
protest — snipers, the aiming of tear
gas canisters at the heads of protesters and the kidnapping and killing
of activists by militias — the Iraqi
military said it was not involved,
blaming unknown elements.
The oddities continue. After
weeks of demonstrations and
hundreds of deaths, Abdul-Mahdi
offered his resignation to Iraq’s
parliament. Even though it was
accepted, such is the state of things
that the internal bargaining required
to form a new administration has
not been completed and AbdulMahdi remains in office.
While he does, the interventions
of others in Iraq’s political triangulation signal new strangeness.
Not only is Major-General Qassem
Soleimani, the head of Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)
al-Quds Force, the commander and
symbol of Iran’s constellation of
proxies across the region and a focal
point of Iraqi protests, in Baghdad
to influence the formation of a new
government, Iranian interference
has been implicitly denounced by
Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, a
leading Shia religious figure.
“We hope a new head of government and its members will be
chosen within the constitutional
deadline,” Sistani’s emissary said at
Friday prayers in Karbala. “It must
also take place without any foreign
interference.”
Abdul-Mahdi’s stepping down
and continued protests in Iran as
well as Iraq exist in a strange state
internationally. Even a few years
ago, the political manoeuvring of
Iraq’s leaders was debated in Western capitals but Iranian involvement was not taken
to be decisive.
Now Iranian
domination is
effectively
acknowledged.

Atypical. An Iraqi volunteer
sweeps the streets of Najaf
on December 5, following
protests.
(AFP)

While protests in Iraq used to
receive extensive international coverage in global media, now they are
reported less as a popular campaign
animated by real grievances but
rather incrementally, with deaths
rounded up by the day or at the end
of a week.
“Iraqis are simply asking the
international community to pay
attention — to shine a spotlight
on the heavy-handed and deadly
tactics being used by the Iraqi
Security Forces and the militias tied
to Soleimani,” said Michael Pregent,
senior fellow at the Hudson Institute.
Iraq’s government formation
continues and although it matters
who becomes Iraq’s prime minister, Iran’s position remains strong
despite the protests.
“It doesn’t matter who the prime
minister is as long as Soleimani’s
people maintain influence in Baghdad,” Pregent said.
Iraqis who have a special relationship with Iran “have primacy
in Iraq’s political, security and
economic sectors. As long as (Nuri
al-)Maliki, (Hadi al-)Ameri and
(Abdul Mahdi al-)Mohandes remain
kingmakers… Iraqis from all sects
will continue to die for their freedom from Tehran loyalists,” added
Pregent
Phillip Smyth, Soref fellow at the
Washington Institute for Near East
Policy, said: “(Muqtada al-)Sadr has
put forth a bunch of people that he
likes and he’s also demonstrated
that he wants things to go a certain
way. Obviously, Tehran would
not like it that way but it depends
on what kind of deal is cut in the
background.
“In terms of preserving power
— and I mean at more than institutional levels — the Iranians have a
very good handle on it.”
Iran’s handle on Iraq is subject to
strangeness. It is both accepted —
and blamed for Iraqi dysfunction —
paying the cost for involvement in
normal, rather than covert, politics.
“You have to remember this is
not a great power; it’s a regional
power,” Smyth said. “Baghdad was
not providing services for people
and the country is in a mess. Now
that the Iranians are in power there,
they take some responsibility for
that.”
“If they are encouraging that,
the groups that they support are
supporters of their own theocratic
style of revolution and that they
are quite literally answering to God,
like Hezbollah in Lebanon — that
they are above corruption — and the
people just see that they’re part of
the same corrupt mass, that doesn’t
help them. When it comes down to
being overtaxed, Tehran can only
do so much,” Smyth said.
Although Iran’s open involvement in dominating Iraqi politics
remains hugely unpopular, it is
unlikely to end with the exposure
of its influence or in a change of
government.
Also atypical is “the posturing that you see out of the IRGC
and particularly the IRGC-Quds
Force,” in recent years, as
they overtook the Iraqi state
and consolidated Iranian
control. Previously, Smyth
said, “they are much slower long-term movers.”
“I’m not saying
they’ve gotten rid of
that strategy but I think
in the meantime they
may have taken a few
too many shortcuts to
attain certain power
projection abilities
and also other political and economic
abilities within Iraq
and, if you do that,
it costs you.”
James Snell is a
British journalist.
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Palestinian leaders are not ready for meaningful elections
Adli Sadeq

P

alestinians are discussing the issue of general
legislative and presidential elections.
Among the most
important questions are:
How can the Palestinian system
overcome obstacles it created for
itself? What tasks would the winners of the elections undertake?
What would the losers do given
the de facto hegemony of the two
parties to the Palestinian rivalry
in their respective geographical
areas?
The two Palestinian rival camps
are exercising some administrative
control over two Palestinian communities in occupied or besieged
territories while three other Palestinian communities are outside the
electoral map.
One of those communities was
forcibly integrated into the Israeli
electoral map. The second is in
Jerusalem and its participation in
elections will be subject to Israeli
approval and conditions. The third
community is the diaspora.
However, the obstacles created
by the Palestinian government for
itself are the root of this impasse.
The small and shrinking geographical area provided by the
Oslo Declaration of Principles was
divided into two authorities and
those two authorities failed to
restore the unity of the Palestinian regime. Even after the failure
of their respective methods, both
authorities became more stub-

Those around
Palestinian
President
Mahmoud Abbas
are doing the same
thing to him as
those around
former Algerian
President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika.

Dual problem. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (3rd R) meets with the Palestinian Central Election Committee Chairman Hanna
Nasser (3rd L) , in Ramallah, last October.
(DPA)
born and national functions were
fractured and ineffective.
One of the parties to the rivalry
boasts about its protocol powers
and whatever is left of its international contacts. The other boasts
about its armed forces that guarantee its control over its isolated
patch.
Neither party wishes to restore
constitutional institutions and the
law and abandon the power of coercion. They’re more interested in
acquiring full political and security
powers within tiny enclaves surrounded by an aggressive occupation.
The dominant actors in the decision-making circle of each party
are keen to maintain their power
and influence, despite the failures
and tribulations they caused themselves and the Palestinian cause.
For each side of the rivalry, the
debate involves coming up with arguments that refute the legitimacy
of the other party and question its
competence.

No two Palestinians would disagree that the political class is cut
off from reality. This political class
must focus on a single national
strategy of action rather than running after the trappings of power
and competing for privileges in a
dreary and sterile reality.
Unfortunately, neither party is
qualified for such a dialogue and
yet each side is claiming it is ready
for elections, elections they’d
rather not have, just as they do not
want to admit reality.
Each side adheres to its arrogance and illusions and bets on its
one single achievement — turning
society away from politics and preventing the formation of any other
political class.
Each side has killed off or domesticated all civil society institutions by either concocting corruption cases against the latter’s
leading and popular figures or by
helping them financially as a type
of investment in them.
This disaster is caused by the

logic of personal gain in politics in
both camps. Palestinian Authority
President Mahmoud Abbas acts
in contradiction with the logic
of searching for comprehensive
and enduring solutions. Hamas
abides by the logic of power seized
through security and military force
and buttressed by an emotional
discourse loaded with illusions.
Both tracks lead the Palestinian
people to a dead end.
There are no signs that the most
senior Palestinian official — Abbas — intends to start a serious and
responsible national dialogue that
would allow the Palestine Liberation Organisation to regain its role
as the comprehensive representative of the Palestinian people and
of their interests.
What is happening in the Palestinian Authority is akin to political suicide. Those around Abbas
are doing the same thing as those
around former Algerian President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika did.
Abbas’s political history is

nowhere near Bouteflika’s history
and career and yet the latter ended
his political life in disgrace. Abbas
should know he is risking a worse
fate as his inner circle of advisers
pushes him to seek another presidential term at the age of 84.
Everybody knows their goal is
to effectively rule in his name and
none of them can even boast of
having a record of exploits as illustrious as those of the figures who
surrounded the Algerian president,
who was toppled by the street.
The Palestinian situation is very
precarious and there is not a single
glimmer of hope on the horizon.
The Palestinian political class
has chosen to go against the facts
and declared its readiness to enter
the fray of elections with no constitutional basis. They are taking
a leap into the unknown because
they found no other way out of the
internal impasse.
Adli Sadeq is a Palestinian writer
and political analyst.

Next chapter in ‘Deal of the Century’: Israeli annexation of Jordan Valley
Geoffrey
Aronson

I

sraeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu chased down
US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo on December 4 in Lisbon. Netanyahu would have
preferred to see Pompeo and
US President Donald Trump during
the NATO summit in London. A
short tete-a-tete in the British capital would have offered a more regal
backdrop for both leaders, each of
whom is consumed by the political
battle of their lives.
Trump and Netanyahu have
constructed a mutually beneficial
relationship that each wants to
weaponise in their respective campaigns for political survival.
Netanyahu is famed for his transactional approach to diplomacy.
Remember his advice to the Pal-

The move is likely
to foreclose the
option of a
Palestinian state
altogether.

estinians: “If they give, they get.”
Trump has reduced international
affairs to the same equation.
For Netanyahu, Lisbon and
Pompeo may be second best but
the embattled Israeli leader sees
Washington as an important prop
in his campaign to remain prime
minister — and stay out of jail.
This is the essential background
to the spike in discussion concerning Israel’s annexation of
the Jordan Valley, an arid plain
comprising about 25% of the West
Bank between the Jordan River and
the mountainous spine between
Nablus and Hebron.
The next instalment of the
Trump administration’s Deal of the
Century may well be unilateral US
recognition of Israeli sovereignty
of this region, aimed at foreclosing
the creation of a Palestinian state
altogether.
Israeli control of the area has
been its strategic objective since
the conquest in June 1967.
Within three weeks of the war,
Yigal Allon formulated the plan
bearing his name, which proposed
annexation of a security belt 1015km wide running the length of
the Jordan River Valley, “including
a minimum of Arab population… as
an inseparable part of Israel′s sovereign area and the quick establishment of Jewish civilian and military
centres.”
Unlike East Jerusalem, where

Israeli law and jurisdiction were
applied within weeks of the June
war, the Jordan Valley was never
annexed. Under the guise of the
policy of “deciding not to decide,”
successive Labour- and Likud-led
governments instead promoted a
policy of civilian Israeli settlement
throughout the region.
“The frontier [border],” explained former Israeli Prime
Minister Golda Meir, “is where Jews
live not where there is a line on the
map.”
Netanyahu believes that Trump’s
policy of recognising the “facts on
the ground” created during almost
one-half century of colonisation
is tailor-made for the strategy
adopted by Meir and every subsequent Israeli prime minister.
Until Trump, the United States
sought to accommodate Israel’s
security requirements in the Jordan
Valley without foreclosing the
prospect of Palestinian sovereignty
there. Diplomacy during the Obama
presidency, for example, focused
on fruitless discussions between
the United States and Israel over
the duration and extent of Israel’s
military presence in the Jordan
Valley in the context of an agreement with the Palestine Liberation
Organisation (PLO).
Trump’s actions turn US policy
on its head. As it contemplates the
next instalment of the Deal of the
Century and Netanyahu’s need

for US support in his escalating
political battles, the key features of
Trump’s policies are clear.
Trump’s declarations on Jerusalem, the Golan and settlements
have been unilateral US announcements framed by Netanyahu’s
political agenda and Israeli “facts
on the ground.” Indeed, US policy
in some respects — concerning recognising Israeli sovereignty on the
Syrian Golan Heights, for example
— go beyond what Israel itself has
legislated.
On the Palestinian Territories,
Trump actions famously reject a
diplomatic framework based on a
negotiated outcome centred on an
end to occupation and the creation
of a Palestinian state at peace with
Israel. Netanyahu has taken this
cue from Washington and feels free
to declare his intention to annex.
Trump’s actions offer a vital
tailwind to the settlement and
annexationist agenda embraced
by a majority of Israel’s electorate.
The recent Israeli decision to turn
the market in downtown Hebron,
closed since the Goldstein killings
almost three decades ago, into a
new settlement area reflects the
sense of opportunity among Israel’s
right wing created by Trump’s
unprecedented support.
“[The Hebron decision] is the
result of the US government’s attempt to legitimise the settlements,
the next decision in this spirit will

be annexation,” observed PLO
Secretary-General Saeb Erekat.
Indeed, before leaving for
Lisbon, Netanyahu outlined his
annexationist agenda: “[The]
conversation, with… Pompeo, will
focus primarily on Iran and on two
other issues: The defensive alliance
with the US, which I would like
to advance, and future American
recognition of applying Israeli sovereignty to the Jordan Valley. These
are very important issues; we are
dealing with them all the time.”
Israel and the PLO rarely agree
on anything so when they do it is
worth taking note. Both view the
annexation option as the current
direction of Washington’s policies.
Israel will continue its successful
campaign to push Washington to
realise what Netanyahu recently
described as “the historic opportunities… to establish the Jordan
Valley as the recognised eastern
border of the State of Israel.”
Given the disarray in Israel’s
political affairs, it will be up to
Washington rather than Jerusalem
to take the initiative in the coming
months to promote annexation,
perhaps in a presidential proclamation such as the one concerning
Israeli sovereignty on the Golan
issued by Trump last March.
Geoffrey Aronson is a non-resident
scholar at the Middle East Institute
in Washington.
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Turbulent waters. Turkish drilling vessel Yavuz is escorted by Turkish Navy frigate TCG Gemlik (F-492) in the eastern Mediterranean Sea off Cyprus. 		

(Reuters)

Turkey-GNA maritime deal rings alarms in Egypt
Amr Emam

Cairo

S

peculation is rife over what
Egypt and its allies will do to
rein in Turkey’s ambitions in
the Eastern Mediterranean
after Ankara signed a memorandum of understanding with the
Libya’s Government of National Accord on maritime boundary delimitation.
Cairo rejected the document and
said it has no legal standing.
“Such documents have no legal
effects and cannot be recognised,”
the Egyptian Foreign Ministry said
in a statement.
Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh
Shoukry reiterated the message following a meeting with Greek Foreign Minister Nikos Dendias.
Shoukry and Dendias said Fayez
al-Sarraj, the head of the Government of National Accord (GNA),
which rules most of western Libya,
did not have the right to sign deals
with other countries.
Turkish interference in Libyan

affairs, they added, exacerbates
the situation in the war-torn country and sabotages efforts to forge a
peace settlement.
Turkey said it signed a memorandum of understanding on maritime
boundary delineation and another
on security cooperation with the
GNA. Ankara has not made details
of either document public but they
are thought to give Istanbul greater
influence over the Eastern Mediterranean and allow it to expand its
military presence in western Libya.
Turkey has increased military
support to the GNA and allied Islamist militias in their showdown
with the eastern-based Libyan National Army (LNA), which controls
most of eastern, central and southern Libya.
This drew the ire of Cairo, which
supports the LNA and is at odds
with Turkey over its backing of political Islam, including the Muslim
Brotherhood movement.
Turkey’s and Egypt’s row over
Libya is also about control of natural
gas resources in the Eastern Mediterranean, analysts said.
Egypt’s energy situation gained

strength after an Italian state-owned
company drilling off the Egyptian
Mediterranean coast found a giant
natural gas field in August 2015.
The Zohr field produces 2.7 billion
cubic feet of gas every day, almost
one-third of Egypt’s overall daily
production.

Turkey’s and Egypt’s row
over Libya is also about
control of natural gas
resources in the Eastern
Mediterranean
Production from the field and
from other recent discoveries
helped Cairo achieve self-sufficiency and allow the country to export
gas to international markets.
Natural gas finds off Egypt and
other Eastern Mediterranean countries are contributing to massive political, economic and geostrategic
changes in the region.
In January, Egypt, which aspires
to become a regional energy hub,
formed the Eastern Mediterranean Gas Forum, a mechanism for
cooperation between natural gas

producers and consumers in the
region. The group includes Egypt,
Cyprus, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan
and the Palestinian territories.
Forum members invited other regional countries to join but Turkey
has made cooperation difficult, analysts said.
“Turkey wants to hamper cooperation between Egypt and other
Eastern Mediterranean states by
standing in the way,” said Gehad
Auda, a professor of political science at Helwan University. “This is
not an ideological conflict but one
for controlling resources in a very
rich region.”
Turkey has been trying to gain
leverage against Egypt by increasing its presence in Egypt’s immediate vicinity. Apart from trying to
gain a foothold in Libya, Istanbul
nurtured close ties with former Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir
before his ouster in April.
In September 2018, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan signed an
agreement with al-Bashir for administrative control of the Sudanese Red
Sea island of Suakin, just a few kilometres from Egypt’s Red Sea coast.

The security pact and the maritime boundary delimitation deal
with Sarraj, which Erdogan said
would be implemented once approved by parliament, add pressure
on Cairo.
“These deals turn Libya into an
operations centre against Egypt,”
said former Libyan Ambassador to
Egypt Mohamed Fayez Jibril. “This
is why Egypt is very concerned.”
The European Union also expressed concern, calling for publication of the maritime boundary
delimitation deal between the two
sides and expressed support for the
sovereign rights of Greece and Cyprus.
The view in Cairo is that further
Turkish involvement in Libya and
the Eastern Mediterranean would
lead to more conflict in both areas.
“The deals give Turkey a free
hand in the Eastern Mediterranean
and in Libya,” said Nadia Helmy, a
political science professor at Beni
Suef University. “This poses major
threats to Egypt’s national security.”
Amr Emam is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Cairo.

Is a Middle Eastern naval war looming?
Ahmed Fouad

Cairo

I

ranian Navy Commander Hossein Khanzadi recently revealed
that five sophisticated weapons
and warfare systems had been
added to Iran’s arsenal, cementing
the country’s position as one of the
region’s premier naval powers.
A report by Global Firepower,
which ranks countries’ military capabilities, stated that Iran’s navy
was the fourth-strongest in the
world and the strongest in the region.
One of its biggest competitors
in the region is the Egyptian Navy,
ranked sixth globally and second
regionally. While Iran outnumbers
Egypt in terms of vessels, submarines and patrol vessels, some of
Egypt’s naval equipment is believed
to be more advanced.
The Military Factory website,
which specialises in tracking global
arms deals, said most Iranian Navy
submarines and patrol vessels are either homemade models IRIN, Fateh
and Ghadir or Soviet Kilo class.

Three of Egypt’s four submarines
are German Type 209 class, which is
considered one of the most efficient
in the world. Twenty-five of Egypt’s
patrol vessels are US Bertram-class
or Swift and the Turkish MRTP-20.
The two regional adversaries’ efforts to strengthen their navies
raised concerns about the prospect
of conflict but analysts said those
naval improvements deter conflict
between Tehran and Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates.
“War isn’t the only reason behind (Egypt’s) arming,” said retired
Egyptian Colonel Mohamed Saad.
“Maintaining the military balance
prevents Iran from waging war on
the Gulf states whenever Iran takes
into account Egypt’s role in protecting them.”
Drone and missile attacks on oil
tankers passing through the Arabian
Gulf and in Saudi and UAE waters
this year increased tensions in the
region. The Iran-backed Houthis in
Yemen claimed responsibility for
most of the attacks on tankers near
the Strait of Hormuz but the United
States and EU members said there
was “strong evidence” Iran was behind them.

Egypt relies on the strategic waterways in the Gulf to secure important
imports and exports. Cairo brings in
some 52% of its products from Gulf
countries, often at discounted rates
with easy payment terms.
Egypt imports 700,000 tonnes
of petroleum products from Saudi
Aramco per month, 125,000 tonnes
of petroleum products per month
from Kuwait and 289,000 tonnes of
Kuwaiti crude oil per month.
TradeMap, an international trade
tracking website, said the Gulf
countries account for some 13.5% of
Egypt’s exports, bringing in $3.9 billion in 2018.
The Strait of Hormuz is the only
route through which Kuwaiti, Qatari, Bahraini and Emirati tankers
can reach the Indian Ocean, the
Bab el Mandeb Strait, the Red Sea
and the Suez Canal, which serves
as Egypt’s most strategic economic
resource.
Egypt, mindful of how critical
the waterways are, promised to respond with force if Gulf security
was imperilled.
“If Gulf security is directly threatened by anyone, the Egyptian people, even before their leadership,

will not accept that and will mobilise forces to protect their brethren,”
said Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi in November 2018.
Egypt’s navy is not only important to countering Iran’s threat.
Mohamed Bahaa El-Din, a political
science professor at Suez University, said Egypt’s strong navy plays
an important role in deterring “hostile Turkish acts into the Mediterranean.”
Ankara, which is at odds with
Egypt and Arab Gulf countries
because of its support of Islamist groups, including the Muslim
Brotherhood, has tried to increase
its leverage in the Mediterranean
region.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan signed a memorandum of
understanding November 28 with
Fayez al-Sarraj, head of Libya’s Tripoli-based Government of National
Accord (GNA), to demarcate maritime borders between the two countries without coordination with
Egypt or Greece. Sarraj also signed
a memorandum of understanding
on military cooperation that could
establish a Turkish military base in
Libya.

However, the 2015 Skhirat Agreement, which determines the prerogatives of the GNA, does not give
Sarraj authority to sign off on such
agreements without other members
of the government.
Turkey, ignoring border demarcation agreements between Egypt
and Cyprus, began gas exploration
efforts in Cypriot waters in July.
Ankara claims that several Cypriot
concession areas are within its territorial waters.
Turkey also claims that parts of
the Cypriot concession blocks are in
territorial waters of Turkish Cyprus,
only recognised by the Turkish government.
Some of the areas are subject to a
partnership agreement on hydrocarbon reservoirs extending across and
near the Egyptian-Cypriot borders,
concluded between Cairo and Nicosia in 2014, and others could be depending on the expansion of oil and
gas reservoir discoveries there.
This dispute could put the Egyptian Navy in direct confrontation
with Turkey’s naval forces.
Ahmed Fouad is an Egyptian
writer.
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More bloodshed, harsher repression in Iran’s protests
Ali Alfoneh

A

few weeks after
the eruption of
countrywide antigovernment protests
in Iran, information
about the scope and
scale of the demonstrations and
the regime’s response gradually
emerged but how does this crisis
compare to earlier ones in the four
decades-long history of the Islamic
Republic?
The answer not only helps
explain the protests that began November 15 but may provide insight
into the regime’s will and ability
to counter future anti-government
protests.
Ever since the impeachment of
President Abolhassan Banisadr on
June 21, 1981, and the regime defeating all organised opposition to
it within Iran, the Islamic Republic
has experienced countless local
protests and uprisings.
There have been six major incidents of urban unrest: economically motivated protests in 1992 and

The regime risks
further radicalising
the population,
which, on top of
economic
grievances, is also
mourning its
martyrs.

1995, the pro-democracy student
uprising of 1999, political protests
after the disputed 2009 presidential election and economic protests
in December 2017 and November
2019.
The latest anti-government protests were sparked by Iran National
Petroleum Products Distribution
Company’s November 14 news release introducing petrol rationing
and price hikes of at least 50%.
The morning of November 15,
protesters demonstrated in nearly
all provinces of Iran, attacking petrol stations and offices of the local
representatives of Iranian Supreme
Leader Ali Khamenei.
The real number of the fatalities
of the November protests is not
known but at least 208 protesters
have been killed, as documented
by Amnesty International. Hossein
Naqavi Hosseini, a parliamentarian, said that, by November 26,
some 7,000 protesters had been
arrested. Persian language opensource material indicates that a
further 1,200 people were arrested
by authorities since November 26.
By comparison, a 10-year-old boy
was killed in May 1992 when local
authorities and police attempted
to evict people from shantytowns
of Kou-ye Tollab neighbourhood in
Mashhad. Riots erupted with mobs
attacking police stations, looting
banks and burning government
offices. The riots spread to Arak in
Markazi province, Mobarakeh in Isfahan province and the Chahardangeh neighbourhood of Tehran.
It was with some difficulty that
the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC) imposed order in the
affected areas. Several hundred
protesters were arrested, four of
whom were tried and executed.
The April 4, 1995, uprisings in Eslamshahr, a poor suburb of Tehran,
resulted in fewer fatalities. Bus

Latest wave. Iranians walk near a burned bank after protests against increased fuel prices in Tehran,
November 20.										
(Reuters)
drivers protested insufficient petrol
supplies and commuters protested
a 30% increase in fares from the
suburbs to central Tehran, where
they worked. An estimated 50,000
people attacked petrol stations and
government buildings and blocked
the roads to the capital. IRGC
special operations forces dispersed
the rioters but only after 50 people
were killed. It is not known how
many protesters were arrested.
On July 9, 1999, university
students protested the judiciary’s
closure of the reformist newspaper Salam. Riot police responded

by raiding a dormitory at Tehran
University. A student was killed,
sparking six days of protests and
rioting throughout the country.
Arguably protests of the Green
Movement in 2009 constituted
the greatest political crisis in the
history of the Islamic Republic.
Rebelling against the fraudulent
election that secured Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
a second term in office, millions of
people all over the country took to
the streets. More than 125 protesters died at the hands of the IRGC
and the Basij militia. The regime

only regained control after the
leaders of the Green Movement
urged the people to withdraw from
the streets.
The trend appears to be clear:
In the face of angry protests, Iran
is using harsher methods and
showing less restraint. In doing so,
the regime risks further radicalising the population, which, on top
of economic grievances, is also
mourning its martyrs.
Ali Alfoneh is a senior fellow at
the Arab Gulf States Institute in
Washington.

New IAEA chief’s greatest challenge may lie with Iran
Gareth Smyth

R

afael Mariano Grossi,
an Argentinian who
is the new directorgeneral of the United
Nations’ International
Atomic Energy Agency, is a relative unknown taking
up a leading global post.
The agency’s remit is clearly defined and its operation managed
by a board of 35 countries but the
director has leeway in working
to “enlarge the contribution of
atomic energy to peace, health
and prosperity.”
John Bolton, then US ambassador to the United Nations, in
2009 reportedly called Mohamed
ElBaradei, International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) chief from
1997-2009, a “pain in the neck.”
Bolton saw the Egyptian as a
bureaucrat interfering in politics.
Others felt ElBaradei’s adherence
to rules helped him resist politicians and win a Nobel Peace Prize
in 2005.
Despite tensions in Korea and
the lingering aftermath of Japan’s
2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster,
Grossi’s greatest challenge may
lie with Iran, the most monitored
state by the agency in its nuclearinspection “safeguards” role
under the global Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT).
Tehran is ramping up its nuclear
programme with new steps at
60-day intervals, most recently
restarting work at the fortified
Fordow underground facility near
Qom. This responds to crippling

uranium found at the Turquzabad
ing up his credibility and authorUS economic sanctions since
site near Tehran — will not be
ity but then smoothly began to
President Donald Trump last year
alone in talking of ticking clocks.
show pragmatism and a sense of
abandoned Tehran’s 2015 nuclear
“The production of a nuclear
diplomacy.”
deal with world powers, formally
weapon has come no closer as
Grossi, however, faces a stiffer
known as the Joint Comprehena result of the actions Iran has
challenge with Tehran, Makinsive Plan of Action (JCPOA).
taken so far,” said Sir Richard Dalsky added: “Iran is step-by-step
Diplomats are unsure what
ton, former British ambassador to
partially breaching JCPOA provikind of IAEA leader Grossi will be.
Iran. “On the positive side, Tehsions, claiming Washington has
“He’s smooth, polished and it’s
ran has again emphasised that it
withdrawn and other parties [Eualways hard to know that type,”
doesn’t want to limit IAEA access
rope, China, Russia] are not commused one.
to nuclear facilities. The security
plying with their commitments
Grossi’s nomination had strong
‘gap,’ however, in terms of time
[to mitigate Iran’s financial losses
backing from Washington but he
during which the country would
due to US sanctions]. So Grossi
also had Moscow’s support. Sevacquire enough enriched uranium
cannot smile when Tehran is in
eral diplomats detect neutrality
for a nuclear weapon, fixed [by
breach and neither can he ignore
in Grossi’s IAEA record as chiefthe JCPOA] at no less than a year,
Washington’s unilateralism
of-staff from 2002-07, deputy
is now shrinking.”
and Europe’s inability
director-general from 2010-13
Dalton said that, while
to implement the
and acting director since Yukiya
French President EmmaJCPOA.”
Amano died in office in July.
nuel Macron’s diplomatic
Pressure on the
“It’s a fact of life that certain
efforts — designed to
IAEA will build
IAEA member states seek to influallow Iran higher oil
with Iran’s nuence the decisions and policy
sales in return for
clear expansion,
choices of directors-general,”
reapplying JCPOA
especially with
said Peter Jenkins, former British
limits — should not
increased uranium
ambassador to the IAEA. “A good
be discounted, Europe
enrichment. Iran’s
director-general [DG] knows
was failing to bridge the
staunchest critics
how to resist such pressure and
US-Iran gap.
— including Israeli
understands how vital it is that
“The EU hasn’t carried
Prime Minister Binythe global community view the
out its obligations to
amin Netanyahu, who
agency as an impartial guardian of
facilitate trade and
is pressing
the integrity of the NPT safeinvestover
guarding regime. DGs are answerable to the Board of Governors
and the General Conference [of all
171 members].”
With Iran, Jenkins said he
expected “in all probability,
continuity” given Grossi’s work
with Amano had familiarised him
with the agency’s “scrupulous
approach.”
Michel Makinsky, Iran specialist at Ageromys International in
Paris, said Grossi’s promise at
his initial news conference
to be “firm but fair” suggested he had learnt from
Amano, who “started by
Challenging task. Director-General of the International Atomic Energy Agency
showing firmness, buildRafael Mariano Grossi speaks in Vienna, December 3.
(AP)

ment,” said Dalton. “By failing to
confront US policy, the EU has in
effect connived at it. The EU and
Iran are talking but they may now
be talking past each other.”
In a febrile atmosphere enflamed by protests against petrol
price increases, opponents of
Iranian President Hassan Rohani denounce the IAEA. Fundamentalist media accuse agency
inspectors of spying and demand
faster escalation in the nuclear
programme.

Pressure on the
IAEA will build with
Iran’s nuclear
expansion,
especially with
increased uranium
enrichment.
Iran also has reason to cooperate, recalling the IAEA board in
2006 referred the nuclear programme to the UN Security Council. This gives the agency and its
new director some latitude.
“Safeguarding requires diplomatic skill,” said Jenkins. “The
agency is entitled to demand
respect for the legal contracts
into which safeguarded states
enter and can be firm but it must
show respect for the dignity of
sovereign states and try to avoid
becoming a source of controversy
within them.”
Gareth Smyth is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
He has reported from the Middle
East since 1992.
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London Bridge attack deals
severe setback to UK’s
deradicalisation programmes
Colin Randall

London

W

hen
Usman
Khan
stabbed to death two
people trying to help
him rebuild his life after eight years in prison following a
conviction on terrorism charges, he
not only committed senseless killings but dealt a severe blow to the
cause of rehabilitation to which his
victims were passionately attached.
The circumstances under which
Khan, 28, was at liberty and able to
kill, having been released last year
halfway through a 16-year sentence,
have become a major campaign
issue in the UK general election
scheduled for December 12.
To the displeasure of the family of
one of the victims, Jack Merritt, 25,
who worked at the Cambridge University Institute of Criminology and
strongly believed in the rehabilitation of even serious offenders, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson
vowed that a new Conservative government would toughen penal policy, ensuring that terrorists served
“every day” of their sentences.
Khan, the British-born son of Pakistani immigrants from Kashmir,
was originally given an indeterminate sentence for plotting to recruit
British jihadis and create a terrorist
training camp in Pakistan. He had
his sentence cut to the fixed term
on appeal and was freed on licence
after serving half.
The Conservatives blame Labour
for changes to the law-making such
early release automatic without
the need for parole board approval,
though it was open to appeal judges
to confirm the original sentence.
Merritt’s father, David, writing in
the Guardian, said his son would be
“livid” at the way the attack was being politicised.
“He would be seething at his death
and his life being used to perpetuate
an agenda of hate that he gave his
everything fighting against,” David

Merritt wrote. “We should never forget that. What Jack would want from
this is for all of us to walk through
the door he has booted down, in his
black Dr Martens. That door opens
up a world where we do not lock
up and throw away the key… where
we focus on rehabilitation, not revenge.”
There are serious concerns, which
cross political boundaries, about
how society copes with the threat
from those committed to its destruction.
Khan, seen as a model member
of the university’s rehabilitation
project, Learning Together, fooled
authorities into believing he was a
changed man.
Applying for enrolment in a deradicalisation course soon after he
was jailed in 2012, he wrote of wanting to show his family and society he
could live his life “as a good Muslim
and also a good citizen of Britain.”
He carried out his attack November 29 on London Bridge while attending a Cambridge-run rehabilitation seminar, at which his victims
were working — Merritt as a course
coordinator, 23-year-old Cambridge
graduate Saskia Jones as a volunteer.
Among immediate questions for
the authorities is why Khan was allowed to travel unescorted to London from his home in the Midlands
town of Stafford despite restrictions
on his movements.
Whoever wins the election is
likely to tighten the supervision of
released offenders. Johnson told
the BBC after the attack that the licence conditions of 74 people, also
convicted of terrorism offences but
freed early, would be reviewed. Two
men have been recalled to prison for
breaches.
The challenge of dealing with
extremists goes beyond those convicted and jailed and is not a purely
British problem.
Julian King, the outgoing British
EU Commissioner with special responsibility for security, estimated
that of 5,500 jihadis who left Euro-

pean countries for Iraq and Syria,
1,400 were killed, 1,600 returned
and 2,500 are unaccounted for.
There are thousands of terror suspects across Europe against whom
sustainable evidence cannot be produced; round-the-clock monitoring
of all is beyond the resources of European security services.
Khan’s deception in falsely claiming to have been deradicalised and
its tragic consequences will undoubtedly have repercussions for
others, including those genuinely
seeking to break with extremism.
Rodger Shanahan, a Middle East
specialist, published a research paper in November that examined
the cases of 40 Islamic State-era
militants sentenced in Australia and
concluded that courts found “very
low levels of contrition and generally poor prospects of rehabilitation.”
Writing for the Lowy Institute, an
independent think-tank in Sydney
where he is a research fellow, Shanahan said: “Unlike nationalist terrorists, for whom political changes may
render their former aims redundant,
those who believe that their actions
please God are much more likely to
see their incarceration as simply a
setback for their ultimate aim. Jihadis and their supporters are always urging sabr, or patience, when
viewing their societal and operational aims.”
With his last brutal acts before
being killed by police on London
Bridge, Usman Khan made it less
likely that terrorists will ever again
be trusted to reform. Shanahan,
though cautious, said he is confident the search for positive outcomes will continue.
“There’s no deradicalisation programme that guarantees success,”
he said. “How they are conducted
may change but they won’t stop.”
Colin Randall, a journalist based
in London and France, worked in
various roles for the Daily Telegraph
from 1977-2006 and was executive
editor of the National at its launch
in 2008.

Extremism marches on. Members of US Klu Klux Klan arriving for
a rally, in Charlottesville, Virginia.
(AP)

Survey: Most US
voters would oppose
hate speech ban
The Arab Weekly staff

Tunis

M

ost American voters said
they are against outlawing offensive speech or
banning offenders from
public office, a survey said.
A Heartland Institute and Rasmussen Report survey, conducted
in November, indicated that 27%
of projected US voters contacted
said they support a ban on offensive
speech, such as hate speech, and
50% opposed such a restriction.
Democrats are more likely than
Republicans to favour a speech ban,
while women are more likely than
men to back it, the survey results
indicated.
There was slightly more support
for barring declared speech offenders from political office. Nearly 40%
of respondents said they “believe
those who say or write things a majority of Americans finds offensive,
including speech considered to be
racist or sexist, should be banned
from holding public office,” the report stated. Another 44% said they

oppose such a ban and 18% said
they were undecided.
Unlike much of the world, the
United States does not have laws
against hate speech, which is protected as free expression under
the First Amendment to the US
Constitution. There are categories
of speech, such as incitement to
violence and obscenity, that are not
protected.
However, with the rise of social
media and new technology, some
have called for the United States to
revise its legislation to help curb
proliferation of false and damaging
material and stop people from being
unfairly targeted.
“Where truth cannot drive out
lies, we must add new guardrails,”
wrote former Time magazine Managing Editor Richard Stengel in the
Washington Post October 29. “I’m
all for protecting ‘thought that we
hate’ but not speech that incites
hate.”
The vast majority of American
poll respondents (80%) said “giving people the right to free speech
is more important than making sure
no one is offended,” the Rasmussen
survey results indicated.

Viewpoint

Does Britain believe in deradicalisation anymore?

T

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

he truly tragic fallout
of the November 29
London Bridge knife
attack by Usman Khan,
a man who had served
time in prison for terrorist offences, must be considered
in two parts.
First, the death of two idealistic
young British people who believed
in and worked for the rehabilitation of violent offenders, including
convicted terrorists such as Khan.
Second, that the political debate
in Britain appears to be centring on
revenge rather than rehabilitation
of terrorist offenders. The United
Kingdom’s governing Conservative
Party is campaigning for re-election on an agenda of tougher jail
sentences for violent criminals,
including terrorists, with little
interest in examining the causes.

This is an inflexion
point in the approach
to counterterrorism,
nearly 20 years after
the 9/11 attacks.

It’s a fair bet, noted with sober
sadness by your columnist, that
the second part of the fallout will
prove to have a greater, longer-lasting effect on the British and wider
European and Western debate on
jihadism.
Over time, the horror will lessen
over the death at Khan’s hands of
Jack Merritt, 25, and Saskia Jones,
23, both of whom were Cambridge
University alumni and passionate
believers in prisoner rehabilitation,
but the effects of Britain’s somewhat tone-deaf debate over how to
deal with terrorists may continue
to reverberate.
Some are citing Khan, 28, as an
example of the ineffectiveness of
deradicalisation programmes. It’s
true that Khan was attending a
learning and rehabilitation course
when he carried out the attack on
Merritt and Jones. It’s also the case
that Khan attended two separate
rehabilitation programmes after
serving half of a 16-year prison
sentence for plotting to bomb the
London Stock Exchange.
And there’s no reason to disbelieve the unnamed British Justice
Ministry official who said, after the
London Bridge attack, that Khan
was offered lots of help to change
his ways both in prison and out of
it. In prison, the official said, Khan
attended “several counterterror
interventions.”
The result appears to have been

a spectacular failure. It’s tragically
clear that Khan emerged from
prison just as prone to violence as
when he went in. It is also clear
that he remained in opposition to
the system within which he lived,
as well as to the people with whom
he interacted. He was neither rehabilitated nor deradicalised.
Should one condemn an entire
process based on one example?
As Emily Winterbotham, director
of the terrorism and conflict group
at the Royal United Services Institute has said: “The path towards
terrorism is individual, complex
and non-linear, so the mechanism
for dealing with it is always going
to be constrained by this reality
and essentially unpredictability.”
Quite.
Even so, Britain must deal with
the dangerous fallout of questions
about deradicalisation as a concept. There are fears that countless
others like Khan — convicted terrorists released from prison — are
wandering around the country
pretending they are reformed. Still,
more questions will be posed when
it comes to the possible repatriation from Syria of British Islamic
State fighters and their families.
However, the real question
should be the effectiveness of the
British model of deradicalisation.
Thus far, it has largely revolved
around challenging extremists’
religious ideology. It has neither

sought to address the underlying social and economic causes of
jihadism nor the larger sense of
political injustice felt by many over
issues to do with the Palestinians,
the Iraq invasion and the demonisation of Muslims and minorities in
the West.
Three years ago, a review commissioned by the British government into extremism in prisons,
probation and youth justice, made
the following observation: “Statistics show an increasing and
disproportionate representation of
Muslims within the criminal justice
system, which could chime with
the radicalisers’ message of the
victimisation of Muslims.”
It was a reference to government
figures that indicated there were
5,502 prisoners in England and
Wales who said they were Muslim
in 2002; rising to 7,246 in 2005 and
12,225 in 2014. A 2015 government
report said 14.4% of the prison
population is Muslim, compared
with 7.7% of the general UK population.
This is pretty alarming. The
report, by former prison Governor
Ian Acheson, made several recommendations on radicalisation and
deradicalisation within the prison
system but those were mostly left
unaddressed. Nor was there any
attempt to ask why more Muslims
were in prison proportionately
than the general UK population.

This is an inflection point in the
approach to counterterrorism,
nearly 20 years after the 9/11 attacks. The mood is changing again.
Some time ago, counterterrorism
and its hard-line paradigms metamorphosed into a more nuanced
soft-focus strategy but it’s reverting to the hang-them-flog-them
approach.
This is a terrible mistake. Daniel
Koehler, a leading expert on deradicalisation research and founder of
the German Institute on Radicalisation and De-radicalisation Studies,
has cited studies that “highlight
the astonishing fact that, after
their release from prison, fewer
than 5% of former members of the
Irish Republic Army, Euskadi Ta
Askatasuna and al-Qaeda are rearrested, even without their having
participated in a reintegration or
deradicalisation programme of any
kind.”
That may be a better basis upon
which to invest in rehabilitation
programmes than the ghastly recidivism of one former terrorist.
Just as important is an honest
reassessment of Britain’s — and the
West’s — role in perpetrating and
maintaining unjust systems.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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By legitimising Israeli
settlements, Trump
is dismantling the
international order
James J. Zogby

T

he Trump administration’s declaration that
Israeli settlements in
occupied Palestinian
lands are not illegal
was a consequential
act, t hough not for the reasons
cited by Israelis or Palestinians. It
was also “the nail in the coffin,”
though not the “coffin of the peace
process” as some Palestinians
claimed.
The decision was not so consequential with regards to settlements because, for the last threeand-one-half decades, successive
American administrations’ policies
towards Israeli settlements have
moved from passive acquiescence
to outright acceptance.
It was Ronald Reagan who first
said he didn’t believe settlements
were illegal and it was George
W. Bush who tried to make the
distinction between “existing realities” and new settlements. The
former, he claimed, had been built
and could remain, while the latter

It was Ronald
Reagan who first
said he didn’t
believe settlements
were illegal.

were to be discouraged.
The Israelis took advantage of
this loophole and continued to
build, knowing that US presidents
might complain but wouldn’t do
anything to stop them. The result
has been that the settlement population in the occupied territories
has grown from 50,000 during the
Carter administration to 620,000
Israeli settlers before Donald
Trump took office.
Against this background, it’s fair
to say that the Trump announcement on Israeli settlements didn’t
reflect a dramatic shift in US
policy. It’s also fatuous to suggest
that it will have any effect on the
“peace process.”
It doesn’t end it, kill it, set it
back or slow it down precisely
because there is no peace process — there hasn’t been one for
several years. Pretending there is
such a process has been an illusion
projected by the United States
to control Palestinian behaviour
and to keep Europeans and Arabs
at bay to maintain exclusive US
control over the “process” and to
protect the Israelis from international sanctions or pressure.
The real significance of the
Trump administration’s announcement is something quite different: It demonstrates a flagrant
disregard for international law and
conventions, the role of the international community and universal
human rights.
We’ve seen this attitude on
display with Trump’s withdrawal
from international agreements
negotiated by previous administrations (regarding trade, climate
and arms control), the threats the

Dead end. The Israeli settlement of Maale Adumim in the occupied West Bank on the outskirts of
Jerusalem. 										
administration has made to punish
other countries that voted against
the United States at the United
Nations and the contempt it’s
demonstrated towards the International Criminal Court and several
UN agencies.
On Israeli-Palestinian issues, the
administration repeatedly demonstrated this disdain for international law and consensus (e.g.,
attempting to legitimise the Israeli
occupation of East Jerusalem and
the Golan Heights or defunding
and refusing to acknowledge the
rights and even existence of Palestinian refugees) but, and here’s the
nub of the matter, the legitimacy
and applicability of international
law and conventions are not up
to one bad actor or one rogue
country.
It is here that the behaviour of
the United States has been especially consequential and prob-

lematic. The United States can’t
make illegal settlements legal,
grant occupied territories to the
occupier or deny refugee status
to refugees and their descendants
on its own — these are matters
of international law, the Fourth
Geneva Convention, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and
scores of UN resolutions passed by
the overwhelming majority of the
countries of the world.
The status of these Palestinian
rights remains unchanged, despite
US actions. What has been affected
by decades of US disrespect for
law and rights and international
institutions has been the ability of
those rules to be applied and those
structures to effectively play their
roles in governing the relations
among nations and their behaviours towards one another. This is
what is most consequential about
Trump’s declaration.

(AFP)

It is true that the architecture of
diplomacy, the rule of law and respect for universal rights have long
been either ignored or honoured
only selectively. It’s also true that
those structures and rules only
work when powerful nations adhere to and uphold them.
So, when in the past the United
States flaunted international law or
cherry-picked human rights violators it would condemn, it undercut
the rule of law and weakened the
architecture of international relations and diplomacy.
What Trump has done is take
this dismantling of diplomacy
and law one step further, literally
casting aside international law
and human rights conventions.
This is the real danger posed by his
behaviour.
James J. Zogby is president of the
Arab American Institute.

As NATO turns 70, Turkey darkens
the alliance’s hope for a bright future
Claude Salhani

T

urkey’s flirtation with
Russia constitutes
a clear threat to the
security of the other 28
NATO members and is
unbecoming of a member of the organisation.
Set up in the aftermath of World
War II to counter Soviet expansionism in Europe, NATO added
Eastern European members after
the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
demise of communism on the continent. This was a rude wake-up
call for Moscow.
As the leaders of the NATO members gathered in London to celebrate the defence organisation’s
70th anniversary, dark clouds
emanating from Turkey hang like
a bad omen over the institution’s
festivities and role in the defence
of Europe.

Turkey, which
played a key role in
defending NATO’s
southern flank
during the Cold
War, is the
organisation’s
weakest link.

Despite efforts by NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg, it
appears the alliance and Turkey are
on a collision course over Ankara’s
flirtation with Moscow.
The members of the alliance
are angered by Ankara choosing
Russian-made S-400 ground-to-air
missile defence systems over USmade ones in use by other NATO
member countries.
There has been additional friction between Ankara and other
NATO countries over Turkey’s
role in the Syrian civil war. The
alliance was not pleased when
Turkish troops crossed the border
and engaged actively in the conflict in Syria. Some Turkish troops
have been accused of engaging
in war crimes, which Turkey has
denied.
The incidents are cause for
concern along with fears from
European countries that the United
States under President Donald
Trump may withhold some funding for NATO because he is not
satisfied with the low contribution
by European members.
The problems within NATO are
such that they prompted French
President Emmanuel Macron to
state that the organisation was
brain-dead.
“Turkey’s actions with Russia
constitute a clear threat to the
security of the alliance’s members,” said Robert Pearson, a nonresident scholar at the Middle East
Institute in Washington.
Turkey, which played a key role
in defending NATO’s southern
flank during the Cold War, is today

the organisation’s weakest link.
Turkey demands a full role
in NATO’s decisions plus all the
material and command benefits of
membership, yet simultaneously
binds itself to a resurgent Russia.
As expected, Ankara claims it is a
victim of European and US opposition, yet it appears unprepared to
modify its behaviour.
Among the top security concerns expressed by NATO leaders involved those in the eastern
Mediterranean. Security for cargo
and passenger ships sailing the
Mediterranean is at its weakest
point since Turkey’s accession to
NATO membership.
Two monumental mistakes by
Western powers allowed Moscow
to become involved in the Syrian
conflict and in the greater Middle
East to the point that Russia could
establish a foothold for its fleet in
the Mediterranean.
This Russian expansion occurred during the closing days of
the Obama administration but has
continued well into the Trump
administration.
Russian troops in Syria will allow for a greater presence in the
country of Russian intelligencegathering agents.
The Turks have come — rather
late in the game — to realise the
threat posed by Russian expansionism. Turkey has realised, very
late, the extent of the military
threat from Russia, particularly in
the Black Sea.
Unless cooler heads prevail, a
military incident could easily occur. NATO’s Article 5 states that an

The other way. Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan at the
NATO leaders’ summit in Watford, Britain, December 4.

(Reuters)

attack on any one member is an
attack on the entire alliance.
The question asked in Moscow,
as well as in Ankara, is whether
Western countries are willing to
confront Russia over Turkey after
its unilateral action in Syria. Given
Trump’s affinity for anything

coming from Russian President
Vladimir Putin, the United States’
reaction is difficult to predict.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly
and a senior fellow at the Institute
of World Affairs in Washington.
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Could Egypt cut into Qatar’s gas market?

Briefs

Ahmed Fouad

Lebanese central
bank instructs
banks to cap
interest rates on
deposits

Cairo

Q

atar has been chosen to
host the 2021 summit of the
Gas Exporting Countries
Forum, highlighting its
strong position in the global natural gas market but reports and estimates reveal Doha could face obstacles in meeting its energy objectives
over the next decade.
While Qatar was celebrating its selection as Gas Exporting Countries
Forum host, Egyptian state-affiliated media picked up on a report by
the Qatari anti-regime organisation
Mubasher Qatar questioning Doha’s
ability to expand its liquid natural
gas (LNG) production and exports as
planned.
The report suggests that a potential glut in the gas market because of
increased global production could
pose problems for Qatar, which announced plans to increase annual
LNG production 64% — from 77 million to 126 million tonnes per year —
by 2027.
Statista, a German online portal for statistics, said the average
consumption of liquefied or nonliquefied natural gas stood at 3.849
trillion cubic metres in 2018, just
less than production, which reached
3.868 trillion cubic metres.
The most optimistic forecasts
from McKinsey and Company, the
largest management and economic
consulting firm in the United States,
stated the volume of demand for liquefied gas up to 2035 would increase
cumulatively 3.6% yearly.
That means it would increase by
37.5% of current production and demand by 2028, rendering a 64% increase in Qatari production far above
global market capacity.
Sayed el-Morsy, a retired deputy
director of cost control at Apache
Petroleum, said the expected production glut would be because of the

Rising potential. Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (C) meeting with Eni CEU Claudio Descalzi
(top L) in Cairo, January 16. 		
(AFP)
“expansion of Australia, Russia, China and Iran along with some smaller
markets in East Asia and the Middle
East, such as Greece, Cyprus, Egypt,
Turkey and Israel, in the production of conventional natural gas and
United States’ expansion of shale gas
production.”
He noted that “in the case of a
glut of increased production versus
consumption, there is an opportunity for producing countries that are
able to offer more competitive price
advantages, payment terms, agreements and transportation means
such as pipelining, which is more
rapid and more competitive pricewise, as there will be no major shipping costs.”
“Egypt is a strong candidate,”
Morsy added.
In July, Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi ratified an agreement
linking Egypt to Cyprus via a pipeline to export Egyptian gas to Cyprus
and from there to Europe.
Qatar could also face trouble
pipelining its gas due to a years-long
regional rift with Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, Egypt and
Bahrain.

In December 2016, Syrian President Bashar Assad told Italian
media that Qatar and Iran were
working on projects to export gas
to Europe with pipelines passing
through Syria and then into Turkey
or the Mediterranean, Cyprus and
Europe.
It seems the Qatari project will
falter because it is impossible for
its pipeline to go through Iraq and
then Syria without entering Saudi
territory or Bahraini territorial
waters — controlled by two of the
quartet countries boycotting Qatar
since July 2017.
The Iranian project is expected to
remain on hold until European and
US sanctions against Tehran over its
nuclear programme are cancelled.
The Arab boycott of Qatar likely
exacerbated the erosion of Doha’s
resources and its declining economic growth rate — 33% from the
end of 2016 until the end of 2018
— further depriving Qatar of the resources it needs to increase its production of liquefied gas.
Already it has struggled to keep
pace. In July 2017, Qatar announced
a plan to gradually increase LNG

production from 77 million to 100
million tonnes per year by 2024.
However, Qatar’s production has
not increased, despite resuming
production from the North Field in
2017 after twelve years of inactivity.
Bloomberg News estimated the
cost of increasing production to 100
million tonnes at $27.6 billion, suggesting the plan to raise production
to 126 million tonnes per year in
2027 could cost around twice that
amount.
Any prospects for reconciliation
in the Gulf, likely predicated on
Doha downgrading relations with
Iran with which it shares the crucial
North Field, would hamper Qatar’s
ambitions to expand gas production, Qatari Energy Minister Saad
al-Kaabi said in a press conference
November 25.
While Egypt, which aims to produce 11.3 billion cubic feet per
year in 2022, cannot compete with
Qatar’s overall production, which
stands at 17 billion cubic feet per
day, it could become a bigger player
if its gas is pipelined to Europe and
Qatar continues to be entangled in
its regional dispute.

Iraq protests have barely affected oil production
Agence France-Presse

Baghdad

I

raq has been rocked by two
months of anti-government
protests that brought down
Prime Minister Adel AbdulMahdi but its lucrative oil industry
has been curiously insulated from
the turmoil.
Have protests hurt Iraq’s oil?
In a word, barely.
“All our stations, branches, reserves and transport lines, they’re
all working,” Iraqi Oil Minister
Thamer al-Ghadban said December
1, hours before parliament agreed
on the full cabinet’s resignation.
Since October, sit-ins demanding
regime change have intermittently
blocked roads in southern Iraq,
including near the oil fields of Nasiriya, Garraf and Subba. They have
shut access to the Khor al-Zubair
port, keeping employees from getting to work in the morning.
However, both the fields and
ports had overnight workers who
extended their shifts so there was
little effect on processing, employees and port officials said.
The closures halted the 30,000
barrels per day (bpd) of heavy
crude trucked in from the northern
Qayyarah field and exported from
Khor al-Zubair, field and port workers said, but the rare barrels transported by road make up a negligible share of the approximately 3.6
million barrels that Iraq ships out
daily.
There was little change to the
amount of exports, Oil Ministry
figures indicated. Iraq reported 3.4
million bpd exported in October
and 3.5 million in November.
“It’s dicey but it’s still pretty
much under control,” said Ruba
Husari of the Iraq Oil Forum.

The three main components of
Iraq’s oil industry are huge producing fields, major refineries and the
offshore export hubs offshore in
Iraqi waters.
“The degree of vulnerability of
those (components) to outside interruption is low,” Husari said.
It’s partly by design: the oil fields
are self-sustaining islands of production and the vast majority of
crude is then transported to export
hubs by pipeline, not truck.
“So it cannot be impacted directly by protests taking place on land,”
said Noam Raydan, an analyst at
ClipperData, which monitors oil
tankers.
Refineries are mostly in northern
and western areas unaffected by
protests.
It’s also because of the response
by the Oil Ministry, which prepared
reserves of fuel products for domestic consumption, and security
forces, which regularly broke up
sit-ins outside fields and ports.
While teachers, doctors and engineers employed by the state went
on strike at various points over the
past two months, oil workers did
not join in.
“The staff in the oil sector are the
best paid among all ministries in
Iraq,” said Husari.
They have little incentive to put
their jobs on the line, particularly
because competition for those positions or others at state-owned oil
companies is fierce.
The closures outside Khor alZubair lasted two or three days at a
time but they could become “problematic” if extended, said Husari.
Iraq has few storage facilities and
a build-up of unexported heavy
crude or excess fuel oil that cannot
reach the port would force a halt in
processing.
Since Khor al-Zubair is also used
to import gasoline, a refined prod-

Lebanon’s central bank told
commercial banks to cap interest rates on deposits in foreign
currencies at 5% and to cap the
rate on Lebanese pound deposits at 8.5%.
The central bank said it
would pay interest due on
US dollars deposited with it
by Lebanese banks half in US
dollars and half in Lebanese
pounds as an exceptional
measure. It said the same applied to US dollar certificates
of deposit issued by the central
bank.
In a circular, the central
bank said the cap on interest
rates would apply to all new
deposits and those renewed
from December 4. It said banks
should pay interest on foreign
currency deposits half in the
currency of the account and
half in Lebanese pounds.
The measures would be valid
for six months, it said.
(Reuters)

Saudi Aramco
IPO institutional
tranche 2.95 times
oversubscribed
The institutional tranche of
Saudi Aramco’s planned initial
public offering has been almost
three times oversubscribed,
receiving orders worth more
than $50 billion, financial advisers said.
The state-owned Saudi oil
giant has received subscription
orders for around 5.9 billion of
shares from institutions in the
first 17 days of the initial public
offering (IPO), Samba Capital,
NCB Capital and HSBC Saudi
Arabia said.
Typically, IPOs in Saudi
Arabia tend to be subscribed
many times over, although the
unprecedented size of Aramco’s
listing means it is harder to
benchmark the level of demand.
(Reuters)

Egyptian
government seeks
to do away with
popular tuk-tuks
Oil as usual. Iraqi Oil Minister Thamer Ghadhban speaks at a news
conference in Baghdad, Iraq.
(Reuters)
uct Iraq does not produce, longterm disruptions there could lead
to shortages at petrol stations or
price changes.
Another escalation would be a sitin inside a key oil field such as Rumaila or West Qurna, or prolonged
street closures outside of them.
“If they do that at one major field
to the point of forcing a shut-down,
then it would hurt tremendously
but that’s a long shot,” said Husari,
adding that there had been no precedent in Iraq’s recent history of
protesters targeting major oil infrastructure.
Iraq relies on its oil exports to
fund more than 90% of its state
budget, so a halt would cut off the
government’s financial resources. It would likely trigger a major

downturn in the national economy,
which has remained relatively stable.
A serious disruption to exports
would affect the global oil market,
to which Iraq is a major contributor.
“A big drop — if sustained —
would have a significant impact on
prices,” Raydan said.
Iraq had pledged to drop its
crude output to fall in line with an
OPEC-wide trim of 1.2 million bpd
designed to revive prices.
“The prevailing wisdom today is
on continuing the 1.2 million bpd
cut for the coming year — a decision to which Iraq is committed
— with an additional cut, perhaps
400,000 bpd,” Ghadban said ahead
of an OPEC meeting.

In a push to modernise
Egypt’s transport system, Cairo
plans to replace tuk-tuks with
clean-running minivans.
The plan requires that drivers
sell their tuk-tuks for scrap and
take loans to buy minivans or
risk fines and prosecution. It
raised fears that the poorest
Egyptians, already squeezed by
economic austerity measures,
would shoulder the bulk of the
burden.
Egypt’s Finance and Military
Production ministries, along
with three major auto manufacturers, opened an economic review to hammer out details and
said they expect the microbuses
to hit the streets within a year.
(The Associated Press)
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Morocco reviews free trade partnerships to tackle deficit
Mohamed Alaoui

Rabat

C

onsidering the alarming
growth of its trade deficit,
Morocco is reconsidering
free-trade agreements it
has with other countries.
In a move seen by many as bold
and in line with economic reform
plans, Moroccan Minister of Industry, Trade and Green and Digital
Economy Hafid Elalamy said the
ministry was preparing an evaluation of all free-trade agreements.
Although Elalamy did not identify the targeted agreements, he
pointed out that the ministry
may cancel those that damage the
country’s economy.
Analysts agree that the agreements did not consider mechanisms to protect local businesses
from fierce foreign competition.
They said Rabat’s decision to reassess its free-trade agreements
was the result of damage to the
local economy, as indicated by the
ministry’s investigations that confirmed the comprehensive dumping of imported goods, especially
from Turkey, in the local market.
The analysts said the realities
impose a new approach to trade
agreements based on adopting
those deals with regional groups,
as opposed to bilateral ones, to
avoid competition shocks.
Elalamy stressed that the government was ready to comprehensively consider all partnerships
harmful to the Moroccan economy
and study the files rationally.
Since 2006, business circles in
Morocco have been clamouring for
a review of Morocco’s trade agreements because they were, in their
view, unfair.
Data from the Office of Exchange
indicated that Morocco’s trade
deficit rose 2.4% in the first nine
months of 2019, compared to 2018.
From the beginning of 2019 until
the end of September, the deficit
grew $15.8 billion, an increase of
about $370 million compared to
the same period in 2018.
Trade between Morocco and
Turkey reached $2.7 billion in
2018. Therefore, Rabat cancelled
the tax exemption for Turkish
textiles, a decision taken by the
ministry more than a year ago to
protect the local textile sector.

Imbalances. Cargo ships in Tanger Med
port in Ksar Sghir near the coastal city
of Tangier, Morocco.
(Reuters)
Transitional amendment measures referred to in Article 17 of the
Free Trade Agreement between
Morocco and Turkey on certain
textile and clothing products also
were activated.
The value of taxes on Turkish
imports of textile and clothing
products has been raised to 9%.
The Moroccan government justified the move by the negative effects Turkish imports had on the
local textile sector and other foreign suppliers to Morocco.
There are 80 Turkish companies
established in Morocco working in
the textile, food and furniture industries and other sectors such as
real estate, public works and infrastructure.
Many sectors complain about
flooding the market with products
that are detrimental to their position in the local market. The Moroccan Association of Textile and

Clothing Industries said this was
the case in the textile and clothing
sector.
The association accused some
foreign-trade partners of ill intentions from the beginning since
they have breached commitments
to import Moroccan goods. Morocco’s textile and leather exports,
for example, declined 1.2% to $1.9
billion, representing 12.9% of Morocco’s total exports.
Local exporters pointed out the
need to revise Morocco’s freetrade agreement signed 13 years
ago with the United States. They
demanded easier access for greater
quantities of Moroccan goods to
the US market and for better opportunities to take advantage of
the possibilities offered by it.
Association President Hassan
Sintissi stated that the free-trade
agreement with Washington offers
a range of opportunities in the US

market that Moroccan exporters
have not fully exploited. He attributed this to strict measures facing
them and called for a review of
the agreement and consideration
of specificities of local small and
medium-sized enterprises.
The parliamentarian group of the
General Confederation of Moroccan Firms pointed out that Rabat
has a wide network of preferential
and free-trade agreements that
give it access to a potential market
of 1 billion consumers with high
purchasing powers worldwide but
taking advantage of the agreements poses major challenges.
The open and free trade brought
about by the agreements resulted
in a strong acceleration of imports
leading to a structural trade deficit.
In 2000, the deficit stood at about
$3 billion. It climbed to $5 billion in
2003 and doubled in recent years.
Data from the Ministry of Econ-

omy indicated that the rise in Moroccan exports in the first half of
2019 did not positively affect the
trade deficit. Imports rose 2.9% to
$34 billion, against exports of $19
billion, despite a 3.2% increase.
Given Morocco’s chronic trade
deficit, the Directorate of Financial
and Prospective Studies recommended a comprehensive review
of the country’s free-trade agreements and a search for ways to
rebalance trade relations with the
most important companies.
The report stressed the need to
strengthen the arsenal of protectionist measures to combat unfair
competition and enhance border
controls to counter smuggling,
false statements and fraud, saying
this would preserve the integrity
of the domestic market.
Mohamed Alaoui is a Moroccan
writer.

Tunisia tries to boost local garment industry
as it struggles with foreign imports
Sana Adouni

Tunis

G

iven its worsening trade
deficit, rising government
expenditures and the devaluation of its currency,
Tunisia is trying to seal cracks in its
struggling economy by promoting
local products internally and increasing exports.
The government introduced an
initiative to revive Tunisian industries and sharpen their competitiveness in a local market flooded
with foreign goods, especially from
China and Turkey.

The Tunisian market
has been flooded by
smuggled goods of
shoddy quality and
safety standards.
Tunisia implemented reforms to
encourage local companies, with
a particular focus on the textile,
leather and footwear industries.
Tunisian Minister of Industry
and Small and Medium Enter-

prises Slim Feriani said the textile
and clothing industry is a strategic
manufacturing sector in terms of
exports, employment and valueadded output.
Official data state that the sector
includes about 1,604 production
units, 1,320 of which are devoted
to exports. Feriani said the sector
recently underwent a recovery,
which enabled it to record added
value in domestic and foreign markets; 73% of companies in this sector export their total production.
A series of fashion shows featuring locally made garments from
more than 150 exhibitors and titled “I Wear Made in Tunisia” is
planned for the next few weeks.
Seminars, workshops and partnership meetings between professionals are also scheduled. Exhibition
space has been set up for local and
foreign visitors.
The European market is
Tunisia’s main traditional
trade partner.
“The authorities are
seeking to provide all the
necessary conditions to
support the textile and
leather sector and to
address outstanding
problems such as

accumulated debts,” said Omar
Bouzouada, director of the Agency
for the Promotion of Industry and
Innovation (API).
The sector is facing problems because of declining exports over the
past nine years and local markets
being flooded with foreign goods.
Tunisia has a record trade defi
cit with China and
Turkey. Official
data indicate
that Tunisian
goods in the
domestic
market do
not exceed
20% of all
products
sold. Feriani said
Tunisia

cannot stop importing goods but
the government’s policy will be to
boost local goods through consumer-awareness campaigns.
API has begun a promotional
convoy that will tour the country
to encourage citizens to buy Tunisian-made products
Local experts said they doubt
that authorities will be able to address the trade deficit without
fighting smuggling and illegal supply channels. In fact, the parallel
market in Tunisia is doing much
better than the regular formal
economy.
Authorities say they will step up
control of distribution channels,
tariffs and taxation.
The Tunisian market has been
flooded with smuggled goods of
shoddy quality and safety stand-

‘Made in Tunisia’
first. Slim Feriani,
Tunisian minister
of Industry
and Energy,
speaks during
an interview
in Tunis.
(Reuters)

ards but whose low prices are tremendously appealing to Tunisian
consumers, given the relatively
high prices of similar products in
the formal economy. Tunisians
have seen their purchasing power
drop significantly in recent years.
The situation prompted authorities to direct efforts towards economic development by focusing
on supporting domestic products
to contribute to steadying the local currency and reducing the
trade deficit although government
efforts to tackle the trade imbalance through reforms have not yet
achieved success.
The government is also seeking
to modernise the leather and footwear industries through technologies updates using artificial intelligence.
Two automotive component
manufacturing projects began operations in 2018 in Sfax and Sousse
with Chinese investments. Beijing
is taking advantage of signs of recovery of the business climate in
Tunisia after signing an agreement
within the context of China’s Belt
and Road Initiative.
Sana Adouni is a Tunisian
journalist.
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Year after poisoning
disaster, Iraq seeks
end to its water crisis
Zainab Mehdi

London

B

asra, once known as the
“Venice of the Middle
East” because of its freshwater canals, has been suffering acute shortages of potable
water because of pollution and
contamination.
Thousands of people demonstrated in Basra in the summer of
2018 after approximately 118,000
people were admitted to hospital
suffering from symptoms linked
to the poor water quality, including severe stomach pains and skin
rashes.
Murky brownish-yellow water
deemed too salty and polluted to
be used for washing or drinking
was being supplied to households.
Years of conflicts compounded
with mismanagement of water resources, a lack of rainfall and rising
temperatures because of climate
change are among factors causing
Iraq’s water crisis.
During the Iran-Iraq War and the
Gulf War, soldiers fought alongside
the Shatt al-Arab River, which became increasingly polluted with
toxic waste — particularly ammunition — dumped into the water.
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein’s
decision to punish rebellious
tribesmen by draining water from
the Mesopotamian Marshes, a UNESCO world heritage site, exacerbated water problems.
Although approximately threequarters of the marshes area has
been recovered since 2003, those
were put at risk once the flow of
water reduced dramatically because of droughts and the Islamic
State holding back water at upstream dams.
According to a 2005 US Government Accountability Office (GAO)
report, the United States, Iraq and
international donors promised
more than $60 billion for security,
governance and reconstruction efforts in Iraq.
However, there has been little
evidence to indicate an improvement in water quality and sanitation services and whether water
projects benefited the Iraqi people.
The GAO report stated that a lack of
information “may hinder the United States’ ability to gauge progress
towards its goal of providing essential services.”
Reduction of funds for water projects could explain slow or unsuccessful project delivery after funds
were diverted to reinforce security.
Heightened costs of the projects

and inflation in addition to poor
water distribution networks may
also explain insufficient project
delivery. For example, water that is
filtered at the treatment plants may
be polluted by the time it reaches
consumers.
The GAO report noted that potable water and sewage mains are
adjacent, allowing leaking sewage
to enter water pipes.
Sustainable solutions to the water crisis in Iraq have proven to be
a challenge because of a lack of
awareness of how everyday practices harm water quality and the
environment in often irreversible
ways, said Zeina Awad, UNICEF
communications chief in Iraq.
“More needs to be done to raise
awareness about the importance
of water conservation in a waterscarce country like Iraq. In addition, waste needs to be disposed
of properly and in an environmentally safe way, and not into Iraq’s
water ways,” Awad said.
She stressed the importance of
increased governmental involvement in addressing the crisis.

Sustainable solutions to
the water crisis in Iraq
have proven to be a
challenge because of a
lack of awareness of how
everyday practices harm
water quality and the
environment in often
irreversible ways.
“The Iraqi government and the
authorities at the governorate level
must invest more efficiently in water infrastructure, sanitation and
hygiene service delivery for children and their families everywhere
in Iraq. UNICEF wants to ensure
that the Iraqi government and local councils are equipped with the
knowledge and capacity needed
to weather a future water crisis,”
Awad said.
Cooperative action — especially
with Iran and Turkey, whose construction of dams since the 1980s
has affected water flow into the
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers must
be heightened. Imposing and
strengthening regulations on dam
construction should be first on the
agenda for negotiations.
Local authorities, individuals
and businesses must minimise industrial, agricultural and human
waste being dumped into the rivers.
Zainab Mehdi is an Arab Weekly
intern.

Undrinkable. Water pours in Al Bida water tanks project in Basra.

(Reuters)

Time-honoured tradition. Emirati Abdullah al-Suwaidi demonstrates how his ancestors would pick
up oysters off the seabed, at the Suwaidi’s pearl farm, off the coast of al-Rams in the northern emirate
of Ras al-Khaimah. 						
(AFP)

On Emirates’ glittering
coast, pearl trade lives on
Dana Moukhallati

Ras al-Khaimah

B

efore the discovery of oil
transformed the Gulf into
one of the world’s wealthiest regions, the fortunes of
its people depended on pearling —
a tradition that Abdullah al-Suwaidi hopes to revive.
Many Emirati families can trace
their ancestry to a time when they
were involved in the pearl trade,
which served as the foundation of
their modern-day wealth.
Although diving for the treasures is no longer necessary in an
era in which they can be cultured,
Suwaidi said that after the death
of his grandfather he felt “socially,
culturally and historically” responsible for passing the knowledge on.
“I lived and grew up around my
grandfather,” the 45-year-old said.
“He taught me a lot about pearl
diving… because of my continuous
stream of questions and requests
for more information and stories of
adventure.”
Suwaidi Pearls is the only commercial pearl farm in the United
Arab Emirates, at a time of increasing awareness of cultural traditions, such as falconry and camel
racing, and efforts to promote and
preserve them.
Recently, Abu Dhabi authorities
announced that the world’s oldest
natural pearl had been discovered
two years ago just off the capital at
Marawah Island and would be displayed for the first time at the Louvre Abu Dhabi, the local outpost of
the famous Paris museum.
The 8,000-year-old pearl was
hailed as proof that the objects
have been traded along the coastline since Neolithic times.
“The fact that it is the oldest
known pearl in the world is an important reminder of the antiquity
of pearling and the deep connection that exists between the UAE
people and the rich resources of
the sea,” said Peter Magee, head
of the Department of Culture and
Tourism’s archaeology section.
“Pearling was a major economic
activity through large periods of
UAE history,” he said.
“From the 15th century onwards,
the pearls from the waters of the
United Arab Emirates were prized
possessions in Europe and throughout Asia.”
Suwaidi’s pearl farm lies off the
coast of his hometown, Al-Rams,
in the northern emirate of Ras alKhaimah, situated against a backdrop of mangroves, with camels
grazing near the waterline on one
side and mountains rising up on the
other.
The oysters live in cages suspended from buoys that float close
to the shore.
After being “seeded,” some 60%

will produce pearls, compared with
just one in 100 among wild oysters.
But it is the same place where
Suwaidi as a young boy would accompany his grandfather to dive
for the sea’s natural treasures and
it is that tradition that captivates
him to this day.
No one dives commercially for
pearls anymore. Suwaidi and others still do it for the love of it and to
show tourists how it is done.
Aboard a traditional dhow, the
same vessel that Arab pearl divers
of the past would set sail in for
months at a time, Suwaidi changes
from his traditional Emirati dress
to an all-cotton black diving suit,
or shamshool.
Feet first, he jumps into the water to demonstrate how his ancestors would pick up oysters off the
seabed.
He sinks to the seafloor — weighed
down by a rock attached to a rope —
where he starts to gather and pick
up oysters and place them in a basket hanging from his neck.
Once done, between one and two
minutes, he tugs at the rope and
his assistant pulls him up to the
surface.
His tools are simple: a sea
rock that hangs off his foot
to weigh him down, a nose
plug or ftaim and a basket.
The pearl industry
once underpinned the
economy of the United Arab Emirates but
the trade collapsed
in the 1930s with the
advent of Japanese
cultured pearls and
as global conflicts
made them an unaffordable luxury.
“Cultured pearls
were easier to pro-

duce and cheaper, thus devaluing
the once-prized status of the UAE’s
pearls,” Magee said.
Instead, the Gulf nations turned
to the oil industry, which dominates their economies to this day.
While Suwaidi does sell his
pearls to local and international
designers, he says the venture is
not merely aimed at making money.
A pearl’s value depends on its
size, shape, colour — white, cream,
grey, yellow, blue, lavender — lustre, surface and nacre (mother-ofpearl) quality.
They can be sold for anywhere
from $55-$13,600, Suwaidi said.
Round pearls tend to be most
valuable, but pear, oval and irregular shaped ones are also sought.
Suwaidi said he hopes to keep
the tradition alive by sharing pearling skills with the next generation
of Emiratis, as well as the tourists who make the trek to his farm
where he works alongside some 20
employees.
“When people come to the UAE,
they want to see something they
haven’t seen anywhere else. Pearling is a main (cultural) factor,” he
said, adding that it also had a
light environmental footprint.
“Look, we can enter
calmly and we can leave
calmly,” he said, indicating that pearling was possible without disturbing
nearby grazing camels and flamingos
that have migrated
to the area.
(Agence
FrancePresse)

Preserving a legacy. Emirati Abdullah al-Suwaidi displays pearls
cultivated at the Suwaidi’s pearl farm, in the northern emirate of
Ras al-Khaimah.
(AFP)
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Extreme poverty digs deeper into Arab region
Mohamed Hammad

Cairo

T

he sharp disparity between
the poor and the rich in
many countries triggered
mass protests, with many
of them happening in the Arab region, driven by the lack of economic
growth and the overlap of political
issues with developmental and economic ones.
Popular anger in Arab countries is
directed at political regimes seen as
only good for protecting the ruling
classes from change and proposing
reforms that are at the expense of
the middle and poor classes.
International organisations, such
as the World Bank and the UN Economic and Social Commission for
Western Asia, report the Arab region
is the only one in the world in which
extreme poverty has risen in the
past six years to touch 20% of the
population.
World Bank Senior Vice-President Mahmoud Mohieldin warned
against indiscriminate policies that
exacerbate the plight of the poor.
He said the proportion of people suffering from extreme poverty in the
Arab region has doubled to about 5%
of the population.
The Arab economic region is the
worst worldwide regarding income
distribution, with the richest 10%
taking two-thirds of the national
income, compared with 37% of the
national income going to the richest 10% in Europe, 41% in China and
55% in India.
China is credited with reducing
the global level of extreme poverty
and, Mohieldin said, the Chinese
model is deserving of the Nobel

Prize in economics. He described
the fact that Beijing lifted more than
850 million people out of poverty as
an “amazing” feat.
The Chinese government has provided most citizens with adequate
shelter and food, free health care
and free education through the first
nine years of schooling.
Mohieldin said that, in their fight
against poverty, Chinese authorities
resorted to institutional structures
in place since the rule of Mao Zedong rather than building new institutions.
The secret to the success of the
Chinese experience lies in that a
macro-policy approach was taken.
Attention was paid to aspects of political economy, their mechanisms
and reactions to them. The Chinese
did not neglect the mass communication, which they have become
very good at conducting as an integral part of public and economic
policies.

International
organisations report that
the Arab region is the only
part of the world where
extreme poverty has risen
in the past six years to
touch 20% of the
population.
Mohieldin insisted that proper
communication with the public
opinion before implementing new
policies and programmes is crucial.
He pointed out that Arab countries
can take advantage of the Chinese
model and adapt it to improve
growth rates, stimulate economies
and benefit from the potential of
young people.
The Arab world needs to take ad-

vantage of its strengths. About 60%
of the population in the Arab region
is under the age of 30. Despite this
young demographic, the region suffers from the highest unemployment rates in the world, an average
of 10.6%, close to double the average
global unemployment rate of 5.7%.
Arab economies need to create 10
million jobs every year to address
unemployment and poverty. Those
opportunities must come within the
context of comprehensive growth
policies that enhance women’s participation in the labour market, in
support of sustainable development
and do not neglect people’s rights
nor do they waste the energies of
half of the society.
Mohieldin pointed out that random decision-taking and choices
are behind many experiments and
reform programmes not being completed. This randomness is not in
the choice of the model to tackle
existing challenges but in decisions
taken when reforms take a long time
to implement, regardless of whether
countries adopt a socialist or capitalist model.
He said the Arab countries opted
for a different approach than the
Chinese experience where the focus
was on completing and improving
existing structures. Arab countries
opted for focusing on building new
structures and that caused a lag in
development and pushed poverty
rates up.
To help eradicate poverty, Mohieldin advocated maximising investment in people, health care
and governance, which means
separating ownership from management and the ability to enforce the
rule of law to promote the principles
of transparency, disclosure and investment in infrastructure and tech-

Tough lives. A Tunisian woman sifts through garbage at a landfill
in a poor district of Tunisia’s central city of Kasserine.
(AFP)
nology. This approach would not be
complete without implementing the
rules of the market so it becomes
structured and controlled to ensure
fair competition.
Mohieldin said the World Bank,
with 163 member countries, has
helped about 125 countries, including China, Japan and South Korea, to
overcome underdevelopment. The
World Bank funded the first highway in China and the first airport in
Japan and gave South Korea its first
loan.
Mohieldin stressed that success in
development programmes financed
by aid from international institutions is the responsibility of the individual countries because develop-

ment is a national issue that works
locally but it must use all available
opportunities and financing programmes from international institutions.
He said technological progress
opens new horizons and provides
opportunities for employment and
operation of small businesses that
can contribute effectively to reduce
poverty and localise development,
if used efficiently. This trend is all
the more important because it is in
keeping with the interests of young
people and can help them develop
their projects.
Mohamed Hammad is an Egyptian
writer.
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UNICEF sees regression for
children’s welfare in Arab World
Sharmila Devi

W

hile progress
has been
made in the
rights of
children in
the Middle
East, there
remain big challenges, including
lessening poverty, improving
education and curtailing violence
in the home and among armed
groups, said the UN Children’s
Fund (UNICEF).
For 30 years since the convention
on the rights of the child, which sets
out the civil, political, economic,
social, health and cultural rights of
children and has been ratified by
every country in the region, UNICEF
has been highlighting its areas of
concern.
Juliette Touma, UNICEF regional
chief of communications, spoke
with The Arab Weekly via telephone
from Amman.
The Arab Weekly (TAW): “What
are your main areas of concern for
children in the Middle East?”
Juliette Touma (JT): “While it’s
important to highlight the progress
that has been made for children,
it could have been so much better
for kids around the region if there
was better governance, if there was
less poverty, if there was equity
and if there were no wars. There’s
absolutely no doubt that conflicts
in places like Syria, Yemen and
Iraq and also conflicts that have
not been solved, that have been
going on for decades like the state

of Palestine, like Sudan, all of these
conflicts have definitely contributed
to a regression in children’s rights
across the region.
“Progress was being made and
then, in 2011, we saw the beginning
of a regression and nine years down
the line we can say for sure that
conflicts have actually made things
much, much worse for kids around
the region.”
TAW: “What caused the regression in the region?”
JT: “In 2011, when you looked at
all the indicators against the MDGs
[Millennium Development Goals set
by 189 countries in 2000 to improve
the lives of the world’s poorest
people], countries were actually
doing well, but one or two countries, when it came to achieving the
basics, such as clean water, poverty,
hunger, education and so on.
Juliette Touma
UNICEF
regional chief of
communications

“If we did not have these
brutal conflicts in places like
Yemen, Syria, Iraq and Libya,
it could have been so much
better for kids.”
“We have seen a regression largely because of the violence that happened in places like Syria, Yemen
and Iraq. The best indicator for us
is poverty and poverty is increasing
because families are getting poorer,
less people have jobs, which means
inevitably that households and families are going to become poorer and
that reflects on a child’s well-being
whether that’s health, education or
their rights overall.”

TAW: “What progress has been
made?”
JT: “The progress that has been
made despite all of this is quite
fantastic. You have fewer kids dying
before their fifth birthday, the numbers are 21 for every 1,000 births.
We have more kids in school than
ever before and we have 90% of
kids who have access to clean water
despite this region being one of the
most water-scarce in the world.
Despite all of that, people have access to water, to sanitation and to
hygiene.
“But it could have been so much
better if there was better governance and if there were better opportunities, especially for young people. If we did not have these brutal
conflicts in places like Yemen, Syria,
Iraq and Libya, it could have been
so much better for kids.
“And it’s all man-made. It’s not
like in 2011 we had a natural disaster
or a tsunami. It’s all man-made,
wars are all man-made and so they
could be stopped. They could have
stopped years ago.”
TAW: “What are the main obstacles for UNICEF?”
JT: “In conflict areas, we face
a variety of factors that hamper
our delivery of assistance to kids,
including humanitarian access in
the sense that it’s not sustainable
and it’s not regular. We face that in
Syria, we face that in Yemen and
we face unnecessary bureaucratic
hurdles that stand in our way.
“The violence itself, the war itself
is on its own a factor that stands in
our way.
“The third thing is the sheer
volume of needs, the number
of children who are in need of
humanitarian assistance across the

Helping hand. Libyan students receive school supplies provided
by UNICEF during the summer school programme at a local school
in Tripoli, Libya. 					
(Reuters)
region, which is 25 million, that’s
one-in-seven kids around the region
who need humanitarian assistance
because of conflicts.”
TAW: “What other issues is
UNICEF highlighting?”
JT: “We have serious issues in
the region that we need to address
and need to be talked about that are
beyond conflict. There are serious
issues like quality of education, unemployment among young people
and violence. Four-out-of-five kids
in the region have been subjected to
some sort of violence, this is either
physical or verbal, it’s sometimes
sexual.
“According to UNICEF’s classification, this can be violence at school,
at home, on the streets. Child marriage is violence and recruitment
of children in armed conflicts is
violence. Four-out-of-five is a scary
number.
“We see very often on social media videos that continue to be circulated that are just absolutely horrific
of parents who are doing parenting
supposedly but they are doing it
very violently to teach a kid how to
stand up or how to teach a kid to eat
properly. This is absolutely unac-

ceptable but it’s so prevalent.”
TAW: “What are UNICEF’s priorities?”
JT: “Largely because of conflicts
and because of wars and because of
violence our priorities have shifted
from 2013 until today to do much
more humanitarian work rather
than what we call upstream work,
such as policy and advocacy work.
“So the lion’s share of our operations across the region has been
and will continue to be for the
foreseeable future humanitarian operations and responding to
humanitarian needs on the ground.
Our priorities are going to continue
to be vaccinating children, doing
screening against malnutrition,
putting more kids in school or
providing them with educational
opportunities… Also, psychosocial support, which is forever the
under-told story about the psychological impact that all of this is
having on kids and how kids deal
with shocks and traumas.”
Sharmila Devi is a former British
correspondent in the Middle East
and writes on political and social
issues in the region.
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‘Carthage Days’ celebrates contemporary art in Tunis
which hosted an exhibition dedicated
to engraving and drawing.
Inviting audiences to art galleries, talks and workshops, the festival
Tunis
also dedicated several exhibitions to
showcasing sculptures, paintings and
elebrating its second edia special exhibition for the history of
tion, the Carthage Days for
posters as artwork since 1970.
Contemporary Art created a
“The international exhibition incolourful and vibrant atmosvited 26 foreign artists and 32 Tuphere in the halls of the Tunis City of
nisian artists. We also organised an
Culture, the museum of Bardo and
exhibition for art galleries to show art
the Palace of El Abdellia, where five
collections from different countries,
exhibitions were inaugurated as part
including Turkey, Cote d’Ivoire, Moof the festivities.
rocco, Libya, Sudan and Qatar in ad“The second edition mixes the
dition to a national exhibition with
Tunisian experience with the interworks of art produced post-revolunational context and foreign artists.
tion,” said Sameh Habachi, director of
It brings the experiences of Tunisian
the Carthage Days for Contemporary
artists closer, especially that we are
Art.
working on establishing the museum
Habachi also stressed the imporfor contemporary art and preserving
tance of having different exhibitions
the national heritage of contempoto accommodate all forms of contemrary art,” Mohamed Zine El Abidine,
porary art, including the most recent
Tunisia’s minister of cultural affairs,
and unconventional one.
said during the inauguration of the
“More than 150 Tunisians particiexhibition at the City of Culture.
pated and we wanted to have many
One of the goals of the festival was
exhibitions to give more opportunito display and highlight the work of
ties for more artists to gain visibility
Tunisian artists as well as setting an
and to communicate between Tuniinternational market for artists to
sians and foreign artists and why not
share their expertise. It also had the
create a market for contemporary art
five exhibitions in different art galin Tunisia,” Habachi said.
leries, including the Bardo Museum,
Workshops tied to the festival
were also in the regions of Kasserine
and Tataouine where students of art
schools collaborated.
“We focused on taking workshops
to other regions working on graffiti
and street art. We worked in transportation stations, alleys with the
youth of the regions and students of
the arts schools. Another workshop
was dedicated to mapping in archaeological sites in Sbeitla and
Ksour to showcase the patrimony through contemporary
art,” Habachi said.
“Art at Work,” which suggests the idea of examining
art and artists in the process of their creations, was
a slogan adopted for the
event.“We wanted to stress
that contemporary art reflects what we are living
today. It is not disconnected from what we live in,”
Habachi said.
Tunisian and foreign
artists who participated
in the festival highColours invading the city. An artist works
on a mural in Tataouine.
(JAAC) lighted the way art re-

Roua Khlifi

C

Lively scene. Artists paint a mural in Tataouine.
flects the context of the country and
the concerns of people.
“My photography centres on depicting the margins: those who are
not heard… the minorities. The world
reflected in my art today becomes an
evanescent reality but remains reflective of the current situation of Tunisia,” Greek/Tunisian artist Marianne
Catzaras explained.
Artists participating in the festival
said, contemporary art does not alienate the audience. Leila Rokbani
also stressed the role of contemporary art in bringing more colours to a
grim reality and a new vision to a serious issue. Collecting objects from garbage and the surroundings, Rokbani
creates installations with fantastical
elements.
“I distort reality to another dimension to make it hilarious, funny, sarcastic. I try to bring the mysterious
and the disastrous to an ironic or
hilarious aspect to give a message of
hope and also to sensitise people on
the actual reality,” Rokbani said.
She added: “My installation presents a population, a troop of personas
who are the fruit of our consumption,

our fruit. They are made of leftovers
and garbage that present a reflection
of a world that cohabits with us but
we are not necessarily conscious.”
The festival also provided a forum
for artists and gallery owners to discuss the problems they encounter in
Tunisia, especially with a dwindling
number of art galleries and lack of opportunities to display their work.

Workshops tied to the
festival were held in the
regions of Kasserine and
Tataouine where
students of art schools
collaborated.
“The Tunisia scene is eclectic. There
is so much potential and [many] artists but we don’t have space to showcase and not many events. Hopefully,
these days become a tradition offering a yearly opportunity,” explained
Mouna Jemal Siala, a teacher at Institut Superieur des Beaux-Arts in Tunis.
Owners of galleries were also present at the festival, talking about their
facilities and, at times, negotiating

(JAAC)
the possibilities available to provide a
market for art.
“The issue is that selling Tunisian
art, which is considered patrimony,
is prohibited abroad. You are not allowed to sell what is considered patrimony. The ministry of culture monopolises the market, in a way. We
need to translate this into a balance
with the ministry to provide more opportunities for artists to expose their
work, ’’ Karim Sghaier, owner of El Birou Gallery in Sousse, explained.
Despite the closing of many art galleries, Emna Ben Yedder, an art gallery owner, remains hopeful with regards to the contemporary art scene.
“We wanted to settle in downtown
Tunis since it is important to have art
more visible in this neighbourhood,
which used to have at least 13 art galleries. There is still a lively scene. We
are, after all, a society that is very
emotional which could do the best
and the worst but remains an inspiration for art,” Ben Yedder said.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel
and Culture contributor
to The Arab Weekly.

Dubai Design Week offers region its largest creative festival
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

T

his year’s Dubai Design Week,
a major event for regional and
international design professionals and enthusiasts, was
marked by the “collaborative spirit”
between partners, brands and studios coming together to develop concepts and share knowledge.
Held annually at the Dubai Design
District (d3), the event speaks volumes of the way to approach “the
next phase of living on our planet
and has “acted as an invitation to expand our attitude towards sharing,”
said Rawan Kashkoush, Dubai Design
Week creative director.
Dubai Design Week, in its fifth
year, took place from November 11-16
and has grown to be the largest creative festival in the Middle East. A record number of 90,000 visitors were
treated to an extensive programme of
more than 200 events involving 150
organisations and more than 560 designers from across the world.
Alongside Dubai Design Week,
Downtown Design had a 20% increase in visitors this year. Around
200 brands from more than 30 countries were present, bringing together
interior designers, architects, manufacturers and consumers.
The event encompassed many other strands — Global Grad Show; MADAR, an interactive project focusing
on the Middle East’s design industry;

Abwab, an architectural multimedia
exhibition on the concept of education; and a series of installations
across the Design Quarter of d3.
“Abwab,” meaning “doors” in Arabic, offers a platform for emerging
design talents from across the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia
to showcase their creative ideas. This
year the designers, selected from the
Eastern Provinces of Saudi Arabia,
Lebanon and India, were challenged
to recreate the local classrooms of
their cultures through one common
theme: “ways of learning.”
“Sa’af” by Shahad Alazaz, founder
of Azaz Architects, in collaboration
with local craftspeople from the
Eastern Provinces of Saudi Arabia,
investigates the different palm frondweaving styles from the region. The
installation, envisioned as a giant
cocoon, drew a lot of curious visitors
who could experience the symbolic
representation of a community up
close.
“Qissa Ghar,” meaning “Home of
Stories,” from India presented by the
Busride Studio, retells creation myths
from across India brought to life on
Khadi lanterns.
“WAL(L)TZ” by Polish-Lebanese
sisters Tessa & Tara Sakhi, known as T
SAKHI Architects, in their installation
presented a journey depicting real
and imagined walls, which was very
interactive and appealed to visitors of
all ages.
“Umbra,” a collaborative design of
Finsa (a pioneer in the manufacture of
particleboard and MDF) and Emirati

design studio Tinkah, invited visitors
to explore the interplay of shadow
and light inspired by the mashrabiya
(traditional, decorative windows).
MAS Architecture Studio from Istanbul produced a 6-metre high installation titled “Barjeel,” inspired
by the traditional wind towers of the
United Arab Emirates, composed
from layers of reclaimed cardboard
and strip lighting in an exercise to
build from reused materials. The resulting space is a three-dimensional
volume that allows collective seating
at street level with maximum exposure to natural light and prevailing
winds at the top.
“The Maze” by Nyxo Visionary Design, a Dubai-based design studio,

consists of an interface composed of
modular panels. The dynamic installation explores interactive surfaces
with a sculptural quality creating a
seamless and unique pattern every
time the visitor reconfigures the rotation.
The Audi Innovation Hub this year
was an immersive structure designed
by Emirati designer and architect
Abdulla Almulla, founder of design
studio MULA. Consisting of a sweeping steel structure combined with
gradient mesh, which creates shade,
the design of the hub was inspired
by the technology of Audi’s e-tron
electric car and Almulla’s use of patterns and geometry in setting design
guidelines.

Diversity in art. “Sa’af” installation by Shahad Alazaz in
collaboration with local craftspeople from the Eastern province
of Saudi Arabia.
(Courtesy Dubai Design Week 2019)

Other highlights include a calligraphic study of the word “friends”
by Austrian furniture makers Bene
in collaboration with Palestinian designer Ibraheem Khamayseh.
“Poleno,” a silent drone that helps
to rebuild damaged ecosystems by
stimulating pollination, was the winning project of the Global Grad Show,
claiming the ICD Progress Prize. It
was designed by Laura Cragnolini
and Juan Jose Martinez Guerrero
from Instituto Europeo di Design,
Madrid.
“Pincher” by Sahar Madanat from
Twelve Degrees was the winner of
the fourth Audi Innovation Award.
Responding to the theme of “simplification,” the winning project is a
physical interpretation of the phrase
“a pinch of salt.” Rather than shaking
salt and pepper out of a dispenser,
the process has been represented
through the motion of pinching a
lightweight silicon device whereby
the opening of the nozzle is precisely
the amount that would be released
from between your own fingertips.
Aya Charife was the winner of
the Rado Star Prize with her project
“Takyeef,” an outdoor element that
functions as an air conditioner.
Dubai Design Week 2019 offered
opportunities for visitors to directly
engage with regional talent, creating
a dialogue that affirms Dubai’s status
as the region’s creative capital.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor
to The Arab Weekly.
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Taking a new look
at women of ISIS
Karen Dabrowska

London

U
Under the spotlight. Fighters from the Lebanese Shia Hezbollah movement take part in a military
parade marking the party’s Martyrs’ Day in the eastern Bekaa Valley city of Baalbek, November 12 (AFP)

Interview
Book offers unprecedented
detail on Hezbollah’s structure
Gareth Smyth

A

urelie Daher said
she is convinced
that events in
Lebanon confirm
the analysis of her
book “Hezbollah:
Mobilisation and
Power,” published this year in
English after originally coming out
in French.
“Everything I said in the last
chapter and in the conclusion about
the strong ties between Hezbollah
members or supporters and [Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan]
Nasrallah has come true,” she told
The Arab Weekly.
While Hezbollah has rarely out
of the news since it emerged in
1983-84, books about the party have
struggled with access.
Some rely on Western intelligence
sources, others on Hezbollah leaders’ speeches. All struggle to explain
the party and its motivation.
Daher began researching Hezbollah in 2006 but drew on experience
going back to 1985 when, aged
8, she moved with her family to Baalbek in Lebanon’s
Bekaa region. “I went to
school with guys who are
now big toasts in the party,”
she said. “We grew up in
the same town, so they
knew I wasn’t a CIA or
Mossad agent.”
That was a time when
Iran’s Iranian Islamic
Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC) was in
Baalbek. “The Pasdaran (Guards) were
rather discreet,”
Daher said. “They
weren’t organising
military marches
in the street. You
could see they were
keen on not having the population feel they were there.”
“Hezbollah: Mobilisation and
Power” trawls Daher’s hundreds of
interviews with members, fighters
and officials. These include Subhi
al-Tufayli, Hezbollah’s first leader,
as well as an unidentified figure
who trained suicide bombers in the
1980s.
Daher offers unprecedented
detail on Hezbollah’s structure,
centred on the ruling military council. Members, who must be male,
receive no party card but undergo

obligatory weapons training. Some
become fighters. Fewer become
civilian employees. Nasrallah is a
genuinely charismatic leader for
those who support him.
Daher rejects the common argument that Hezbollah is evolving
into a “normal” political party. The
book emphasises the importance
of “mobilisation,” which began in
1982, largely in response to Israel’s
invasion and two years after Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, leader of
Iran’s revolution, established the
Basij (literally “mobilisation”), a
militia-cum-party linked to the
IRGC.
Quoting Tufayli, Daher says that
1,000 young people were trained
by the IRGC near Baalbek in 1982
before heading south to fight the
Israelis. Contrary to what has often
been supposed, most were political
novices rather than former communists or former members of Amal,
then the major Shia party.
So was born al-Muqawama alIslamiyya fi Lubnan (Islamic Resistance in Lebanon, IRL). The IRGC
training, however, was not purely
military.
“Clerics from the Pasdaran
detachment’s Cultural Unit
made it their
task to disseminate what
would become
known… as ‘a
culture of resistance’,” Daher
writes. “During
the first half of the
1980s the Pasdaran
were thus seen
working on the land
alongside the peasants and field workers
of the north Bekaa,
sowing, reaping and
helping farmers raise
cattle and sheep… the
Pasdaran gained popularity among a population
used to being overlooked by the
Lebanese government.”
Daher argues this “culture of
resistance” exists independently of
any long-term aspiration for an Islamic state and that there have been
few consequences of Hezbollah’s
1994 acceptance of Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, Iran’s supreme leader,
as political (waliy) and religious
(marja) leader.
Daher says talk of a “Hezbollah
project” is misplaced. “When you

observe their decision-making, they
don’t work as a ruling, or government, party but as a lobby,” she
said. “It’s not a party with a real
programme, objective or aims. It
doesn’t have a vision for the future,
contrary to what everyone says. In
that regard, they’re like any other
party in Lebanon.”
Hence Hezbollah allows Amal,
with which it aligns electorally,
to secure resources for the Shias
within Lebanon’s confessional
politics. Contrary to what some
analysts claim, Hezbollah doesn’t
want to supplant the state. Its social
services and schools, alongside
the IRL, give the Shias, historically
Lebanon’s poorest sect, a sense of
dignity but their main purpose is
to raise awareness and support for
“resistance.”
On Hezbollah’s relationship with
the Palestinians, Daher cites an
official from around 2009: “He said:
‘Our job is to protect Lebanon’s
borders. If the Palestinians need
help, training, money, whatever, if
we can do that, we will but Jerusalem is not our capital. It’s not our
country’.”
So why is Hezbollah in Syria? Daher describes a defensive operation,
while fighters have expressed to
her strong criticisms of their Syrian
allies.
“Starting from summer 2012, the
Bekaa was regularly bombarded by
proto-jihadi groups, not yet called
Jabhat al-Nusra let alone ISIS [the
Islamic State]. Rockets fell next to
my parents’ house, coming from
Syria… When Hezbollah left for
Syria, in May 2013, the people of
Baalbek, the Christians, too, saw it
as a necessary ill.”
Intervention in Syria has boosted
Hezbollah, the fighters told Daher.
“[They feel] Bashar [Assad, Syria’s
president] knows he can’t impose
anything on Hezbollah anymore…
Iran and Hezbollah can now carry
out their relationship the way they
always dreamed of.”
This leaves the question — so relevant in today’s Lebanon in crisis —
of precisely what Hezbollah’s “mobilisation” aims at achieving. “The
work of Hezbollah as a political
group is to lobby the government or
block the parliament, whatever, in
order to protect the interests of the
IRL,” she said. “The main objective
is to do whatever can be done to
prevent the IRL being disarmed. If
needed, they will use their weapons
to protect the weapons.”

nhappy with media reporting of three schoolgirls from East London
who eloped to join the
Islamic State (ISIS) in Syria, journalist Azadeh Moaveni explores
the reasons women from across the
globe ended up being ISIS brides in
her book “Guest House for Young
Widows: Among the Women of
ISIS.”
Moaveni said she was struck by
the anger and contempt displayed
towards the girls. “They were described as concubines for the caliphate. Nowhere was there a sense
that they were victims. It was hard
not to see their race as being part of
their excommunication from Britishness,” she noted while introducing the book at London’s
Frontline Club.
In 2013, thousands of
women poured into the
caliphate. They were
from North Africa and
the Middle East, Europe, Russia, Australia
and the United States.
Women formed 17%
of
all
European
travellers to the
caliphate.
They
included daughters of diplomats,
trainee doctors,
teenagers with
straight-A averages as well
as low-income
drifters and desolate
housewives.
The book follows 13 women —
some very young, others older;
some educated, some not — as
they sought to join ISIS. It charts
the various ways the women were
recruited, inspired or compelled to
join the militants, a process that often ensnared their lovers, relatives,
teachers and neighbours.
The book is divided into five
chapters: “Inheritance of Thorns,”
“Gone Girls,” “Over and Out,” “Citizens of the Abode of Islam” and
“Love, Mourn, Repeat” — telling
the story of each woman and interspersed with developments and the
demise of the caliphate.
In “Inheritance of Thorns,”
Moaveni tells the story of Lina and
her struggle in an arranged marriage. With her husband she moved
from Beirut to Germany where she
worked night and day in a restaurant owned by her in-laws. She fled
after her husband allegedly tried to
kill her and lived in a women’s refuge in Germany.
Through Facebook, she met Jaffar who described what life was
like with ISIS. Would she be happier
in a new life with an understanding, devoted, faithful husband, in a
fractious atmosphere or alone in a
women’s shelter in Frankfurt? The
choice seemed obvious.
In July 2014, Lina flew to Gaziantep where she was met by a Turkish
man waiting outside the security
gate holding a sign with an agreed-

upon name. The next day, she was
driven with other women to the
Syrian border where thousands of
foreign fighters crossed with ease.
By the evening she was in Raqqa
in a women’s hostel. Jaffar met her
and soon they were man and wife.
The couple lived in Tal Afar, a
small Iraqi town on a dry desert
plain near the border with Syria
before it fell to ISIS. Jaffar worked
in ISIS communications centre on
the outskirts of the city and lost a
leg when the centre was bombed by
the US-led coalition.
In the spring of 2017, Lina and Jaffar moved to Raqqa in anticipation
of Tal Afar coming under increasing
attacks. Lina was pregnant. Jaffar’s
mother was sending them money
from Germany and begged them to
leave. ISIS was collapsing and the
Iraqi Army and Shia militias were
reportedly executing ISIS detainees
on the spot.
A smuggler was paid to take Lina
and her two children to Turkey but went in the
wrong direction
and they ended
up in northern
Syria in the area
controlled by the
Kurds, who had
no reason to treat
fleeing ISIS women
kindly.
Moaveni
writes
from the perspective
of the women and
provides background
information that might
make their actions intelligible. The context
is there to illuminate not
to justify and judgment
remains the prerogative of
the reader.
The “guest house” from which
the book takes its name is an actual
place of such deliberate inhabitability that few women couldn’t
stay long without going mad. The
discomfort is intentional; the
worse the conditions in this limbo
between marriages, the more likely
the widows are to accept whichever husband they are told to marry
next.
Moaveni drew attention to the
fact that thousands of ISIS women
and children linger in camps and
detention centres across the Middle East, stressing the risks of stoking another cycle of precisely the
same resentments that led to the
creation of ISIS.
Moaveni has lived and reported
throughout the Middle East and
speaks Farsi and Arabic fluently.
In November 2015, an article she
wrote was published on the front
page of the New York Times on
ISIS women defectors and was
part of the Times’ ISIS reporting
that became a Pulitzer Prize finalist. Her writings have appeared in
the Guardian, the New York Times
and the London Review of Books
and she teaches journalism at New
York University in London.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to
the Culture and Society section
of The Arab Weekly.

From women’s perspective. Azadeh Moaveni sits with two women
she interviewed for her book “Among the Women of ISIS.”		
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Agenda
Tunis:
Through December 15
Carthage Theatre Days, hosted
by the government of Tunisia,
showcases theatrical productions from the Maghreb, Africa,
the Middle East and Europe.
Abu Dhabi:
Through December 24
Al Dhafra Festival in the United
Arab Emirates is a major international event inspired by
the authentic Emirati Bedouin
spirit. It features more than a
dozen heritage activities and
competitions, including a camel
beauty contest, camel races,
poetry, dates competitions and
a falcon competition.
Beirut:
Through January 6
Organised by the Sursock Museum with the support of the
Musee national Picasso-Paris in
the framework of Picasso-Mediterranee, “Picasso et la famille”
explores Pablo Picasso’s relationship to the notion of the
family. Bringing together drawings, etchings, paintings and
sculptures, the exhibition spans
77 years of artistic creation.

Nour Hage with her piece “Sultana Isabel.”

(Dr Johnson’s House)

London exhibition explores
Britain, Middle East ties
Karen Dabrowska

London

B

ritain’s connections with
the Middle East during the
17th century are explored
in “London’s Theatre of the
East,” a collaborative exhibition
between the Arab British Centre
and Dr Johnson’s House, which celebrates the works of British writer
Samuel Johnson (1709-84).
“We always wanted to find a project we could work on together,”
says Becky Harrison of the Arab
British Centre. “But contemporary
Arab culture and Samuel Johnson
did not seem like they could be connected.”
However, the project was inspired by Johnson’s only play,
“Irene,” which was set during the
fall of Constantinople, and the book
“This Orient Isle,” which looked at
the historic connections between
the Middle East and London.
“Shining a spotlight on the lesser known historical connections
between North Africa, the Eastern Mediterranean and London
through the Ottoman Empire and
the Moorish connections seemed
like an amazing place to start,” Harrison said.

First edition of “Irene”
by Dr Johnson, dated 1749.

(Dr Johnson’s House)

Funding for “London’s Theatre
of the East” was secured from the
City of London Corporation, and
Johnson’s 1749 neoclassical tragedy “Irene” was used as a springboard for discussions. The play is
set during the fall of Constantinople and tells the story of Sultan Mehmed II, who conquered the city in
1453 and captured a Greek Christian named Irene. He made a deal
with her: if she converted to Islam
she would be able to preserve her
life and have power at his court.
The play examines Irene’s dilemma
and the implications of accepting
Mehmed’s offer.
The Arab British Centre did a
call out for Arab-British artists to
respond to the historical context
and content of the play, with the
support of academic advisers including Professor Jerry Brotton,
author of “This Orient Isle.” They
examined the period and influential encounters between London
and the region from the 16th century onward when Queen Elizabeth
I first started trading with Muslim
nations.
“We commissioned quite loosely
because we wanted to see where
the artists would take the themes
and research,” Harrison explained.
“It is believed that the arrival of the
Moroccan ambassador in London
inspired Shakespeare’s ‘Othello.’
We provided artists with a lot of information.”
The Arab British Centre wanted
to work with people coming from
different artistic practices. The
four commissioned artists were
Nour Hage, a Lebanese fashion
designer; Hannah Khalil, a Palestinian-Irish playwright; Lena Naassana, a documentary photographer of Czech-Syrian descent; and
Saeida Rouass, a British novelist of
Moroccan heritage.
“I wanted to show the impact of
the rich and powerful Arab world
on English society,” Hage said. She
made an installation of a neck ruff
associated with Queen Elizabeth I,
which was dyed with turmeric and
indigo spices from the Arab world
imported to Britain in the 17th century.

Dubai:
Through April 4
Sponsored by the Dubai Culture
and Arts Authority, the tenth
Live Our Heritage Festival is
organised on the theme “An Eye
on Emirati Heritage” and invites
visitors to better understand the
legacy and customs of the people of Dubai. Activities include
traditional crafts, national folk
songs and heritage workshops.
Tozeur:
December 25-28
The Tozeur International Oasis
Festival, in southern Tunisia,
will feature art exhibitions and
musical performances along
with displays of local food and
traditional crafts. Artists from
various countries will perform
and interact with visitors.
Muscat:
January 16-February 15
The annual Muscat Festival in
Oman will feature nightly fireworks, traditional Omani music
performances, local cuisine,
craft displays, exhibitions from
regional countries and traditional dancing.
Marrakech:
January 26

Lena Naassana’s “Julia,” part of the portrait series “Ipso (facto).”

(Dr Johnson’s House)

Naassana explores the relationship between place and identity in
her portrait series “Ipso (facto),”
which draws on historic cartography to pose the question: Where do
you belong?
Her exhibition features a 1620
map of the Ottoman Empire with
drawings of men on the left border
and women on the right border.
The captions read: An Egyptian and
his wife, a Persian and his wife, et
cetera… Next to the map are photographs of young people from
the Arab world who discuss their
identity. Noha from Yemen says: “If
British bombs fall on Yemen then I
am Yemeni not British.” Julie, a refugee from the Lebanese civil war,
says: “I will never wholly fit into
being British but I will also never
wholly fit into being Lebanese.”
Rouass retells the story of Irene
in Johnson’s play by reordering

and editing its content to draw out
themes that have gone unexamined
or unexplored. She used the cut-up
technique, a creative process for rearranging a text in a different order.
Drawn to the first English translation of the Quran, printed in 1649,
Khalil presents a dramatic monologue from the perspective of the
printer’s wife and her fascination
with the linguistic beauty of the
holy book.
“This exhibition proves that contemporary Arab culture need not
be separated from the established
literary legacies of the UK; rather
our shared histories are intricately
interwoven and provide fertile
ground for exploration and celebration both now and in the future,”
Harrison said.
“London’s Theatre of the East”
runs through February 15 at Dr
Johnson’s House.

More than 8,000 runners from
all over the world will be racing
in the Marrakech International
Marathon in Morocco. Many international sports personalities
will participate in the race while
various touristic activities and
street shows take place during
the event.
Beirut:
February 18-March 22
Al Bustan International Festival
of Music and the Performing
Arts is a musical celebration
that takes place at various
venues in Beirut and promotes
music from all over the world.
The festival includes orchestral
concerts, choral music, opera
and dance performances.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.
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editor@thearabweekly.com

